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FOREWORD

The prima'-' purpose of the research it.ported liere was to identify and isolate
critical organizational procesbes that influevue tlhe effective performance of Lomknand Lfld
control functions in complex organizations. The work was performed by tho- Human
Resources Research Organization under Work Sub-Unit I of Work UniL ."OR("-a'. Factors
in Military Organizational Effectiveness, the objective of which is to idcntilý .A obtain
better understanding of huma~n factors '.hat influence organizational effvctIVencs&,. Earlier

W-- work had been perfo:med under Expli 'ratory Research 51, Organizational Fffectiveness.
The work, beguin in July 1968 mcId completed in June 1971. was :Onduicted at

HumiRRO Division No. .1, Fort B~ennirng, Georgia. Dr T.O. Jacobs' is Director of the
Division and Dr. Joseph A. Olmstead is FORGE Work Unit Leader. LTC L.P. Withers
(USA-Ret) developed the scenario, ma-terials, and procedures, and served a., Chief Coll-
trolHer for [he simulation thfat was used to -tudy organizational performance. COL Athur

J. e~ua (SARet, IAJ hetonV. etesMAJ Lanny L. Peterson, ClyT Lawrence J.
Dacunto, CPT Allan J. H-olmes, and CPT Peter H-. Ward also served as controllers. Mr.
Lyman K. H-arris develipt d and operated the communications and recording sybtemis. In

-additior- to the authors, other HumRRO professional personnel -,Auo participeted in th.!
research .vere LTC Fred K. Cleary (US'A-Ret). LTC Paul F. Ferguson (USA-Rlet), Dr.
Douglas S. Holmes, Dr. Guillermo F. Mas.-aro. and Mr. Jon E. Roeckelein.

Mifitary liaison and support were provided by the U.S. Army Infantry Human
Research Unit of which LTC F.O. Bargt-r, Jr., and LTC Chester I. Christie served as
Chiefs during the data collection a,-id dau~ analysis phusses, respectively. LTC Willys E.
Davis is the currtnt Chief. USIIIRU persouinel who also participated in thle work wr
S114 James L. Dunlavey. SP4 Louis 'E. DeGreeff, SP4 JIohn MN. Loersch. and SN4 Norr is

- ~Sonn tag.
HuniRRO re~search for the Department of the A',rmy is conducted under Contra,.

DAHC 19-73-C-00O-4. Basic Research in Mihitary Group Effettiveness is performed under
Army Project 2Q061102B74t;.

Meredith 1). Cr,,Nwford
President

Human Resources Research Organization



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

THE PROBLEM

To be f (fective, every military organization must efficiently identify and cope with
problems that arise within its operational environmenLs. The necessity for continuous
readiness and quick reaction in turbulent and unpredictable environments places a
premium upon the capability of organizations to respond flexibly to a more or less
constant flow of uncertainty situations. [%urthermore, technological advances in weapons
systems, electronics, and logistics complicate both organizaLional decision processes and
the execution of required operations.

With these greater requirements for flexible responses, present and future organiza-
tions must depend Upon fast acquisition and use of intelligence, speedy and accurate
communication, and swift reaction to external pressure. The organizations must be able
to search out, identify, and interpret the properties of operational situations as they
develop. They must be able to solve problems within the context of rapidly c!:unging
.:tuational demands, to generate flexible decisions and react to shifting demands. The
source of these capabilities within an organiization is the command and control system.

Clearly, these capabilities depend upon human factors. Some technological assists,
such as sophisticated communications and data processing systems, can be provided;
effectiveness ultimately depends on the judgments and actions of key personnel.

There is little systematic knowledge about these complex human factors. Accord-
ingly, effective control of the factors in command and staff activities is either fortuitous
or the result of long on-the-job practice by highly experienced leaders. Specific informa-
tion is needed on the human factors involved in command and control activities and for
better un,:erstant.'-:g of their contributions to organizational responsiveness, flexibility,
and effectiveness. Such knowledge would enable commanders to control their units
better, and would contribute to improved training in command and control activities.
Additional benefits would be improved techniques for assessing organizational functioning
and for evaluating the performance of command and control activities.

APPROACH

The purpose of Work Unit FORGE is to explore the human factors within organiza-
tions that impede or enhance command and control activities, with the aim of improving
ability to control these factors. To accomplish this purpose, a conceptual framework and
a supporting method of study were developed.

The framework was developed around several concepts that are subsumed under the
rublric "Organizational Competence," which is the capacity of an prganization to cope
with continuously changing environments. Competence was conceived to be a major
determinant of Organizational Effectiveness. Where Effectiveness is the final outcome
(mission accomplishment, productivitj , etc.), Competence is the ability of the organi-
zation to perform certain critical operational functions, or processes, that lead to
Effectiveness. When the processes that comprise Competence are performed well, they
enable an organization to be effective. When performed poorly, they may negate many of
the positive effects contributed by efficiency in other areas.

Preceding page blank
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Org.nizat~ionai C Oyalx~r~ was conk-pived to 1-onsist of three identifiable
consponentsi tsoat. turn, are compo,-7d of st'wral basic organizational pr-cesss The

P ~comporients and the processci thaIt comprise- them are as follows:
(1) Rteality-Testing -The vapacity of the organization for accurateiy 'At ter.

mining the real , operties ofý ;ts operational c-nvironments. Real ity-Tres ting consistý, if Ole
following processesi:

(it) 'iensing-lnforntation ac-quisition and interpretation.
(b) Communicating lnformation--Transmittal of information to those

parts of the orglanization that can act upon it.
4c) Fecdiback--Obtaining of information on 'the rocsiilts of actions takein.

(2) Adaptabi.ity-The p,:oblem-solving capacity. which, inl turn, depends upon
flexir'ihty ef the organizaition. Flexibility i. the ab-Ility to' learn' tlaotgh t-Aperience and to
change w;th shifting, int-rnal and external circumstances. Adaptabilhiv consist-, of the
following processes.

V 'la) Decision idaking-Solving prob~lems and inikiing decisioilE
fb) Communi-:ating Imp~lementaittion-PlrocessFing infor-mation concentin g

actions to be taken.
(c) Coping 'Xct~ons-- ~uting actions reqi.ý'ed by t-nvironmental changes.

(3) Integration --T,.T mairitenant'e of structure ;uid funk. t~on under stress and of
a stte ! reak~s aonl, sub-, ýais that ensures Loordizia'i-in. Intitgrati ?. consists of the

Following process:
(a) Stabilizing--The tatking of actions to maintain internall stability and

S ~inte-at ion~ that mt-ight otherwise be disrupted as a ,oaseq;uence of
actions1. taken to cope with changes in the organizaition's environments.

For purpos,!s of analysis, the se~en critical processes %%ere conceivedj to o-Ckur it) a
sequience that is labeled the "Adampti~e-Coping Cycic." The sequencing Of proceýsses withitt
the cycle is as folluN~s: ~a) Sensin6. (b) Communicating Informatmion, (c) Deciiion Ma.k'mg,
(dA) Stabilizing, (e) Commu~nicating Implcmientatoni. (f; Coping Actions, and (g) Fuedback.

Trhe piresent st idy was b~ased upon this cont ottiai framework and wva. designed to
accom plishi the following objective's:

11 ) Ton determinic the Wcationship between Organizational Competence and
Organizational Effectiveness w.ithin. In fan try battafions.

L), To evaluiat'o the separate contributions to Ffet. ns f a io h
components and 'Act i-mine '.1w rcl~itive contributions of tile organ iz., tivinal ptocc!sse--. used
to operationali-:e thk-se components.

(3) To dt. termine the effecus of environmental pressures upon Conmpatince and
esta'blish the relationsivo betiween Efftlctivpzenes and the af.Ii-'y of anl organization to
maintain Ccompetence unrher pressure from its environments.

1) To o!,taiii ~'-*,radn -lescriptive, data concetrnioag the Competence performance
Ak ~of a battalion coimmiand anvd tontrol system, while :f ot-erate, within a tactical

Prnvironment.

MV? HOD

Ten 'I 2-ma;i groups of Vietitam expericnv ,L ýnintrv -Xficers, ranging in grade freum
senior m,,)tr t- first lieutenant, ;:arbt;ipat ~d ii ain eight-hour rolte simulation of a light
infant-y battalk-oz. FLgaged in co~nihat ojperatiuziý in \'i tnan-, All inputs into the smmulateot



""battalion were made by experinentericont~rollers whlo fillec thle role of prsolie', at
brigade, platoon, and aajacent unit levels. Through tht use of preplanniad and tightly
seteduled messages, controllers cicated a C:ynamnic a -d revlistic situatioll t-at provided
eontaiua and chang~ng environmental inputs requiring ralpid and flexibkL organizational
responses from 0he shiinuiatd units. The simulate scenario LOP; ~'ted of L 12 O 2pSb"

(problems) made up of 376 separate input messages. Although activitie., of th-, lla~ ers
were uninterrupted, tht. simulate was desi~rned in fosAr administrative phases, three' A
which differed in the ititensity of -nv iron men tal pressures, as deterynini!d by frequency.
complexity, and criticality of inputs.

The bases of data were (a) players' ratings of reahiam, it volvemnent, and pressurce
ZZ_. Mexperienced durirg thle simulation, end (b'l all communications trh-lio. wvritten, and face-

to-face) of members of the simulaLtd organiiations. Communications of the i~laycrs %ere
theQ source of data for evalu,'tiun of both Organizational Compe tenect and Organizational
Effectiveness.

The analysis of Organizational Compuetience included, (a) content anal:,sis of each unit
at communication according to a system that classifie.1 it in terms of 12 descriptive
eategories and identified the organ izationial process r~erfornlcd by the uinit, (b) assignment
of a score to each unit in terms of how wvell thle p~rocess reprcsented by it was performed;
and (c) the development of group scores for each organiztdicnal procss, competence
component, and competence as a xvhcle. Scores for proCesses, com1petence components,
and competence were determined by thle quality of process performance.

lk_ Organizational Effectiveness was determined by die military o itcome-, of t.he 128
probes. Experienced officen-, examined transcripts of communications coacerning each
probe and assigned an effectiveness scnre according to prede termtined criteria Lon~uri~ifg
contribution of the outcomle to rnisston accuinpishment. Group EffeLt~i~teass seiures were
summations of scores for the 128 probes.

RESULTS

Players ratid the simulation as (a) more interestin~g than othepr command post
eecssin which they had participated. (14 quite realistic in the problems and pro-

cedures usL-d, (e) high in the extent uf player involvtcincnt, and (d) high in probability
that, batutlions which were effective in lthe simulation would al'o he effective in a real
situation. Furthermore, players' ratings of the amnount. of ;)rehSurL experienced during the
various phases were in a~cord with tile experimental design. It is concluded that thle

validity oL the simulation %wab high, Nwhich permits confidence in the substantive finding5

11F, of the study.

VV:ý During thle simulation, the 10 gr-oulps averaged 1,.377 contacts. These contacts
'a result;eC in a mean of 1800. i scoring miins per group. Gro;up mean units p'er lpr.)be were

141.1. TnesL data indicate that each group produced a ilarge number of cu.-nnunication~s
for scoxm,4, thus ensuring that scor.'s de,,eloped from them ark- genuinely representative of
the groups' performance.

An analysis of frequency of process performance in relation to Organizationai
Effectiveness resulted in a correlation celt-ficiciat ot .33. which wvas "~Ot siginfica:nt
(N = 10). This finding indicates that Efivttiveness was net rela ted to th,ý frt quiency with
which processes were performed by tit, imulated orgenizatioiis



For this study Of 10 g~oups, thle most im~portant finding is concerned with the
relatioinship between Organizational Competence and Organizational Effectiveness. ThleI obtained correlation coefficient of .93 is hii.ghly significant (p*< .01), and indicates a
strong relationship between the 'two variabies. Under the conditious of this study,
Completence accountfd ;or 86"t of the varia~nce in Effectiveness. Therefore, it appear.~
that Comp(ctence was aprincipal determunant of Organizational Effectiveness.

Zeo rdrcorrelations of Competencu components w.ith Effectiveness resulted in
coefficien~';.O .96 for Reality Tesýting. .79 for Adaptability, and .11 for Integration~.
Thus, both ReahL3 Testing and Adaptability were related significantly to Effeanxeness.
The relati-onship of lnt~ gration to Effectiveness was quite :,mall and not si!ýnificarit. This
la(ck of relationship is tcxplained in part by the few occurrences of Stabdilzing, the one
process of wh~ch Inme.giation is composed. The reselts concerning Stabilizing and Integra-
tion are dleemed to tie inccnc!-Usive because of insufficient data.

A mult~pie ccirreiational analysis between the Competence components and Effec-
tiveness rejilted in a correctedl coefficient of .9-1. Beta weights were .719 for Reality
Testing, .25 for Adaptability. and -. 06 f'or Integration. Relative contributions to Effec-
tiveness were 76-, for Iteaiity Tresting and 20', for Adaptability, while the contribution
of Integration wvas negli,;ible (-.008'0) It is apparent tht~t Reality Testing and Adapta-
bility were criawal detcrmii'ants of Organizational Effecti'.'eness. Reality Testing con-

P .tributed more th~an 'Adaptabilvv, which demonstrates thle importance of information
acquisition and mnift.-ation prucessing to '.he effectiveness of military organizations.

For all lproce- .ses except Stabilizing and Feedback, correlations with Effectiveness
were significant beyond the .05 level of c-onfidence. Sensing produced thle highest
correlation (.92), Communicating Information wa: second highest (.83), and Decision

Makin-., Communicating lImpiementation, and Coping Actions were somewnat lower and
approximately equal (.70,.7, .72).

An im-'ortent finding is the linkage among thle five processes found to be signifi-

Adapi~eCop~g Cclewas oun to e dpenent ponthequality of early ones. This
finingitii(,te tht te cpailiy o anoranzaton orcoping wifth its environments

depeds ponuquity ffitiv peformnceof achprocess., both separately and in

TO nal,,eth efect ofeni-omenal ret~ue uonCompetence, performance of
thefiv grupstha wre ighst n Efetiv.,is!,(,"-hEffectiveness Groups) %as

comt,;ared with hat of the five groups that were lowe.,t in Lhi^,ctiveness (Low Effective-
ness Groups). A.!alN-.is-of--varia.ice procedures wt-re uied !(; compare the Competence of

C ~the classes of groups across the thiee pressure p~hases (Low, Moderate, and High).
Competence of the High Effectiveness groups 'vat sig.dfieantly better than for Low

Effectiveness groups ,n all phases. In addition, when faced with a change in mission and
operation!, under moderate~ pressure, Competeince deteriorated for both groups, but much
more drastically for Low Effectiveness groups. After deterioration in Competence
occurred, Low gioups continued to function at a reduced level for the remnainder of the
simulation, whereas Higth Effectiveness ljoups tecovervo their initial level of Competence
and mnaintained it even under High Presiure conditions.

A similar analysis for Competence components showed tha. Reality Testing
dete, torated w-,ith change in moisbion and increased presture. hut recovered for both classes
of groups. Patterns of" Reality Testing for the two types of groups were similar. although
performance was tonsistently better for High Effectiveness groups. On the other hand,



X43 patterns for Adaptability %ere different. For High Effectiveness groups, scores for
iki Adaptability remained essentially the same throughout the three pressure phases.

However, Adaptability scores for Low Effectiveness groups showed a contnual
degradation as pressure increased. Therefore, it appears that Effectiveness of Lcw
groups was less because of (a) consistently lower performance of Reality Test'ng and

-p (b) a breakdown in Adaptability processes under increased envirnmental pressure.
Aborted decisions are those for which no implementing actions are performed.

A comparison between High Effectiveness and Low Effectileness groups showed -.hat,
throughout the simulation, Low groups aborted more decisions. In addition, when 'hey

L experienced the High Pressure phase, the mean increase in aborted decisions for HIigh
Effectiveness groups was only .4; for Low Effectiveness. groups, it was 7T6. Under the
stress of strong eavironmental pressuie, processes for implementing decisions broke d.,wvn
rmuch more often in the Low Effectiveness groups, but continued to function reliabl, in
the Higl" Effectiveness groups.

A. analysis of process performance by organizational position showed a clear
pattern. Sen-sing v as performed predominantly by maneuver company personnel. Co-
municating Information v- ,s performed most frequently by the S3, and Decision Mak'ag
was most heavily centered ai the battalion ,ommander, S3, and company commanderŽ.
Although not performed often bý Anyone, Stabilizing was performed most frequently by
company commarnders; Feedback ,,,tions were not performed often enough to yield
discernible pattern. Staff officers performed Communicating Implementation most often,
while Coping Actions, as expected. were executed predominantly by company

VF - commanders.

CONCLUSIONS AN[ IMPLICATIONS

The results of this study permit the following conclusions:
(1) Organizational Competence is a principal determinant of the effectiveness

of organizations.
(2) Competence is concerned with the quality of organizational p)rocesses. The

"Ve frequency witn which processes are performed is not related to effectiveness.
(3) When the processes of which Competence is cumpri-ed are performed

proficiently, an organizatiun will be more effective. When the processes a:e not
formed proficiently, effectiveness will be reduced.

(4) The organizational processes that comprise Competence contribute differ-
entiallv to effectiveness. however, most contribute in significant degrees and the Lausal
linkage between the processes makes it essential that all be performed proficiently.

(5) The ability of an organization to respond flexibly to changes in its oper-
ational environments is related to its Competence.

(6) The ability of an organization to maintain effectiveness under pressure
from its envirouments is ;elated to its Competenc,.

(7) The conceptual framework used in this study is a valid and prati :a! means
for understanding. analyzing. and evaluating the internal functioning of an organization.

(8) The conceptual framework orovides a meaningful, concrete basis for
developmental efforts interded to improve the internal functioning of complex
organizetions.

Ix



The findings of this study have significant implications for the study and improve-
menit of orgdmzational functioning. For numerous reasons, organizational processes have
not received adequate attention in attempts to improve the performance of organizations.
The principal contribution of this study is - concrete demonstration of the importance of
organizational competence as a determinant of effectiveness, of the relative contributions
of the various processes, of the syste..atic relationships that exist among them, and of
the ways in which change and pressure affect their performance. It is now apparent that
competence plays a critical role in the performance of organizattions and, accordingly,
warrants major attention in efforts to improve effectiveness.

Competence is the quality of performance of an organization's command and
control system. Therefore, the importance of competenLe for military tactical units seems
self-evident. The development of competence within an opeiatmonal unit can be expected
to result in a more smoothly functioning command and control t--am; in adjustment to
changes in operational environments with a minimuni of wasted effort, lost motion, or
reduced effectiveness; and in maintenance of highcr levels of effectiveness under the

r- •pressures of combat.
A In nontactical organizations, both military and no.inilitary, processes may be some-
L €•what ambiguous, often complex, and sometimes more difficult to trace. Nevertheless,

attention to Competence is equally, if not more. important for these organizations than
for tactical ones. It appears that the quality of process performance is a critical
consideration regardless of the type of organization.

In many organizations, competence is less than adequate because little systematic
attention is given to the improvement of process performance. However, the concepts
subkam,.d under the rubric "Organizatioaal Competence" offer potential for overcoming
this problem. They constitute a workable framework for analyzing the internal func-
tioning of an organization and for correcting dysfunctional aspects through redesign or
developmental activities that involve both individual and team training.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

__ This report describes :he first sub-unit of HumRRO Work Unit FORGE. a project
with the purpose of rivestigafing certain human factors that influence the effectiveness of
complex organizations, and discovering .vays to enhance effectiveness by better control of
these factors. FORGE I, the sub-uirt reported here, was concerned with ilde isolation of
those organizatioral prok ses t-hat contribute to effectiveness, and determination of ways
in which the processes influence organizational performance. A second sub-unit will be Ap
devoted to identification of social-psychological factors that affect performance of the
processes, and co development of techniques for more effective control of the factors.

THE PROBLEM

To be effectiv?,. every organization must efficiently identify, solve, and cope with -
problems that arise within its operational environments. Performanc- of these functions
has always been important for organizational success, but recent developments have made
these functions both more essential and more difficult. The tuxbuienr. and unpredictable
environments that are ;Ji-,racte'istic of the present, and anticipated for the future, place a

AVV premium upon the capability of organizations to respond flexibly to a more or less
V constant flow of uncertainty situations. Yet this responsiveness must be accomplished iii

the face of technological advances in communications, equipment, and logistics that
complicate both organizatior'" decision processes and the execution of required 2
operations. _7

Under such conditions, present and future organizations, with their greater require-
merits for flexible responses. must depend upoit fast acquisition, processing, and use of
information, speedy and accurate communication, and swift reaction to external pressure.
Therefore, these organizations must possess the capabilities to search out, accurately
identify, and correctly interpret the properties of operational situations as they develop,

K: to solve problems within the context of rapidly changing situational demands, to generate
flexible decisions relevant to these situations, and to react to shifting situational demands
with precise appropriateness.

It is apparent that the capabilities described above are mainly dependent upon
human factors. Some technological assists can be provided-for example, highly sophisti-
cated communications systems and techniques and equipment for rapid compilation and
processing of data. However. the payoff in effectiveness ultimately reduces to the
judgmenta, and actions of key personnel, both individually and collectively. These key
personael usually work in the management or command and control structure.

At present, little syvstematic knottledge is available concerning the specific effects of
these human factors within oonplex organizations. Furthermore, most educational and
training programs have little to say in this regard. Accordingly, effective controi of the
factors in most organizational activities is either fortuitous or the result of long on-the-
job practice by highly experienced leaders.

There - a definite need for specific knowledge concerning the human factors
inv.olved in orgaiizational respnsiveness and flexibility. and for better understanding of
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the~r contributions to organizational effectiveness. Such knowiedge would enable leaders
to better control 'their organizations and would contribute to improved, training for
leaders, managers, and staff personnel. Additional benefits would be improved techniques
for assessing organizational funct~io~ning and for evaluating the performance of :Individuals
in the execution of activities that determine organizational responsivenesb and flexibility.

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The effectiveness of an organization depends upon many things. Some of the more
critical factors are (a the formal body of pclicies, procedures, arid doctrine intended to
guide deiios; r actions. (b) the quality of techniques used in the performance of
activities, (c) the aLcquaf-y of equipment that assists in the performance of required
activities, and (d) the tra~iing and skills of indivdual personnel.

However, neither the logic of decisions, the adequacies of policies, procedures,
techniques, and equipment, nor the skills of individual personnel in executing technical
operations are, in themselves, sufficient to result in the responsiie and adaptive system of
organizationa' decision and action that is required. A remaining essential cier'ent involves
competent performance of certain organizational processes that are necessary for the
effective coordination of activities and the integration of information and decisions at
many levels within the organization.

Included in these processes are the derivation and communication of objectives, the
acquisition and processing of information, and the evaluation of alternative courses of
action. Also ircluded are processezs involved in reaching and implementing decisions and
in obtaining feedback on the resulth of actions that are taken. Thlese processes whereby
information, decisions, and actions are b~rought together invclve a complex interplay
between individuals, positions, and levels This constant interplay is a critical element in
organizational responsivencess and flexibility.

The purpose of the project reported here was to dettrmine the sp~ecific contributiops
of some or all the adaptive processes to organizational effectiveness and, further, to
establish the human determinants that influence effective functioning of thý- processes.
Specifically, the obj ctives of the study were to (a) identify and isolate -processes that are
critical to the effec' .'ve functioning of organizations. (b) determine the specific contri-
bution of each pr.cess to effectiveness, and (c) determine how functioning of the
processes is influenced by environmental pressures.

To accomplish the above objectives, the U.S. Army Infantry battalion was selected
as the organization to be studied. Trhe Infantry b~attalio-n is a p~rinie example of orgaiiiza-
tions that must continually adapt to fast-c-hanging environmental conditions. Further-I mnore, the comparatively short and clearly demarcated time frames characte~ istic of
combat operations usually encompass m'ost of the activities that occur over extremely
long periiods in more conventional organizations, this permitting intensive examination of
complete cycles of events critical to the units. On the other hand, except for the
activities in which they engage and the stresses common to combat. tactical units are
surprisingly similar to other organizations in their fundamental operating charac~taistics.
For these reasons, the study reported here was concerned with U.S. Army Infanitry
hattalions engaged in stability operations in a highly turbulent Sotitheast Asian
environment.
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Chapter 2

B A CKG ROUN D

THE MILITARY ORGANIZATION

Military organizations are structures intended to function effectively in einergen,.
situations This is especially applicable for tactical units, where typical operational

conditions include intense pressures frvrm turbulent aaid rapidly changing environments.
The function of these units is to cope wit'i such pressures and to overcome forces in the
environments that generate them.

This, emphasis upon organizational responses to p~roblemn situationi points up tho role
of thle o-ganization as problem solver and decision maker. Although *ndividual members,
actually )erform the problem-solving and decision -making activities, tile necessity for
global organizatioi.aI responsesý makes ~tuseful to conceive of the organizationa
problem-solving and decisioii-making unit. An individual is severe!y' limited in his capacity
to deal with complex situations. An organization, on tl'e other hland, makes it p)ossible to
analyze smt.in mr nertnal and, consequently, to develop more effective
nicars for manipulating environments 'to accomplish missions.

The basic organizational technique is to (a) break down large probilems into com-
ponent parts. (b) assign responsibility for dealins! with thle segments to speciali7c~d units
(e.g.. staff sections) and to various levels, and It-) coordinate these separate el -)rts in a
system rganizational decision and action, Thus, the characteristIic form for coping
with C( x problems is a controlled and directed problem-sc lying and decision-Making
svsten,. L. en though a military organization st'll adheres to thie ortrnciple of command
responsibility for decision mak'ing. the comlplexity of problems a .nc the organizational
wveb within which the commander must operate reduces and qjualifi ~s his f'i' nction as a
single. individual information proceswer 'nd prohlem solver

'the function of an organization is to act to achieve its goals or accomplish its
missions. In general, its method is to coordinate the activities of its members so that all
will be properly relatt d and all will, cont ribute to thle ultimate objet. ives. More specifi-
cally, the method is as follows (1, pp. 15-16):

(1) The members of the or~oanization are assigned specific decislon-making
responsibihitien and action roles.

(2: Tile members arm trained in some respects and indoctrinated in others to
perform reliably in these assigned roles.

(3) Both decision-making anid action responsibilities are distributed in terms of
types of problem situations and in terms of superior and subordinate levels
of authorit:'.

(4I) standard Operating Procedures, including standard forms for thle communi-
c~ation of infGrmation, decision, and action plans. are developed: these are
miost rigolrously enforced at thle lower levels of responsibility.

(5) The resulting structure and Ats standard p~rocedures are then oporalted o311
thle ba~sis of a icontinuous flow of situtation-decision -action.

The basic lpt-rpo-e is to take directed, unified action in an Privironriernt t-hat presents,
a~ continuous flow of uncertainty situations. Thel( principal device for rriainfý,Ining this
effort is, thle cnain of s-ommand. which rums throisgh thle heart of th!c orgaouzation from
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the topmost k(vel to the lowest point of unn~ COL Thie~i, ideally, the process for coping
with uncertainty situations involves handling an "*opLera1!,.)al cycle" thal flows up an' I
down the chain of command and consists of ,tuaoii(,-ii'rmation-(!eeision --. io-
altered situation--new informarion-s,-pplernentaty deci~ninr.--ind so )n (1. p. 18). Thle
organization seeks to regulateý this cycle without becoming .r.Kl'xiole in its responses.

In practice, however, the "operational cycle" iz nol, Lq!ý,ualy so ftxaightforward as
descril-ed. For one thing, although the logrical starting -oint, icr thc cycle Should always>
be a specific situ:,,ion, there are. in reality, ne concrete k( unuo .ires !ai may situations.
Thus, some may overlap, or one may flow into another. rcru Lh(Ie is no specific
meenanism for recognizing a situation. Sometimes, infern,. ,ifn ~; vjia situatiw~i.

Somtims, ctin tkenin necreates another situation -hre ~equently, one(
organizational level, b% decision or action, creates a situation f'or ati-offer )lii Yher or lower
level. Thus, the cycle tends to operate errafically.

In addition, the process wvhereby information. UICL.dorns. and actions ~r~browg! r.
into conjunction involves a complex interplay betuveen and amnong levels. For exa-i~niv. as
information flows upward in the chain of command, parts are selected o~t &nKwo'r
items are added. The flow of directives downward is similarhN affected. At the same n.ae
decisioais and actions from intervening levels enter into the f'low of inforinat=o and
directives. The (onstant interplay that occurs is the e~ssnee of modern organ izatiol al
process.

To onitrol this interplay. o~ganizations tend toward regulated and formal responzes-
it the-, prefer the certaint5 of standardized procedureE wvith Lheir clearly demarcated and

logically related stage~s. The reliability Thus obtained is eszential to unified effort. (-in the
other hand, overreliance upon regulated responses tend~s to limit flexibility, a quality that
is also essential in uncertainty situations.

Trhere is often " precarious balance between rigidivy and flexibility in military
organizations. The point at which this balance is struck i.- a matter of considerable
importi.nce for effect ienes~s. Therefore, a major recqu.rement for military organizations is
to establish and maintain a workable balance betwcen these two aspect; of the organized
decision-making, problen-solving action-taking process.

EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURES

A\ major cooacern within a millitary U1.it is developing an organization to function at
7 ;kr,,k t'ffit lency even under extreme conditions and guarding it against disruption b-,

prc-s..urts generated within it-, environmnents. Disruptions -imposed by environmental pres-
ýurvs ma% viitiale farreaching (onsequences. In combat, they may actually determine
suirvival of the organization.

The effects oi environmental pressure are diverse and, occasionally, even contra-
(lictory (2). On the ore hand, pressure may lead to disruption of critical processes. which
Lan seriously i.n~it. viability of the organization. On the other hand, pressure can result in
t-loser intcgration, the deveiopment of appropriate problemn solution, adteehne
riernt of relev~ant actions.

Evidence conccxming the general effects of environmental prýqrs is sparse. How-
ever, svveral relevant survby ofA the effects of * crises- upon organmzaitionid. functioning
will ble summarized here (2. 3, 11). .A -crisis"* is an event or situation tha! (a) threatens
high-priority objectives of the orgganiiation. 11)) presents- a restricted amount of time in
which a response canl be made, and (c) is unexpected or unanticipated byteorai
zation (2, p. 64). A crisis is an extreme s'tuation and, as such, is analogous to many of
the situations exp~erienced b., military units in combat.
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Crises and reactions to them muiniry af~ect the problem-solving, decision-making, and
adaptive processes discussed in thie previous section. For example, it has beer, found that,
unitially, information about a potential threat tends to be given low value (4'i. Organi-

azationis ame frequently caught unprepared because av~ailable information from the environ-
ment is o-erloaked or disregarded. Ro'cognitior. of the existence of an actual emergency
often Ings behind the occurrence of threat or even behind the impact of the ernergency
itself. Fragmentary and local report-, ar2, frequently available leading up to and followving
actual impact. However, only after these repovts accumulate is it recognized that an
emergency has oce,.rred.

Mluch behavior during the immediate thyeat and the onset of .he emergency is
ese.-nrally L search for information. Accordingly, the time required to define the Qitua-
tiofl and p~ut ~espunses into effect is critical. The leghof time that isreuedepns
in Iag part, upon the communication that occars within the organizati , i. Yet, in many

ýýt ý_pp meige.ney zotuations, ti-e total number of communication channels used for the collec-
tion and distribution of information is reduced (2, p. 68; 5. p. 76). This is in contrast to
the fact that there is frequently information overload (4, p. 17). The number of channels
employed is reduced but, in 'those channels that remain, the amnount of information may
reach gzreater quantities than can he aeccommodated.

The comp.-lling pressure to act and a compressed time p~erspective lead to increased
errors in judgmt~nt. What is more, the required coordination of decisionsz .nd actions is
frequently not sup;)died in the early stages. Then, as recognition of the gravity of the
emergency increases, there is usually it tendency toward centralization oF decision making
responsibilities 1.2).

Frequently. an organization struclz withn an emergency does not rapidly regain its
ability to funwtion. Fr.r examiple, inadequatz. communication often means that a serious
or larg~e er-ror is reqnired before it can be recognized and corrected. Because of lack of
information, smnall er-ors go unnoticed.

FnPally, there is a strong tendency to use stereotyped :-esponses. The most familiar
actions atre thosc most likely to be taken, regardless of the situational requirements.

Needless to say, such factors as knowledge. experience. and training vwil' re2strict the
tendencies just described. This is what militaz-y organizations attempt to accomplish
througli training, ind'3ctrination. SO1's, contingenoy plans, and so forth. However, f.rti
discussion. the important point is that those asp-ects of an organization most likely to be
affected -.y eazvi nmental p~ressures are the problemi-folvilng, decision-making, and

~idpttg fncton-those aspect-, that most determine the ability of an organization to
cope wvith events in its environment. A critical question for thiss research is, "Why. under
the stxani of environmental p~ressures. do these functions break down in some organuza-
tions znd not in others?" EPAAOYCNET

Attiempto to answer this qitestion Irave been limited and have not been eminently
sICcessful. A principal reason for this notable lack of success appears ttý he the inade-

z, quacy of conventional approaches for coining to grips with sone of the more complex
aspects of organizational functioning. Bennis (q). probab!y the most articulate- critic of
the cu)stomkary ways of approaching organizations made tkis samne point when he
conicluded that it is no longer adequate to vie%% an organ~zaticn ats an 3nalog to the
mnachine, and that it is also not reasonable to view the org"a-4io . oeyi rso h
!cui.-j psyc.hological charncteristics c.- organizational members, a (ecently fashionable viev.-

'1'. Iather, Bennis contends that the approach which shouhl he taftit- is to view
oti1117'41ions as *'open systemns defined. by their primary task or mk.ston anad encountering
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boundary conditions taait are rapidly changing their characteristics." Ilie argues that "the
main challenge confronting today's organization... Isý that of resp-ondling to chanlging
conditions and adapting to external stress" (6_, p). 46,.

M~a Accordingly, Bennis concludes tbc. the traditional approac~ies are "out of joint"
with the emerging view of oiganizations -ts adaptive, problem-sal)ving systems and that
conventional studies of effectivieness are not sensitive to 'he critical needs of the
organization to cone with external rtress and change. According to Bennis, the present
methods of evaluat'L ig -fiectiveness provide static iudicators, of certain output character-
istics without revealint: the procczýsses by wvhich the organization searches for. adapts to,
and solves its changing problems. Yet, without an understanding of these dynamic

4L proc'-sses of problem solv~ng, knowvledge al;-ui organiza~tional behavior is woefully made-
cluate. Bennis further cc,- Icdes that the methodological rules by which thle organization
approaLche: its task and Interacts with its environments are the critical determinant's of
organizational effectivoness (6, p. 47).

In their search for an approach that will encompass the many varied aspects of
organizations, Bennis and a num~ber of other writers3 (7, 8, 9) have turned ;o General
Sysceins Theory (10). 1In General Systems Theary, ant organizat~ion is v.ewed as existLing in

an environment with wvhich there are more or less continuous interchanges. As a system,
the organization is regarded as hiaving inputs (resources such as mnaterial. people, )n(J
information) on which it operates :: conversion process (throughput) to produce oatputs
(products, service-s. 0tW.). Both the inputs and Outputs mustL take LCOc!Ult of env,.rorm-
mental changes and demands (11).

Systems Theory embraces a mnuch more comprehensive skt of cons eins than it is
possible to describe he~re. Accordingly, an vutlinc adapted from Sc htit n 02) w,ll -.--ve to
summarize those ideas that have the most relevaricc for this report:

(1) As an open system, an organization is in constant int;!eaction, taking in
2 materims, people, energy, and inforinatiosn, and convcrtang these into

()As a system, anl organization ha-s inaimy purpotses or functions that involve
numerous interactions, with its environnments. Many of thle activities of
organ izationa I subsystems cannot beo- understood without recognition of
hlese multiple interactions and functioos.

(3) The many sahbsyo~terns of anl organization are in dynamic iteraction with
one- another. It i.s as imiportant to analyze "lhe beh~avior of Such subsystems

& a., it is to amillyze organizational uvents in wermns of individual behavior.
1) Subsystemis are tnic'rdLpenden'. Actordingly. changes in one sulbsystem are

likely to influence other sulhsvstenis.
(5) An oreanization exists in a dynamic enx iroiment consisting of other

sy tenis. Since thle environiment constrains aod p~laces dletands Ipon the
organization in various x%ays. thle functioning of the organization cannot be

understood without full consideration of environmental demands and

(6) M\ultiple links between ain organization and its environment make it diffin-
cult to clearly identify thle houndaries of many organi~atiots Ultimately.
anl organization is p~erhaps better understood in terms of its processes rather
than in tierms of characteristics such as shane. fiinc'ton. or structure.

Of particular relevance for organizations is the concept of "equifinality." Acccrding
Lo this principle, a systenn canl reach thle same final state fromi different Initial coiuditions
and by a variety of paths (7). Thle concept hia.- special significancve for orgatnizations
he-cause it points up thle importance of ongoing prui v.sses adaptec'. v.jr specific situations
as major determinants of outeones. Whetreas tb- more traditional theories of bureaucracy%

rely upon rules, policies, an-d precede-mnts to dictate action, and theor-.es of decision. relyI a



on rationality to indicate the obvious scution, Systems Theory recognizes that actions
are governed by dynamic processes through which oroblems are approached as they arise
and in accordance with their pdxticular nature.

Basing his approach upon Systems Theory, Bennis has proposed that the major
concern should bc with "organizational health," defined in terms of "competence,"
"rniastery," and "problem-solving ability." lie then p)ostulates some criteria for organi-
zational health (6, pp. 52-54):

(1) Adaptability-which coincides with problem-solving ability which, in turn,
depends upon flexibility of tle organization. Flexibility is the freedom to
learn through experience, to change with changing internal and external
circumstances.

(2) identity--Adaptability requires that an organization "know who it is, and
what it is to do." It needs s me clearly defined identity. Bennis says that.
"identity can be examined in two ways: (a) by determining to what extent
the olganizational goals are undcr-,tood and accepted by the personnel and
(b) by ascertaining to what extent the organization is perceived veridicaiiv
by the ;)ersonnel.

(3) Reaily Testing-The organization must develop adequate techniques for
determining the 'real properties" of thle environment in w\ilci it exists.
The "psychological field" of the organization contains two main bound-
aries, the internal organization and the boundaries wvitlh the external
environment. Accurate sensing of the field ih essential before adaptation
can occur.

""Tius, Bennis views an organization as an adaptive system and contends that the
processes through which adaptation occurs at" the proper fo,';• of analysis.

A few other writers have stiessed the polenti-,l of studying the problem-solving
processes used by an organization. For one, Altman (13) contends that performance
effectiveness should be viewed from a broad i)erspec_.:e, to include so-called "process
variables" as intrinsic antecedents of performance outlouts Thus. Altman rejects the
approach to organizational performance solely from the "black box" point of view.
"Instead, he proposes "a strategy of research. that peers into the box and attempts to
understand the sequential development of pcrlor,,ance as it progresses from In)ut to
output" (13, p. 84'.

Schein (9, pp. 98-99) goes beyond Altman and suggests an it;Atial sequence of
activities or processes used by organizations in adapting to change.s in the environment.

SSchein talls this sequence an adoptive coning cycle. ''l'h- stages in the adaptive coping
cycle are:

(1) Sensing a change in ',he internal or external environment.
(2) Importing the relevant information about tihe change into those parts of

the organization that can act upon it.
(3) Changing )roduction or conversion processes inside the organization accord-

ing to the information obtained.
(4) Stabilizing internal changes while reducimg or managing undesired

by-products (undesired changes in related systems that have resulted from
the desired changes).

(5) Exporting new products or services that are more in line with the originally
perceived changes in the environment.

(6) Obtaining feedback on the success of thle change through further sensing of
the sLate of tile external environment and the degree of integration of thl
internal environment.

The swing to a process emphasis by such respected theorists as Altman, Bennis. and
Scliein signals a significant new development in ways of thinking about OrgaMizations.



Where, previously, attention was mainly focused upon the invariant aspects-the unchang.
ing aspects of procedures, policies, structures, and relationship.--therc has now been
recognition that the variant aspects may be the real key to understanding and controlling
organizational behavior.

Thus, it hps finally become apparent that with organizaticns, as with people, it is
plainly necessary to focus attention on dynamics. Since an o)ganization is an adaptive
equilibrium-seeking organism, the processes through which adaptZ z,-r occurs are a sig-
nificant subject of analysis. It is, therefore, important to learn precisely how these
processes influence and contribute to overall organizational effectiveness. It is equally
important to understand what factors influence functioning of the organizational
processes and what deternrnes whether these processes can resist disruption under
pressures arising from the environment.
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Chapter 3

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Work Unit FORGE was preceded by an exploratory study directed toward
evaluating the feasibility of studying organizational functioning and identifying the best
methods for conducting such a study. Early ir. the exploratory study, surveys of both
Srganizational and methodological literature led to tne conclusion that a combination of
two factors would be essential to any project th.tt was seriously intended to substantially
increase understanding of such a complex phenomenon as organizational functioning. The

__p two factors are (a) the developmeiV. of a sound conceptual framework and (b) the use of
carefully planned, theory-related methods for systematically collecting and analyzing gdata. SRIin Therefore, a substantial part of the exploratory study was devoted to developing a

conceptual frame cf reference within which organizational phenomena could be virved.
This chapter sets out the concepts that were the starting points for the study of
organizational functioning and establishes the basic frimework for the data collection

_ phase of the study.

RTHE STRU.TURE OF VARIABLES

It is apparent that the emphasis upon organizational processes has come mainly from
theorists rather than researchers. This is understa-ndable since the processes are not easily
amenable to the segmentation characteristic of most research efforts. In order to gain
contro) over the phenomena under examnination, empirical researchers are prone to break
large problems into small parts that can be studied separately. The complex interactions
between processes dr, not permit this to be done readily.

Probably a more significa. - reason for the dearth of research on organizational
processes is that these processes appear to b.e mediating variables between inputs and
outputs. Situations involving mediating variables are. of course, more difficult to analyze

Sthan the simpler independent variable - dependent variable relationships typical of most
studies.

Thus, in the conventional study the researcher attemi,ptz to treat some factor, slich as
cohesiveness or leadership, as a predictor variable and then examine the relationship of
this factor to some criterion such as productivity, goal achievement, or employee

]0 satisfaction. Productivity, goal achievement, .ir'd satisfaction are dependent variables.
Although most of the stiAdies concerned with tht" effects of social-psychological variables

V have been of this sort, findings have not been sufficiently cor.sistent to demonstrate any
clear-cut relationships. The reason may be that the studies have been too simply
conceived.

IHowever, when the problem is broadened to include organiza'ional processes, more
facets become clear. As "input," "predictor." or "independent" variables, there appear to
be at least two broad classes: (a) factors related to the formal aspects of organization-
structure, span of control, policies, procedures, degree of centralization, and .so forth, and
(b) individual and social-psychological factors-goals, motives, roles, cohesiveness, inter-
personal relations, and so forth. Next, broadly considered, are the "output," "resultant,"
or "dependent" variables, such as effectiveness of the organization. Finally, interposed

11
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-K betwqen the indepenzi~ent and d;ependent variables are a group of factors that seem
properly to be mt-diating, variablez-, altho'igh for some analysis purposes hthey may be
treated as dependent. In this ',ronp a--( organizational processes such as communication,
problern soiving, decision making, and information gathering.

It (can be hiypoth~cnized that the c,:erall eFfectiveness of an organization, as measured
by mission accomplishment, is largely influenced by these organizational processes. Other
things being equa!, if the processes functlon well, organizational effe'.Aiveness should be
enhianced. Efficiency of the proc~sses. in turn, wili be affected by formal structural oi
procedur-al factors -nd by social-psycl.ological fazt~ors. In this way a missing link can be

tx supplied]. It cerns reasoaable that the conventional studies of social-psychological factors
that hnfluerice teffectiveness have bee'i inconclus~ve because there is, in fact, no direct.
relationship between these factor: ar'o organizaticnal performance. It appears that Ehey,
iti some way, influence 'the organization's competence with regard to its; operational
prozcsses and this, in turn, determineas mission accomplishment.

The study renocrted hiere was Jesigned to ovaiuate oni! part of the ahb-.ve hypnuthiiris.
that is. to determine the relationship br-tweert process performanze a;.. efectiveaess.
second study wrill examine the effects of socirýi-psychological factors upon performance (A
th~e processes. Throu~n this two-step) procedure, it will be possible to learn how organiza-
tional l)-ocvCzse5 infl-uence effectiveness and, in turn, are affected bky other factors within
the climate 'f ar. organization,

THE ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPT

The conceptual framework for this study conceives of ar, organization as a social
systemn existing In a physical and socia. 2nvirunment over time. A human organization is
defined as a comple.N netiwork of relatic)nshiprs among a number of people who are
engaged iv some2 activity for some purpose wvhere the activity requires a division of work
and responsib;ility in such a mannner as to inake the members interdependent. The referent
of the termn o-gen.zation is, operationally, the modern, large-scale business. mi~litary, or
g'wcrnmental organization. Specifically, in this study, the subject. is an infantry battalion.

The "people" in the above definition are physical organisms and -v ~ological
processeý,. "Relatiojiships among pe-ople" are states in which the activity and psycho-
ic-,ýical stateý of one person is in a condition of mutual influence wvith aneother. A
".network of relationships" is an abstraction os' the rulationships among a nu.n'iler of
persons. The influence of a l)&rsoi is a function of his psychological lpropertivs and the
lprolic-rties of the (oordinating and dcldsion-making roles that hie is assigacd. The stability
of the organization 0Airough time in rellation to its plirpose is obtained through a
sufficieni coincidence of thle psyrthological fields of the personnel. For organizational
achievement to be possible. shared underst.;ndings among the personnel are essential. A
common means af communication, a common accep~tance of purposes or subpurposes.
and a common consent t-) the distribution of duties and responsibi);li ties are requi-red for
large organizations.

Trhe 'boundary of the organization as a unit of analysis can b-& established only in P.
relative manner. Coirnpwratihe autonomny is one means of establishing boundaries. Another
mear., is purpose and pert cived membership. lIn the military context, the existence of a
commanding officer may be considered to definc an indepenc!ýn! organizational unift.

"Purpos4e" is defined as the relationsi'ip) of the omannization t~o the external phy-.sical
arid social enviroinment lo military un -ts. the assigrnment (if a ini-slon ma-, be coflsidet'dI to indicate the existence tif a purpose. The mode of organization within a unit is, in part,
determinedi by the purpose-the purpose dictates the mrethod of :iistributtion and execu-

tion of problem solving, decision mnaking, and action func'ions.

r1



The formal distribution of the above functions, and the assignment of authority and
responsibility to go with them, define the formal structure of the organization. The
fir.cti"ns are arranged and systematized on the basis of ideas as to how they should be
ef.-tively performed a nd logically coordinated-on the basis of what have been called
the "loge .i of organizttion." In accordance with these logics, military organizations are
charactern-ed by (a) the rational dLtermination of objectives and missions; (b) hierarchical
arrangements of personnel in terms of authority, responsihiPty, coordination, and con'rol"
(c) missions that require the collaboration of sub-units to accomplish; and (d) a certain
degree of autonomy in matters strictly internal to the unit.

SLarger units (e.g., battalions) are broken down into smaller components (e.g.,Scomnpanies), each having a fai..l. h.dePindent identity. The components arc. in LMn.
usually divided into even smaller "IP-"tifui! es -ea_ "id squad.- Thus,
an organization is laid o-:. so as to create a precise format in which each unit is clearly
charted and its missions assigned.

W7I Like most organizations, military units operate according to a number of principles
intended to maximize the effectiveriess through con-trols. They include the following-

(1) There must be one ceitral source of authority and decision making (unity
of command).

(2) There must be clear-cut hierarchy of subordination (clain of command).
(3) There must be a routinized procedure for m •st activities (standardization

of operations and functions).
(4) Tasks and subtasks should be standardized and personnel shoiid be trained

for specific tasks (specialization of function).
(5) Staff positions function in advisory capacities, but can-, no formal

authority for making decisions (line and staff functions).
While an organization hi a formal structure of positions operated according to certain

logics as just described, it is, at the same time, an adaptive social system. Considered as a

structure of positions, an organization is a set of formal relationships that may be
manipulated in the interest of efficiency and effectiveness. However. an organization is•: ~necessarily affected by conditions ",ithin the Jructtur. Accordingly, the possibility of

VR anipuiating the formal system depends upon the extent to whi.-h the organization
supplies ef,.e•,ae motivation to participants and provides conditions within which the
Sonstructive stability of relationships is assured. In short, formal systeans cannot be
divorced from motivation and social relationships even within th,, most highly authbri-
Stin'tan shmatures.
v eFrom the standpoint of the organization as a structure of positions. persons are
diewed functionally, in terms of formal definitins of their roles. However. formal role
definitions cannot consider differences between inaividual human beiw'.s. In the sameVv way, formal structures cannot take account of the deviations so introdued, and formal
control mechanisms break down if relied -upon alone. Thus, the existence of deviations
-teds to force a shift away from the purely formal structure as tl'e principal determinarnt
of effectiveness to a situation in which irformal patterns of relationships exert t- dec(Coed
influence upon organizational activities.

Since organizations consist of individuals interacting within a formal structure of
coordination, the organization as observed is a result of the reciprocal influences of
formal and informal aspects. Therefore, a proper understanding of an Organization
requires that it be possible to relate changes in official activities to both the forinal and
the informal patterns within the unit.

In summary, an organization is conceived as a number of persons performing some
activity in relation to their external environmcnt-performantce of the activity is the
organizational process. The way the persons are arranged in relation to each other and
the task mr the structure of thc organization. The pezops in the syst-m are conceived as



having various motivations and attitudes, and as performing certain activities in certain
ways. The %%ays in which they perform the activities are, in part, deteUrinined by their
mnotivations and by how they perceive the organization, other members. thernselvez', and
their roles. The remainder of this conceptual framework deals wvith these variou. topics,
with particular attention to use of the concepts for research purposes.

CONCEPT OF ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

The specification of adequatte criterion measures is one of the most difficult
problems in ciesilguji g research for the study of organizations. There are at least LWO
major reasons for thQ problem. First, assuming that the objectihe is to determine an
overall measure or index for the performance of the organization, it is obvious that on(
concept of the organization's operation is the ex,.tent to which thMŽ purposes, functions,
and/or goals of the organization aft achieved. In mnost organizational zstudies, the diffi-
culty with thi., conceptualization is the researcher's inability to specify th.- purposes of
the organization either abstractly or in terms of measurable variabies.

E Fortunately, milltarý organizations. especially tactical ones, do not present this
difficulty nearly as much as do other types, such as business organnizations. Military units
are assigned specific missions, usually the achievement of tactical objectives, It is comn-
paratively ea.sy to determine whether such objectives have been reached. Accordingly, for
the study described in this report, the obvious criterion wvas whether the organization

ThUcn rbe rssfo h attht nms raiainlsums oaccomplished its tactical putrposes.

only is there a lack of clarity of the objectives, but, in addition, there are exiremely
r difficult p~roblems in measuring degrees of attainment. This was also a difficult profilem

in the piesent study. However, it was determined that the design specifications, to be
described later. permitted the identification of con~rete probleaiii upon wvhich perform-
ance could be evaluated.

Therefore, for this study, organizational effecti~eness is defined as the extent to
whitch a military uniit accomplishes its mission.-. The criterion of effectiveness is adequacy
of performance on problems presented by the various environments Lf the organization.
This criterion wias ne~asured in terms of expert military judgment exprvessed on the basis
of a set of 5ystematic ratings that evaluated performanc.Ž against carefully derived.
pre-establishietd criteria of adequacy.

COiMIG-PT OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETENCE

This section discu~sse a key concopt in WAork Unit FORGEF. The concept of
"oganztoa -om ete -e is intended to enomnp&ss. within onic term, the prou'sses

ts(by ortganizational syste ms to cope vx it h con tinuou~sly cagn niomns
The concept clet ives; fromn the conclusion that - ii-ost critical factor in the effectike-

ness of any organization. but est eckdll% iilitarm units. is the ability of the organization to

sense chani!eý in i's external and internal en, ironinents. to internalix proce'tss ~he infor-

mation sense-d, and to Adapt it,; operations Ito the s'.'sedi ch!aiwes. Trhe ability of Ithe
organization to perforni these functions is what is ineant by "organizational
coMl~tne

It. is further conceived that organizational -onipetence is a major operational
dt vu-niinant of rilai.toa 4'ki i hs.~hr feciewsi h ia uc
(mission aet onplishiment. prodt tit it% . etd . ;. comfpete'nce !. the abhilityv of the orgzaniza-
tion to performi the nt iuicl operational funt t iomt IP-, eSM's,ý--) that lead to achiveiement of
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effectiveness. When the organizational processes that comprise comrpetenmce are handicd
wvell, they enabie a unit to cope with problems arising in its operationul environments

A. il ,When handled p)oorly, they may negate many of th e positive effects contributed b~y
efficiency in other -areas of endeavor.

The ability of a unit to maintain organizational competence under the pressures of
combat appears to be closely related to its ability to sustain effectiveness. If thle
organ~izational processes break down wvhen the unit is subjected to external pressures.

ME_ effectiveness will1 be impeded. Onl the ither hand, if the processes continue to) function
RZ adequately. effectiveness, should be maintained or enhanced.

A major effort in Work intFORGE .%a to determnine thle Contribution of
comptene t effctienesaId to -;pe-if-% the cons frvte activities of which cotilpetenr~ is

composed. To acc,,mplish t-his goal. a theoretical fra:.iowork was taken from Bennu~h (L))
and adapted for utse in the prcisent study.

Bennis contended that '*when organizations tire iewud as 'op-ii systems.* as adapthe
st! .tctures coping with various environments, the most significant characteristic for under-

- ~standing tffectiveness is competence, mastery, or . .. problem solving" (6. p). 51). lie then

postulated three "ingredients of organizational health." wvhich he s-eggested determine the
W7- competencc o-f anr orga-lization. These ingfredients-Ad-ptability. Reality Testinmg. and

Identity-were described in the preceding chapter.
Bennis' concepts of Adaptability and Reality Testing were adopted as two coin-

5Z ~pontents of competence. To these was added a thiird component. Integration, t~hich was

2ýc derived by the FORGE staff. Identity was not included as a component of coinpetence
because it appears to be related to social-psychological facturs, whereas it can be shown

that A'.daptability. Reality Testing, and Integration have their bases in oporational
MEL proc'isses.

Thus. organizationa competence is defined in terins of the following basic

-Eý component--;:
-I) Reality Testing. Capacity to test the reality of situations facing the

organization-the ability of the organization to search out. accurately per-

i&T ceive, and correctly interpret thle prop~erties and characteristics of its
environments- (both external and internal), particularly those properties th1at1
have relevance for the functioning of thŽ organization.

(2) Adaptability. The capacity to solve pre bleins arising from e(hanging1 enviro i-

mental demands and to act with effe-ctive flexibility in response to these
changing demands.

(3) Integration. The mainteniance of strtuture and Ifunction uder stess, anda

state of relations among sub-units that eiisure-, that, coc-rd-ination is miain-
tained and the various sub)-units dto no;. work at cross-purposes.

Taken together. these three components consttitute organizationlal competence. It

was hypothesized that the presence or absence uf these components, in appropriate'

degeees, both collectively and individually. v% ould] str,)ngly influence the t-ffe. tiveness ol a

military unit. It was further hy-pothesized that thle ability of a'm organization to imaintain

adequate p-erformance, in ezech component while under pressure from external

environments; is crittcai to effectivene-ss.

CONCEPT OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES

In order to evaluate the competence of -in organization, it was necessary to mneasure

the componen's that c:omprise competencie. Accordingly. the pirobllem was to fimnc1 a
mnethod for converting these broad coinpon. =ýts -iReai-ty Testing. V\daptability. and

Integration-into elements that would he susceptible of measurement.



Earlier in this report, Schein's Adaptive-Coping Cycle (9, pp. 98-99) was discussed.
According to Schein, an organization responds to changes in either its external or internsi
environments in terms of a cycle of activities that enables it to adapt to the changes and
to cope with them. The stages in Schein's Adaptive-Coping Cycle are:

(1) Sensing a cnange in the environment.
(2) Importing relevant information about environmental changes to those parts

of the , ganization that can act upon it.
(3) Changing internal operations according to the information obtained.
(4) Stabilizing these internal changes in operations while preventing undesirable

by-products that may result from changes in operations.
(5) Putting new or changed operations into effect in line with the originally

perceived changes in the environment.
(6) Obtaining feedback on the successes or failures of the changed operations

through further sensing of the external and internal environments.
It appeared that, with certain modifications, Schein's Adaptive-Coping Cycle

"encompasses most of the critical organizational processes that nere the focus of this
project, and that various of the stages in the cycle closely resemble several of the
components hypothesized as comprising competence. In short, the cycle, with modifica-
tions, appeared to be a feasiole basis for operationali~ing organizational competence.

Accordingly, the following seven processes were derived from Schein's Adaptive-
Coping Cycle to serve as bases for analyzing organizational competence:

(1) Sensing. The process by which the organization acquires information about
tthe external and internal environments.

(2) Communicating Information. The process of transmitting information that
is sensed to those pa:ts of tile organization that can act upon it.

(3) Decision Making. The process of making decisions concerning actions to be
taken as a result of sensed information.

(4) Stabilizing. The process of taking actions to mnintain internal stability and
integration that might otherwise be disrupted as a consequence of actions

Staken to cope with changes in the organization's environments.
(5) Communicating implementation. The process of transmitting decisions and

decision-related orders and instructions to those parts of the organization
that must implement them.

(6) Coping Actions. The process of executing actions against an environment
(external or internal) as a conscquence (f an organizational decision.

5 (7) Feedback. The process 07 determining the results of a prior action through
further sensing of the external and internal environments.

It is important to note that each of these organizational processes is related to one
of the components of competence. The relationships are as fellows:

Competence Component Organizational Process

Reality Testing Sensing, Communicating Information,
Feedback

Adaptability Decision Making, Communicating
Implementation, Coping Actions

Integration Stabilizing

Thus, each component of competence contains one or more organizational processes
ths, can be measured and evaluated. Mea.;urement and evaluation of process performance
will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

___ FORGE I was designed toaccomplish s-,verz! broad research objectives:
(1) To determine Ohe relationship between organizational competence and

organizational effectiveness within infantry battalions.
(2) To evaluate the separate contributions of each of the components of

cornnetence and determine the relative contributions of 'tile organ;Lational
processes used to operationalize the componentis.

(3) To determine the effects of environmentai pressures upon competence a.'d
establish the relationship between effectiveness and the ability of an organi.
zation to maintain competence under pressure from its environment-s.

(4) To obtain certain descriptive data concerning the functioning of a battalion
command and control system wvhile it operates it) a tactical environment.

To a'eomplish these objectives, it was necessary to observe and evaluate thle
M acti-Oties Af battaliua command and control personnel as they performed in realistic

tactical situations, evaluate tile mnilitary effectiveness of the battalions, measure their
performance con hypothesized organizational prcese, and analyze thle relationships

At between thle measures of effectiVeness and indices of competence, its components, and its
07CL process2s.

THE DESIGN

The overall method was to simmulat~e the actm-itiies of an infantry lbatt~iiun engaged in
a stabilit-y operation in Viatnam. The specific miethod of simulation was o'Lc sided role
playing, in wvhich officer-subjects filled the roles of 12 key positions in, tile bat tahion. All
inputs into the simulated battalion were made bý c.nperitnenter-controllers mn the roles of

Vt lpersonnel at brigade, platoon. and adjacenlt unit lu~els. Through the use of lpreplanned
and scheduled inputs. a dynamic and realsi~ti si .uaiion was generated, which provided
continual environmental Lhanges and placed stri!'gelit ricquirementh up - ii tWe simulated
unit to make rapid and flexible organizational responses. All comil.uilivatmons %were
monitored and these conmmun~cations provided thle data for analysis.

According to the research design, the simulated battalion was exposet' to a st ries of
events. extxndi.ng over a period of approximately eight hour:s, to which it was retiuired to
respond. Although attivities of the subjects %vere uninterrup~ted over tile enltar period, the
simulate was designed in four administrative phasei. three of uhich differed ini thle
intensity of environmental pressure. "Pressure" was defined in terms of kask load, as
determined by frequency und vomple~ity of inputs.

Each group of subje':ts participated for one and one-half day,, according to thle
following schedule of activities.

First Day
1300 - 1500 O.rientation Brief subjects, administer personal

data questionnaires, assign roles,
practice use of communications
system.
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Second Day•

0800 - 0900 Phase I Commander's Briefing.
0900- 1115 Phase 1I Low-Pressure Operations
1115- 1330 Phase III Moderate-Pres.;ure Operations.
1330 - 1545 Phase IV High-Pressure Operations.
1545 - 1700 Debriefing Administer questionnaires, debrief

subjects, discuss operations.
At an orientation meeting on the afternoon prior to partizipation in the simulat;on,

each group was briefed on the general purpose of the study, role assignments were
announced, and personal data about the subjects were collected. Each subject, according

1ýtx to his role assignment, was given a packet containing operations orders, situation analysis.
strength reports, and other documents that provided him wvith suffic:ent background

Sinformaticn on the simulated battalion to enable him th assume his role and realistically
enter the situation as of 0800 hours on the following lay. The subjects were informed
that when play began the battalion would be in the second day of a tactiital operation,k that a new commander was assuming command of the battalion, and that they were to

P be prepared to brief the new commander on their respective situations at 0800 the next
day. To familiarize the subjects with operation of the communications eq:iipment, each
group ran a "communications check" with players in their assigned positions.

Phase I began at 0800 on the following day and lasted for one hour. It consisted of
briefings of the new battalion commander by the other members of i.ie simulated
organization. The purpose of this phase was twofold: (a) to provide a relatively uniform
starting Liformation base for all experimental groups, yet one whose deoth in part
depended upon the quality of interaction among the players (i.e., the quality of the

Sbriefings); and (b) to permit the organization to "shake down" Lefore entering the
ktattical phases. The briefings allowed the players to interact and, thus, becom somewhat

"familiar with ea,'h other under reasonably realistic conditions. This period also provided
opportunity fox the battalion commander to issue guidance to the other battalion
members.

Beginning with Phase !1. the simulate operated continuousiy to completion, with
each phase lasting two hours and 15 minuies. Phase II was designed to b. a "low-
Spressure" phase, Phiasý Ill was "modenate pr, ssure", and Phase IV, the final one, was
designed to provide high pressure through tai,k overload. It was not intendeu to make
Phase IV impossible to accomplhsh successfully, but rather to geneiate enough environ-
mental pressure to permit discrimination between more and less competent group ,.

The simulation was replicated 10 times, that is. it was conducted with 10 different
rgroups of subjects. Thus, data were available on 10 simulated infantry battalions that

were exposed to the same events, which occurred within identical time frar'-es and
sequences. This design made it possible to (a) measure competence across groups.
(b) compare effectiveness between the groups. and (c) manipulate pressure through the
use of phases that were equal in length but varie,. according to frequency and complexity
of inputs.

THE SIMULATE

The "simulate" is the vehicle that was used to grenerate the performance tA) be
studied. Within the limits of facilities and data-ccllection requirements, the simulate was
designcd to create a genuinely realistic environrient that would elicit a .,igh level of
subject involvement and permit a manimum of :,pontaneitv and interaction among the
group members.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SCENARIO :

The purpose of the research was to study the functioning of itfsntry battalions in
rapidly changing combat rivironments. To provide such an ehkvironment, a otabiityoperation in the Republic of Vietnam was chosen as the vechicle for simulation, and it A

was decided that the simultte should be operated on "real tirie"-that is, the time frame
within which simulated events were to occur would closely correspond to tine required
for actual events of similar nature in the real world.

Four Infantry captams who had participated in combat operations in Vietnam were
K asked to write detailed accounts of a number of events they had experienced firsthand

and considered to be typical of stability operations. Each account contair.cd Oescriptions
of the locale, physical environment, circumstances leading to the wvent., personnel
involvew, and the outcome. To insure that all of the functions of the simulated battalionr

ý-M would be included, each officer wa: assigned responsibility for a different subsystnm--
Personnel, Intelligence, Operations, or Jrgistics. In this way, there could be assurance
that all subsystems of the simulated battalion could be challenged with problems that
were both rele',ant and realistic. Descriptions of over 100 events were thas made available
to the research staff.

A 1lumRRO staff member experienced in battalion combat operations then piepared
a scenario that incorporated the various events into the available time frame in a logical
and realistic sequence The scenario concerned the activities of a light-infantry battalion,
Task Force (TF) 1-66, engaged in stability operations in one of the northern provinces of

Sthe Republic of Vietnam. The simulate began at 0830 (simulate time) on 19 March, the
second day of a search and destroy operation n which TF 1-66 was enigaged with other

___ element- of 1st Infantry Brigade, 21st Infantry Divisiot,. A summary outline of the
scenario appears in Appendix A.

AW CONTROL OF INPUTS

The simulate was actikated and 'ii.iur dirvec.ons were controlled by Brigade Opera
tions Orders. Continuous actirn wvas maintained and minute b. minute coni:al was
exercised by inputs from contrc Hers

-Mý- Early in an initial exploratory study, it had bciiw recognized that an organzational
_ simulation is a highly complex situation that rvq ,j-tr ,-areful planning, if control is to be

exercised and data are to be efficiently recovered A.CL,•rdingly, a method for controlling
inputs and for recovering data v•as developed 'Thl method is based upon the concept cf

Pt-&L a probe. A p.obe is a problem which is designed to stimulate a partitular subsystem of
the organization and through which data can be ,eco•ured si,.Latte from thlat conc "..ed
with other probes. Thus, probes -an r -e planned to challenge all the different subsystems
and to cover a wide st ectw of problems and activities.

Operationally. a probe is a set of inputs consisting of o.e •i more mcssa.'s designed
to provide information about the problem or to stimulate )cc on I) the organization
concerning the problem. A single input about a probe is a probe clement. In FORGE,
probes consisted of from I to 50 probe elements. Tl1,en t,,bether, probe elements
concerning a single probe make up a l)attcrn of information about the How)l)lem. !towever,
elements pertaining to a single probe can be interted at different p .inu, in the organiza
tion, at different times, and by different sources, theý possess an unfolding quality that
requires the organization to assemble, and properly interpret, all of the information about
a probe before it can act correctly.

Except for a small number of contingenit inputs, all probe elements in the FORGE
simulate were scheduled to bc inseited in the same numbers and at the samint times for all



experimental groups. This method ensured that all groups were exposed to the same
experiences and, therefore, that data would be comparable across groups.

The source of controller activity was a Probe Manual, which contained all inputs to
be inserted by each controller. In the manual, each probe element appeared on a separat,
page that also contained identifying information, time to be inserted, insertion illstruc-
tions, anticipated recipient actions, ar.d subsequent controller responsibility for reacting
to spontaneous inquiries or actions by players. Appendix B shows a set of piobe elements
pertaining to one probe, as they appeared in the Probe Manual.

The scenario was designed to present 128 interlocking probes, containing 376 probe
elements. In multiple-element probes, time from introduction of ',he first input to
"insertion of the last element for a single probe varied from several minutes to over three
hours. Furthermore, elements pertai. ing to a single probe could be inserted b3 several
controllers into different points within the simulated battalion, thus requiring consider-
able communication among players before a complete and ac,:;.rate view of the prob!em
could be achieved. Since probes varied in numbers of elcments and in lapsed time for
completion of scheduled inputs, each group worked on numerous probes concurrently.
Once inputs were inserted, players were free to react spontaneously-to handle the
problems in any way they chose. The research staff made no attempts to control player
resl.onses or to influence problem situations.

D-sign of the scenario or the basis of probes made it possible to control all inputs
according ýo a planned scheuuk and ensured that all experimental groups were exposed
to identical environmental conditions. Equally important, probes were also the basis for
(data re :overy, to be discussed in a later section.

MANIPULATION OF PRESSURE

'The rescarch design included a requirement for exposin6 participants to different
degrees of environmental pressure in the three operational ph;_es of the simulate.
Pre-sure was defined as "situational demands requiring immediate attention of paitici-
pants." To manipulate pressure according to the design, three input charactelistics were
varied across phases: (a) frequency of inputs to which players we-e required to respond,
(b) complexity of probes, in terms of number of elements comprising a probe, and
(c) importance of probes for mission accomplishment and unit survival.

Thus, in Phase II (low pressure) the scenario involved a slow-moving, routine
patrolling operation, with a loiv rate of input from controllers and relatlvel! uncompli-
cated probes, many of which were not critical for accomplishment of the battalion's
mission. On the other hand. Phase III (moderate pressure) began with a radical change in
mission, continued with a requirement for final planning and execution of an air assault
within a short time span, and included both more frequent and more complex inputs and
more important probes. Finally, Phase IV (high pressure) involved intense combat with an
enemy force, with a high frequency of inputs and a majority of problems that were both
complex and cntical for survival of the unit.

Frequency and compluxity were manipulated by varying the rate of controller inputs
and the number of elerients .•er probe across phases. As the simulated combat operation
proceeded across phases, players were required to cope with increasing numbers of
messages, hence more information, ind with problems that required increasing coordina-
tion both between messages and between players.

Probe importance was included as an aspect of pressure because it was concluded
that participant, would experience greater pressure with increasing criticality of the
problems for accomplithment of the mission and for unit survial. To manipulate probe
importance, a greater ntumber of increasingly critical probes was inserted within each



successive phase. The importance of probes was determined by expert judgment. Prior to4
development of the simulate, three military experts (retired field-grade± officer,;) rated

__each candidate probei on a sevt_,n-point scale of importance for mission accomplishmient.
Probes judged to be "'of little importutnce for mission accomplishment" were given a
weight of one, and those judged to li "of maxima! importance for mission accomplish-
ment" were given a weight ,if sevcn. Mean ratings, rounded to the nearest wholeI nu1mber,
were designated as "probe weights." Each candidate probe was assigned a "probe weight'"
that indicated the importance of that probe for mission accomplishment. For each phase.
probes were selected for 'v.usi~o m the scenario so that-within the b~ounds of rvalism--
average probe weight fo. tit-E phase c'niributed appropriately to low, moderate, or highA pressure.

Table 1 shv;ws "-iput characterust.es p-the simuiate.

Ell Tbble 1

Characterirtici ol Simulate Inputs

Phi'ase

Irlryut characteristics 11 111 IV I Sm lt

Probes 51 '31 46 128
Probe Elements 77 208 376

0- Probe Complevity
M". (1N probe e~ementsf

N probes) 1.5 2.9 4.5 2.9
Input Rate IN probe

elemer'ts/imnutes) .6 Ji 1.5 .9
Mean Pfobe Weight 2.4 3.7 4 4 3.5

THE SIMULATED ORGANIZATION

Figure 1 shows the simulated organization and iniic.,aes those levels and units 7
occupied by players and controllers respectively. Task ?oree 1-66, the simulated unit,
functioned as one element of the 1st Brigade, 21,t 1,711ntry Division. The brigade
consisted of four task forces operating in adjacent seetors. Th Ie simulated task forc'!

Sk consisted of 1st Battalion. 66th hIfantry and attached artilirry, engineer, and scout dog
units. The unit was organized into a battalion command and control center. a combined

ra- Headquarters and Combat Supnort. Comnpani. and four maneuver companies, A. B. C, and
D. Units attached to the battalion operated under the control of the C-immander,
Headquarters and Combat Support Company.

VV Experimental subjects, called "players." wvere assigned to the following positions:
Battalion Commander; Battalion Executive Officer; Adjutant (Si): Intelligence Officer
(S2); Operations and Training Officer (S3); Assistant Operations and Training Officer
(Air) (So'); Commander, Headquarters and Combat Support Company; Commander.
Company A; Commander, Company B; Commander, Company (2: and Commander.
Company D. Experimenter-controllers performed both brigade leie- and adjacent unit
roles. and1 those roles subordinate to company commanders.



Organization of the Simulated Battalion

1st Brigade, 21st Inf.,i-ry Division r 1 7

TakLre16
ITask Force 1-67

TaskiF.rce 1-69

Commander, TF 1-b6
Battaion Commander

Executive OfficerF dutntOeain Intelligance fprti i &Tg Officer L1,9istics
S1 Officer S2S3OfcrS

Asst Opns & Tng Officer,
Anst S3 (Air)

___ C nder Com madrCmmander Commander7

SuproC.mpany A Cmn8Company G Company

ExcOfie Exec Officer ,Exec Officer I Exec Officer Exec Officer
;:-;:pp~rtPit dr I st Pht Ldr s PiLditFtLr1tFtLr
I ait it1dr2n Pt d 2d itLd ndPi Lr2nd Pit d
Air Controller3rd Pith r3dPtLr I I3r i d r i d
TmL.I4th PIt (Wpi.) I I4th Pht (Wpn) II4th Pht (Wpn) I4th Pit N(Wpn)I

IGround Suryl Sec I Ldr Ldr Ldr LdrA

'Art Btry Commander NOTE. Sldlines inotcate pla;e- ro~es and playe, lines of authority.

Scout Dog Tm Ldr I rknlines indicate controller roles and controller lines of
authority.

Surgeon
Chaplain

Figute 1

THE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Players could communicate in any ma-nner that was consistent with Army procedure
and with the simulated physical positioning of the various units-. Available mnodes of
comm unication were face-to-face, written message, and radio. Players within the battalion
headquarters could communicat~e either face-to-face or by written message. Because Task
Force 1-66 was depicted in the scenario as physicaily removed from brigade headquarters,
communication between brigade controllers and battalion players was by radio and
written message only. The simulated tatctical (tisposition of companies and platoons alsso

rk2?



prevented face-to-face contact between company commanders and either battalion-level
player personnc. or platoon controllers. Therefore, communication between these levels
was by radio and written message. Because of the nature of the tactical operation in
which the simulated battalion was engaged, most communications between levels occurred
by radio.

The communications system included nine simulated radio nets. The nets were:
Brigade Command, Operations, and Intelligence Net, Brigade Administrative-Logistics Net;
Battalion Command, Operations, and Intelligence Net; Battalion Administrative-Logistics
Net; and five company nets. The various radio nets are shown schematically in
Appendix C. Additional radio nets that may be used in genuine tactical situations were
deleted from the simulation (a) to reduce numbers of controllers that would be required
and (b) to permit monitoring of all communications by the research staff. Communica-

p tions that might have been transmitted over ,ndditional nets were sent over the apprc-
priate command, operations, and intelligence nets. For example, requests for tactical air

WK support and indirect fire support were transmitted through command channels rather
N7 than directly to air or fire support ceiters.

Communication by radio was simulated by field telephones augmented by loud-
speakers. Each station on a radio net was equipped with a field telephone connected to

- that net and a loudspeaker that transmitted all traffic that occurred on that net. Thus,
"the participant could transmit messages over the net and could also monitor all traffic on
it, exactly as if he were equipped w'ith a conventional radio receiver and transmitter.
Players in the battalion headquarters operated on both brigade and battalion nets,

W- • whereas players who were company commanders operated on the two battalion nets and
their respective company nets. Standard Army radio procedures were used. Simulation by
the use of telephones and loudspeakers made it possible to achieve the -ealism of radio
while maintaining the reliability of wire communication. Furthermore tape recorders
could be connected to the wire nets, enabling the research staff to monitor and transcribe
all radio conversations.

OPERATION OF THE SIMULATE

The simulawe was operated by seven experimenter-controllers and a sinall support
staff of me!.sengers and tape-recorder operators. The controller staff consisted of two
"brigade controllers," one of whom was also Cl-ief Controller, and five "company
controllers."

One brigade controllef" playing appropriate roles, transmitted all messages to partici-
pants in the Brigade Command, Operations, and Intelligence Radio Net (Bn Co, S2, and
S3), and a second brigade controller transmitted all messages to participants in the
Brigade Administrative-Logistics Radio Net (Bn Executive Officer, S1, and S4). In a
similar way, each respective company controller communicated on the radio net of the
company for which he was responsible, while playing the roles of all personnel ;ubordi-
nate to the player-commander of the company.

Accordingly, controllers played the roles of all personnel and organizational levels
with which the members of a battalion command group would typically interact.
Controllers provided inputs according to the planned schedule and reacted to commu';ica-
tions from players in accordance with supplemental situational data that had been
provided to them.

The two brigade controllers were combat-experienced, retired, field-grade, Anry
Infantry Officers who were members of the HumRRO research staff. The compan.
controllers were active-duty senior Army captains and majors, all of whom had experi-
enced combat in Vietnam as company commanders and staff officers and were recent
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graduates of the Infantry Officer's Advanced Course at the U.S. Army Infantry ScL.ool.
The experience and training of these individuals enabled them to provide a high degree of
realism to the simulation.

Prior to the conduct of the simulation, all controllers attended a five-day "controller
school" conducted by the work unit leader and the chief controller, who had developed
the simulate. During these spssions, controllers were instructed concerning the simulation,
its purposes, and operation of the communication system. However, the major portion of
time was spent in practicing the inputs, examining potential reactions of subjects, and
planning contingent responses to subjects' reactions and inquiries. Training was completed
with a "full-dress" pilot administration of the simulation to a group of subjects who were
fully comparable to those who would participate in the actual research simulations.

Appendix D shows the layout of the experimental area and placement of players
and controllers.

SUBJECTS

CHARACTER1STICS OF SUBJECTS

Expenimental subjects were 120 Vietnam-experienced Infantry officers, ranging in

grade from senior major to first lieutenant. They participated in 10 groups of 12 men
each, thus providing for 10 replications of the simulations.

Subjects were randomly selected, within the restrictions stated below, from non-
student officers stationed at Fort Benning, Georgia. For the selection of personnel to
participate as players, it was specified that all participants should be Infantry officers
who had served in Vietnam, and that each group should consist of at least one major and
not more thwn four first lieutenants. Second lieutenants were not accepted. Table 2
summarizes characteristics of the experimental subjects.

I
Table 2

Characteristics of Experimental Subjects

Combat Experienceb

Length of Bragade or Company
Age Servicea Battalion Commander Platoon Leade,

Rank N (Mean Years) (Mean Years) Staff (N) (N)

Major 12 31.7 9.9 9 9 2

Captain 78 27.8 8.6 35 54 46

1st Lieu-
tenant 30 26.3 6.0 R 7 17

alncludes enlisted service.
S~~bNumber o| subjects wvith various types of combat vxperience excaeds t,)tal number of subjects because, s.ome

individuals reported service in more thin one Dosition.
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ASSIGNMENT TO ROLES

At the ,eginning of the orientation briefing, each officer completed a questionnaire
in which he supplied information concerning time in service and in rank, current and

owprevious assignments, and schools attended. Roles were assigned on the basis of the4
questionnaire responses.

Within each group, the senior officer was assigned the role of battalion commander.
Accordingly, the 10 battalion commanders were majors, nine of whom had served on
brigade or battalion staffs in Vietnam.

Wherever possible, players were assigned to battali-, staff roles on the basis of prior
experience related to the position. In approximately 90% of the cases, players in these
roles had prior experience as principals or assistant staff officers in the relevant activity.

0 In the remaining 10%, the roles were assumed by officers who reported prior staff
I experience but in a different staff section. One of the more senior officers in each group

was assigned the role of battalion executive officer. After battalion command and staff
positions were filled, the remaining officers were assigned as company commanders.

DATA COLLECTION

The bases for all data were (a) players' ratings of realism, involvement, and pressure "7
experienced during the simulation and (b) all communications of members of the ý4
simulated battalions. The total duration of FORGE I ran from 1968 to 1971, but data were
collected within a three-weet: period in June 1969.

PLAYERS' RATINGS

At the beginning of uimt debiefing session that followed the conclusion of the
simulation, all players completed an extensive questionnaire designed to measare various
social-psychological attributes of the experimental groups. The results of that measule-

S-=--ment effort will be described in a later report.
1--• Also included in the questionnaire were items to obtain players' reports on how

much realism, involvement, and pressure they experiencL d, as well as their judgments of
the predictive value of the simulation. These items are shown in Appendix E. Data from
these items would permit an evaluation of the extent to which realism, involvement, and

MW • pressure had actually been generated -ccording to the research design.

COMMUNICATION IN THE SIMULATION

Communication within each simulated organization Luld be accomplished by
written message, simulated radio, and face.to.face conversation. Since communication in
these modcs was monitored continuously, a complete record of all communication was
available for each of the 10 experimental groups.

For vritte'n messages, players were provided with printed, preassembled message
forms in triplicate. Players completed the forms. retained one copy, and transmitted the
remaining two copies by messenger. Messages were delivered to a central message center
where they were registered; one copy was retained and the other was transmitted to the
recipient. The retained copy was filed for data purposes.

Simulated radio communications were tape recorded. A tape recorder was linked to
each of the nine telephone systems simulating radio nets. Traffic on the nets was
continuously recorded during the three operational phases of the simulation.
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F ace-to-faace connnunica ion was alsso tape recorded. The battaalion commander, the
Lattalion executive officer. an,.. the five staff off icers wore stanidard A-rm y helmet liners
to which microphones were attached. Each microphone vas connected to a small FMI
transmitter attachc-d to the side of the helmet liner. Each micronhone transmuitted on a
sepayate standard FMI broadcast frequency to u centrally located FM receiver that, Lin

turn, was linked to a tape recorder. Nficrophones w~ere sufficiently sensitive so that the
voices of all participants n. a cornve-rsation %-t-rt simuJiaveously re'iýorded on all of their
tapes, in miost instances. Since the scenario required that all company operationr, occur atsoedstnefrmbtalu eaqatrs and se-parate frý,nn each other, each player who
wras a company com de wI hsial ergatet front al) other personnel. Face-to-
face communication for these individuals would !,ave- been unrnalistic and did not occur.
Therefore, company commanders were not equipped with microphone!: and transmitters.

Sixteen U~pe-recording channels were required to monitor tht. nine radio nets and
seven face-to-face transmissions. For all tapeS Onl Whiih f-ontrollers did not p~articipate
(face-to-ftace; Battalion Command, Operations, and Intell-Ugnce Net, and Battalion
Administrative-Logistics Net). a timte signal in minutes was bupevrimposed. In Atl transbmis-
sions by controllers, the transims-sion %wis opened w.ith a reporting of simulate timei. u.
all tapes contained means for determiining, the time atl whif each communication
occurred. PsRecorders operated continuously throughout the operationai plhaseb of Ithe
simulation and generated l0S hours of tape per group. For the 10 groups, 1,080 nour, of
tape recordings were available for transcription. reduction, and analysis.

The recorded communications were the Lbasis for analyses of erganizational
competence, organizational effectiveness, and communication patt.1erns withiti; the xr-
mental groups,

DATA REDUcTIoN

A., discuss5ed previously, the sources of dat-n were (2ý players' ratings of realism,
involvement, and pressure, and (b) tape-recorued and written comnlunications of each
experimental group. RedOuction of these lprcr 1ucts to quantitative data required procedures

foA assigning numerical value, to piayezs' ratins.(bclsfinth onuito'
according to a set of systematically deriied cazegorcs. 1 L) evaluating the comm inications in
accordance with the eonceptual framneiork, (d) determnining the outcome for each probe by
analysis of the tommunicati-Drs, and tc') evaluating the effectiveness of each outcome.

PLAYERS' RATINGS

For each questionnaire item concerned with reahsin, involveme-nt, and experienced
pressure, alternative responses from which players could -neose were arranged oil a
scale in order of increasing intensity. Values were assigned to ilteýrnastives, wt oe
values indicating very little and higher values more of tie attriý,utc- urd'er
consideration. Appendix E shows the values assigned to the alternatives.

I -~For each item, summing of the response values for all subjects (N = 1-20) per-
mitted comnputation of various descriptive statistics that would reflect the exte,-;t to
which the simulation wa; -successful in cr'iating the desired effects in the actual
2xperiences of the subjects.
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TREATMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS DATA

Reduction of communications data Involved transcribing the written and tape-
recorded communications of each group, developing 'probe manuscripts" containing all
communications by a group pertaining to each probe, and analyzing the manuscripts to
evaluate competence and effectiveness of each group.

Ill the first step, typists listened to each recording tape and typed a verbatim
transcript of all communications on it, identifying the tape, the time of occurrence, and
the sender and recipient of the communication when possible. They transcribed written
messages in a similar fashion. For each group, the result was verbatim transcripts of all
radio, face-to-face, and written messages. After typing, members of the research staff
checked each transcript against the tape or written messages to ensure accuracy.

In addition to its value for design of the simulate, the probe concept was essential
for meaningful recovery of data. Using probes, it was possible to relate most communica-
tions to specific problem inputs and, thus, to obtain accounts of the way in which each
probe was handled by each group. This was accomplished by develo.;ng the "probe
manuscripts." Members of the research staff scrutinized each typed transcript, and, for
each communication unit, identified the probe to which it pertained and noted this in
the margin of the transcript. It was found that less than 2% of all communication units
did not refer to any probe. Many conversations dealt with more than one probe, but it
was always possible to apportion parts of the communications to their respective probes
and recover all of the material.

All communications referring to each probe were extracted from the transcripts and
assembled, by time sequence, into probe manuscripts, which contained all of the com-
munication performed by a particular group concerning a specific probe. The result was
128 probe manuscripts for each experimental group. Examples of probe manuscripts are
shown in Appendix F.

With the development of probv manuscripts that contained all communications from
initial input to final response, it became possible to evaluate the performance of a
simulated organization in terms of both (a) its competence as defined by the processes
included in the Adaptive-Coping Cycle and (b) its military effectiveness.

ANALYSIS OF COMPETENCE

The analysis of organizational competence iwhrluded (a) performance of a content.
a-'alysis of each unit of communication; (b) evalbiatic.i of each unit in terms of how well
the process represented by it was performed, and, finally, (c) the development of group
scores for each process, each competence component, and compmtence.

Content Analysis. A system of procedures was devised to code each item of
communication according to a set of categories that described the item and identified the
organizational function (process) it served. Excerpts from -t Coder's Handbook, including
an overview of the system, a score sheet, a coding key, and a summary list of criteria for
drocess coding, appear in Appendix G. All appropriate columns oin the score sheet were
coded except Column R, Process Value, which was completed in a later step. The set of
scoring categories' consisted of four subsets:

I, C0nlact Categories
A conlac! wax defined vu the miaterial contained Ibetweien two points in a transcript
where a single communication event began and ended. Contact Cat•tegories were:

'Capital letters preceding titles or the categories coincide with columns on ftie score sheet in
Appendix G.
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A. Contact Number
B. Beginning Time of Contact
C. Laphed Time or Contact

D. Contact Initiator

E. Contact Recipient(s)

It. Identification Categories

Theee categories identified and described the basic coding units. A unit was defintidl as

the material contained within one contact where a single probe is the continuous toIpie.

Many contacts contained more than one unit, because more than one prý,be could fIg.

discussed in a single communication event. Identification Categories were:

F. Unit Number

G. Sub-Unit Number

H. Beginning Time of Unit

!. Lapsed Time of Unit
J. Mode of Communication (radio, written, race-to-face)

K. Unit Initiator

L. Unit Recipient(s)
Ill. Content Categories

These categories identified the content or the coding unit.
M. Unit Topic (identified topics such as enemy, terrain, personnel.

logistics, etc.)

N. Focal Time of Unit (past, present, or future)
0. Topic Location (internal or external environment)

IV. Process Categories

These categori(es classified and evaluated the coding unit according to sub-classes of

processes thai were performed.

P. Process (classified the unit or sub-unit according to the sub-process that

was performed)

Q. Decision, Command, Order, or Instruction Follow-Up (used to key actions

to IOh decisions from which they derive)

R. Process Value (scores reflecting quality of sub-process performance)

Coders examined and classified cach item of communication, completing a
separate score sheet for each probe. For each group, the result was a set of 128 score
sheets describing each unit of communication in terms of 18 categories that encompassed
all aspects of the communication considered relevant for this study. The purpose was to
obtain data that. primarily, would enable a test of the conceptual framework but, in
addition, would be sufficiently comprehensive to permit further analysis of communica-
tion patterns within battalions, if that became desirable. For these reasons, coding was
not limited to factors related to competence, but also included material that would
describe many aspects of military communication.

Process Coding. Of special relevance for tests of the conceptual framework is the
procedure for classifying communications according to their process functions. Initially, it
was planned to code each item of communication according to which one among the
seven broad processes postulated in the conceptual framework had been performed in
that unit, Under this plan, only one process would be encompassed within each single
communication unit.

However, as the coding system was refined, two facts bxecame apparent. First.
more than one process could be performed within a single coding unit. For example,
within one unit (communication material in which one probe is the continuous topic) a
company commander might sense information from a controller-platoon leader, make an.
on-the-spot decision, and issue an order that constituted a coping action; the unit thus
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contained three separate processes--sensing, decision making, and coping actior. Accord-
ingly, a procedure was added to permit multiple-coding of units, where required, by
recording "sub-units." Whenever more than one process occurred within a c.ding unit,
each was recorded as a sub-unit and was coded separately in the "Process" col'amn.

Second, within most of the seven processes several discrimina~le tyles could be
identified. It was concluded that differentiation between these types would toth enhance
accuracy of coding and permit a more sensitive analysis of process performence. Accord- -Q
ingly, the sub-process was introduced as the basic unit to be used ir coding and
evaluating process performance. Following is a list, of the seven processes and their
sub-processes.

(1) Semsing A

Passhe Sensing
Active Sensing
Sensing Action
Sensing of Brigade Decision

==_ • Sensing of Platoon R~comrnendation
(2) Communicating Information

Communicating Information Sensed
Communicating Information, Discussion, and Interpretation
Communicating Recommendations

(3) Decision Making
Decision Leading to Active Sensing
Decision Leading to Sensing Action

-sr Decision Leading to Stabilizing Action
Decision Leading to Coping Action

Z Decision Leading to Feedback Action
'Decision to Rescind a Previous Decision

(4) Stabibizing
Stabilizing Action

(5) Communicating Implementation

Co.nmunicating Impieraentation About Decisions
iw Communicating Implementation. Discussion. and :'nerpretation

-6, Coping Action
b- , • Ccping Action7 (7) Feedback

SFeedback Action

In Column P of the scoresheet (Appendix G), coders classified each coding unit in terms
of the sub-orocess or sub-processes performed within it. Definitions of the sub-processes
appear in Appendix G.

Reliability of Content Analysis. The system of content analysis was conceived in the
initial exploratory study which preceded Work Uni" FORGE, and was developed, refined.
and evaluated during analysis of the communications of four groups that participated in a
test. simulate during the study. When three coders, 'working without carefully articulated
coding criteria, uisd the systeim to independently code four probe manuscripts
(approximately 200 un•its of communication), they agreed on 76-C of the units scored.
This percentage of agreement is better than those reported in most descriptions of
content analysis systems.

To further improve reliabi!:ty, four refinements were added:
First, clear-cut criteria for coding sub-processes were developed (see

Appendix G).
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Second, a Coder's Handbook wvab prepared. This htndbook is a compre-
hensive (99 page) description and discussion of the coding system, with guidelines,
samples, and decision rules. Although the samples are specific to batialion operations, the
remainder of the handbook provides coding guidance appropriate for content analysis of
communication generated by most types of organizational simulations. The materials in
Appndix C are selected sections of the handbook.

Third, the Coder's Handbook served as the basis for an intensive program
of training for coders, including both formal instruction and practical exercises in which
the exploratory study's transcripts were used. Coders were three enh;ted psychologists
(M.A, degree) who were members of the U.S. Army Infantxy Human Research Unit and
were assigned to Work Unit FORGE as re.,,earch assistants.

Finally, a quality control system was installed. Material to be coded was
processed in lots. After coding, each lot of material was sampled and Lxamined by the
Work Unit Leader. If, in his judgment, more than 10% errors were found within a
sample, the entire lot was rejected and recoded.

Because of these added refinements, it is estimated that accuracy and reliability of
coding were improved much beyond the 76% agreement achieved in the exploratory study.

Process Evaluation. The systen of content analysis that has been described is a
method for classifying units of cormmunication according to a set of defined categories.
Like all schemes for analyzing content, it provided information concerning frequency of
occurrence of the several sub-processes. It was then possible tu perform various occupa-
tional procedures in which frequency and rate of occurrence were the basic elements for
analysis. This is the almost universal practice in research efforts where content analysis
has been used to study organizational or group performance and, accordingly, most such
studies have been limited to analyses involving frequency and rate.

In Work Unit FORGE, analyses that involved frequency and rate of organiza-
tional processes were essential and were performed. However, as a determinant of
organizational Effectiveness, quality of process performance a deemed to be equally. if
not more. important than frequency or rate. Accordingly, quality-how well the processes
were performed-was also evaluated.

During the content analysis, each unit of communication was coded to indicate
the organizational sub-process it served. After coding was completed, a military expert.
who had not performed any coding activities. assigned a "sub-process value" to each unit.
He read the unit. noted the sub-process code assigned, and, using criteria appropriate for
that sub-process, evaluated tile quality of perfor-nance and assigned a sub-process value
according to the scale described below. Trhus, classification of su b-processes and scoring
of them were two separate operations, performcd independently )y diiferent inlividuals.
This procedure was used to reduce bias in evaluation.

The following scale was used to assign values to sub-pocesses: Poor, 10;
Marginal, 20; Adequate, 30; Excellent, 40. Values were assigned on the basis of the
quality -)" the sub-processes and not their effectiveness. That is, evaluation was in terms
of how well the sub-process was performed, regardless of iis ultimate effect upon
subsequerL processes or upon the outcome of the probe.

In evaluation, the following factors were considered to be pertinent for the
sub-proctsscs:

(1) Sensing

(a) Accuracy-Includes both accurate detection and correct Interpretatmn of information

(b) Relevance--In the initiation of Active Sensing or Sensing Action, is the attempt to
obtain information relevant to the mrssion. task, or problem?

(2) Communicating Information
(a) Adequacy-Includes both accurate transmission of available information and suffi-

cient completeness to transmit full and adequate understanding to the receivec



(h) Aplp'tpriattwss--lntcludes consideration of (I) timing appropriate to requirement;.

(2) correct choice of recipients, and (3) whether the message should have been

V() II II t lII tlcl t ed.l,

(3) Decision Making

(a) Adhquitcy-Was the decision adequately correct In view of circumstances and

availabhle information?

(h) Appropriateness-Was the decision timely in view of the information available to

the decision maker?

(c) Completeness-Did the decision take into account all or most contingencies, alter-

nlatives, and possihil i ties?

(I) Communicating Implementation

(a) Adequacy-Includes (1)accuiate transmission of implementation instructions in

view of orders, decisions, or information available to the sender, and (2)complete-

ness sufficient to transmit adequate and full understanding to the receiver.

(b) Appropriateness-Includes (1) timing, (2) correct choice of recipients, and

(3) whether the message should have been communicated.

(5) Actions: Stabilizing, Coping, and Feedback

(a) Adequacy-Was the action correct in view of the operational situation and the

decision or order from which the action derived?

(b) Appropriateness-Was. timing of the action appropriate in view of the situation and

the decision or order from which the action derived? Was choice of recipient of

the action appropriate?

(c) Completenc.s--Even though basically correct, did the action fully implement the

decision from whilch it derived or fully meet the requirements of the situation?

The evaluator used these criteria for determining the proper placement of each
unit upon a scale of values ranging from 10 to 40, in increments of 10 points. During
development of the scoring system, it was recognized that a four-point scale usually
allows only gross discriminations between single responses. However, in the exploratory
study, scorers encountered difficulty in evaluating sub-processes when they were required
to use scales of more than.four points. Since each run of the simulation was expected to
yield a large number of communication units, it was concluded that a sufficient number
of scores would be available within (acht process category to permit discrimination
between groups, if differences did, in fact, exist. Accordingly, the scoring system
described above was adopted.

Development of Scores. Sub-process values were the basic units from which group
scoreq for the different aspects of competence performance were derived. For each probe,
phase, and the entire simulate, scores were computed for sub-processes, processes, compe-
tence components, and competence. Following are procedures used in development of the
various scores:

(1) Probe Sub-Process Score. A Probe Sub-Process Score is the melil or sub-process values

(spy) for a given sub-process on a given probe-for example, the mean of all sub-process values for

Passive Sensing that were performed by Group No. I on Probe No. I. Since group responses to probes

were spontaneous, and therefore were free to vary, frequencies of each sub-process within each probe

differed among groups. T'o prevent over-weighting for Frequency and, thus, to insure comparability of

quality of process performance, probe mean sub-process values were designated Probe Sub-Proces

Scores. The result was a Probe Sub-Process Score for each sub-process (19) on eaci probe. Since ill

sub-processes did not occur in every prohe manuscript, some probes prodlced scores of zero for certain

sub-proceses.
(2) Higher-Order Scores. Process Scores were computed for each or the seven processes

outlined in the conceptual framework by summing scores of all sub-processes within the respective

processes. In a similar fashion, Competence Component Scores are sums of the appropriate Process

3cores. Competence Scores are obtained by summing scores for the three Competence Components.
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(3) Probe, Phase, and Simulate Scores. The research design provided for computation of the
above-described scores for probes, phases, and the entire simulate. For each aspect of competence, a
score for each phase was obtained by summing relevant probe scores within the phase, and simulate
scores were sums of scores for the three phases.

Table 3 summarizes computation procedures for the various scores.

Table 3

Developed Score Computation Procedures

1Competence
Sub-Process P-ocess Comoonent I Competence

Score Score Score Score
"Unit (N = 19) (N = 7) (N 3) J (N = 1)

Probe Mean Sum of Sum of Slim of
(N = 128) Sub-Process Probe Probe Probe

Values Sub-Process Process Competence
Scores Scores Component

Scores
I I I

I I * I

Phase Sum of Sum of Sum of Sum of
(N = 3) Probe Phase - Phase ------ Phase

Sub-Proce1ss? Sub.Process Process Competence
Scores Scores Scores Component

I I I Score-,i

Simulate latiof Sum th Sum of Sum of
(N t 1) Phase Phaseventuall Phase Phase u

Sub-Process Process fCompetence Competence
Scores Scores Component Scores

' * Scores,

ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENEESS

Military effectiveness is difficult to evaluate objectively because of factors. either
fortuitous or enemy-contrived. that may intervene to influence the outcome of a combat

operation. Certainly, in a simulation b p to nduct of the simulation thone reep ri tad
here, the evaluation of effectiveness musti eventually rest upopd expert judgmento. Since
some bias is inherent in all judgment. the following procefoues were dgsigned to reduce
bias insofar a-, possible and to result in accurate evaluat~ions of the military effectiveness
of the various experimental groups.

Development of Effectiveness Criteria, After completion of the controllcrs" school
and the pilot s•imulation•, but• pricr to conduct of the Simulation with experimental
groups. each of the seven controllers independently developed a set of possible out~comes
for each probe, ac.ýorddhg to 'he following instructions:

(1) In the enclosed packet is a brief summary and a list or the inputs for each of the 128
probes in the simulate.
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(2) Carefully analyze each probe separately. For each probe, think of all possible outcomes,
both effective and ineffective, that might occur, Emphasis is upon "outcomes." You are
not to look into the "black box" of the organization, I.e., you should not be concerned
with processes, procedures, or ways the organization might use to arrive at an eventual
result. You are only to be concerned with what might come out of the "black

box"-with end results only. List all of the outcomes that might result, to include

erroneous or "wrong" outcomes. Remember that "no action taken" is an outcome and

should be included.
(3) After you have listed all possible outcomes for a probe, a"sign to each outcome the

descriptor that best describes your evaluation of it in terms of its effectiveness for

resolving the problem posed by the probe and for contributing to overall mission

accomplishment. Assign one of the following descriptors to each of the outcomes you

have derived:
(a) Highly Satisfactory.
(b) Satisfactory.
(c) Marginal.
(d) Unsatisfactory.
(e) Highly Unsatisfactory.

(4) After all controllers have developed their lists of outcomes and evaluations for all
probes, you will meet together and decide upo" a final list that represents the consensus
of the entire group.

Although approximately 24 hours of work were required for development of the
final group product, a surprisingly small number of initial differences concerning the
substantive content of potential outcomes were found among the seven individuals. Most
of the time and effort was devoted to reconciling differences in wording and to resolving
questions concerning the assignment of descriptors to outcomes that were judged to fall
in the middle range of the scale.

The result, for each probe, was a set of outcomes and descriptors that was the
consensus among seven individuals who were both combat-experienced Army officers and
intimately familiar with the simulate. Because of the specific nature of the problems,
probes were not assigned equal numbers of outcomes and no attempt was made to assign
outcomes and evaluations that would cover the full range of the descriptor scale. Thus,
because of their different contents, one probe might be assigned only two possible
outcomes, another might have four, while a third would have eight.

Furthermore, no attempt was made to balance favorable and unfavorable sides
of the descriptor scale. The outcomes for the first probe might be judged Satisfactory
and Unsatisfactory, while four outcomes of the second could be rated Highly Satis-
factory, Satisfactory, Marginal, and Highly Unsatisfactory. In short, no attempt was made
to force raters to balance their evaluations of the outcomes, with the exception that
there must always be at least two outcomes--one favorable and one unfavorable.

This set of potential outcomes, with their descriptors, served as criteria for
evaluating the military effectiveness of the experimental groups.

Evaluation of Effectiveness. To evaluate effectiveness, probe manuscripts of the
experimental groups were analyzed by a military expert (retired field-grade officer) who
had not participated in development of tAe outcomes. This individual read each probe
manuscript and identified the outcome that had actually resulted. Then, he compared the
actual result for the probe against the list of potential outcomes that had been developed
by the controllers. From the list, he selected the outcome that matched the actual result
and identified the descriptor that had been assigned the outcome by the controllers. The
descriptor was converted to a "Probe Effectiveness Score" according to the followilg
point scale: Highly Satisfactory, 50; Satisfactory, 40; Marginal, 30; Unsatisfactory, 20;
Highly Unsatisfactory, 10.
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In a!! instances in which an actual result matched a poten'ial outcome, the
evaluator was required io assign a score appropriate to the previously determined
descriptor for the outcome. Of 1,280 pro-be manuscripts (128 each for 10 groups) thus
evaluated, 22 resulted in outcomes that had not been previously anticipated by the
controller groups. For these 22 probe manuscripts, Probe Effectiveness Scores were
assigned by the evaluator.

Thus. rater bias was minimized by the development of criteria independent of
the evaluator, and by the requirement that the evaluator assign scores based on the
previously determined outcomes. For each group, the result was a Probe Effectiveness
Score for each of the 128 probes. These scores served as the basic units from which
phase and simulate effectiveness scores could be developed. A group's Phase Effectiveness
Scores were the sums of the Probe Effectiveness Scores within the respective phases, and
the Simulate Effectiveness Scores were the sum of the three Phase Effectiveness Scores.
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Chapter 5

X, RESULTS
fr 4

0 ~The oresentatioi-, of results will address a number of issues pertinent to evaluation of
g ~ the simu ation anid to the research objectives. First, data concerning iiartliciparnts' reports of

interest, involvement, realisat, and pcrceived pressure will be presented as evidence of face
vlidity of the simulation procedures. Second, activities of the simulated organizations will

be summarized. Finally, results that pertain to the conceptual issues will be discussed.4

VALIDITY OF THE SIMULATION

AUTHENTICITY, INTEREST, AND INVOLVEMENT

R-F! Players' ratings onl Questionnaire Items 1. 2. 3, and -1 (Appenidix E) provided measures
of uthntiitxof the simulation and the extent to wvhich pardecipants were interested,

involved, and motivated. The values shown in Appendix E, were assigned to the respective
ratings, and means and standard deviations for all players as a group (N =120) were
computed. 'Fable -4 summarizes players' ratings for the four items.

Table 4

SPlayer Evaluation of the Simulation

Question -.)Ire andlard
itemn Rat-rnq Factor M en Dvation

I Comparative I nte~rest
i?-point scale) 88 5.80 1.39

2 Realism of Problems arid
4 Procedures

(8-point scale) 120 6.32 1.2B

3 Predictive Value
(B-point scale) 120 r-G 1.62

4 Player Involvement

V4(6.poirit scale) 120 5.28 J13

aPlaer who harl previously participated in at least one command Doos exercise

On the Comparative Interest rating, the mean of 5.80 :.ndicates that players fovnd the
FORGE simulation more interesting than comimand post exercises inl which they had
Participated. The Realism mean of 6.32 shows that p~roblemis and procciurins in the sirnula-
tion were rated as *'quite realistic.- Onl Predictive Value, players judged it to hr' "'ultr'

likely"' (mean -ý5.91) 'that battalions which were effective in the simulation would also I)-
effective in a real situation. F9inall1y, the extent of Player Involvement was rasted -is li
fmaean 5.28).



Figure 2 illustrates the players' evaluation of the simulation when item means were
converted to a common seven-point scale. Comparative Interest, Realism, Predictive
Value, and Player Involvement were all rated high. It can be concluded that the
simulation generated interest and involvement on the part oi players, was realistic, and
was judged by players to elicit organizational performance similar to that which would
occur in a real-life situation. 11t, appears that face validity of the simulation was high.

Player Evaluation of the Simulation

Very High

S

Very Low

Comparative Realism Predictive Player
Interest Value Invc'lvement

Type of Evaluation

9Note Item means coiiverwd to a common scale.

Figure 2

MANIPULATION OF PRESSURE

A major feature of the rescar h design wits manipulation of -environmental pressur'
during the simulation. The putrp~ose v~as to 'gary Lhe degree of presiure upon the
organizations in order to determine thu effect of pressure upon Competence and Eff.'c-
tiveness. Procedures for inanipulating pressuri were discussed in the MIethod section and
summarized in Table 1.

To obtain ii estimate of the pressuire the plavers experienced, each participant was
asked L~o complete Que~tionnaire Items 5, 6, and 7 (see Appendix E). In Item 5 players
were asked to rate, on at sv~en-point scale. the amiount of pressure tliey felt during Phase

I;Items 6 and 7 referred to Phases III and IW.
Table 5 summarizes players' reports uof pcr.-eived pressure for the three p~hases. As a

group, players reportedi "Moderate" lpres.sur*' In Phase 1I, more than "Moderate" pressure
for Phase 111, and "Considerable" pressuire for Phase IV. There was, a steady increase in
experienced pressure through the phases of the s~inulation.

An analysis cf variancec for phases and groups is summwrized in Table 6. There wvere
no differences in perc-eived pressure among the groups. On the other hand, there wa a
highly significant dlifferenlce among phases, indicating that sulbjects experienced prce -ure

differentially between the %arious phase.,. Sinc:e no "interaction wvas found between groups
and phises. it can ihe concluded that the noted differences between phases are not
attributable to the members of patticub'-r groups but rather occurred within all groups.
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TL-.2 differences between all possible pairs of phase means were tested by the Newman-
Keukl.• method. Each phase n~an was significantly different from all others to at least the
.05 level of confidence.

Table 5

Player Ratings of Experienced Pressure

Rating
Planned
Pressure Standard

Phase 1ýondition Mean ý Oevation

Il Low 4.00 1.12

III Moderate 4.53 1.03

IV High 4.79 1.25

A- Table 6

Analysis of Variance for Experienced Pressure
R

-•'--•= ~~Source d, MS

Between Subjects 119
A (Groups) 9 3.26 1.32 NSa

Subjects within groups 110 2.47

0 Within Subjects 240

B (Phases) 2 19.47 28.10 <.01
ifAB 18 0.45 <1 NSa

8 x Subjects within groups 220 .69

aNS = not sgnificant

It is conciuded that players experienced different degrees of pressure for each phase,
and that the pressure experienced was in accord with the experimental design. One slight
discrepancy from the plan was the amount of pressure reported for Phase II; although it
was planned as a "Low-Pressure" phase, players reported "Moderate" pressure for it. The
result was a somewhat restricted range between the lowest and highest phases.

ACTIVITIES OF SIMULATED ORGANi. -S

Group activities in the simulation are summarized in Table 7. Data concerned with
contacts indicate the level of activity within the groups. For the total simulate, the mean
of approximately 1,377 contacts per group and the mean rate of 51 contacts per
15-minute period show that the simulation generated a high level of actifity, which is
typical for command and control personnel in combat operations of the type under
consideration here.

The reductions in frequency and rate of contacts that occurred during Phase Il,
despite the increase in inputs, probably reret the particular nature of probes for that
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Table 7

Summary of Organizational Activities

Phase II Phase III Phase IV Total Simulate

Activity Mean SD Mean SD Mean I SO Mean SD

Contacts (frequency) 467.2 36.3 354.3 39.9 555.8 39.3 1,377.3 91.8
Rate ot Contacts" 51.9 4.0 39,4 4.4 61.8 4.4 51.0 4.4
Contacts per probe 9.2 0.7 11.4 1.3 12.1 0.9 10.8 0.7
Scoring units (frequency) 595.1 35.9 424.2 46.2 781.4 50.2 1,800.7 99.9
Scoring units per probe 11.7 0.7 13.7 1.5 17.0 1.1 14.1 0.8

Total contact minutes 306.4 38.4 248.2 26.4 374.0 31.5 928.6 81.0
Contact minutes per probe 6.01 0.75 8.01 0.85 8.13 0.69 7.25 0.63
Minutes per contact 0.66 0.06 0.70 005 0.67 0.04 0.68 0.05
Minutes per unit 0.52 0.06 0.59 0.04 0.48 0.03 0.53 0.06

aRate = Number of contacts per 15.minute period.

phase. Phase I! concluded with issuance of a Fragmentary Order for an air assault into a
new Area of Operations. Accordingly, much of Phase III was consumed with planning,
preparation, and movement of patrols to landing zones for extraction by helicopter.
These activities did not require the minute-by-minute radio communication characteristic
of more active phases of combat. Therefore, the total number of resulting contacts was
reduced. On the other hand, the increases in contacts per probe and in contact time per
probe from Phase II to Phase III reflect the increased complexity and importance of the
problems for that phase.

Of particular significance for the analysis of competence scores, to be discussed in a
later section, are the data concerned with scoring uWts. Mean scoring units per group was
1,800.7 and group mean units per probe was '14.1. It is apparent that each group
produced a very large number of units for scoring, thus permitting a high level of
confidence that scores developed from them ar.! genuinely representative of the groups'
performance.

GROUP PERFORMANCE

Frequencies of occurrence and scores for the major variables and sub-variables for
the total simulate are summarized in Table 8. For all entries except Effectiveness,
responses were free to vary, that i., no ceiling existed for the frequency with which any
process could be performed. Therefore, frequency of process performance by a group
reflected that group's unique propensity for performing processes and was not controlled
by any design features other than number of inputs, which was constant for all groups.
On the other hand, Effectiveness scores for the simulate were summations of scores on
each of the 128 probes and, accordingly, frequency of Effectiveness Scores for every
group was 128 with a maximum possible score of 6,4100 (128 x 50).

Two aspects of the data are noteworthy. First, the groups did not perform Sta-
bilizing and Feedback actions to any great extent. Reasons can only be conjectured, but
detailed scrutiny of probe manuscripts suggests some possible explanations. With regard
to Stabilizing, it appears that the groups simply did not perceive the necessity for
performing such actions. Stabilizing involves those activities that are executed as
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Tablo 8

Summary of Frequuncles and Scores for
*. Major Variables and Sub.Variables

Frequency Score

Vari ible Mean 7 So Mean SD

Effectiveness 128.0 0.0 3,214.5 198.0

Competence 1,800.7 99.9 17,179.8 1,570.9
Competence Components:

Reality Testing 1,013.4 70.0 9,889.8 908.9
Adaptability 783.9 55.9 7,222.5 741.2
Integration 3.4 5.9 67.5 107.2

Processes:
Seiising 567.7 41.7 5,832.2 599.1
Communicating I nforma-

tion Sensed 443.6 45.6 4,029.6 395.5
Decision Making 261.2 20.6 2,909.0 380.3
Stabilizing 3.4 5.9 67.6 107.2
Communicating Imple.

mentation 288.6 39.4 2,174.2 236.8
Coping Actions 234.1 25.8 2,139.4 206.3
Feedback 1.1 1.5 28.0 39.9

supplemental to Coping Actions and are intended to counter possible instability within
the organization resulting from Coping Actions. Thus, performance of a Stabilizing
Action requires anticipation of rutential negative effects at the time a decision is made to
take a Coping Action. In turn, such anticipation requires individuals to maintain a
perspective oriented toward the future welfare of the organization. Apparently this
future-oriented perspective did not operate during the simulations reported here.

Two possible reasons for the lack of Stabilizing actions seem plausible. One possi-
bility is that the players perceived the simulation as a temporary condition in which
future-oriented activities were not essential. The second possibility is that, in the heat of
combat operations, mission-oriented officers do not concern themselves with activities
that are not directly related to the achievement of immediate objectives, even though
such activities possess the potential for preserving future unit integrity and effectiveness.
Such omissions would reflect extreme shortsightedness and a serious default in a critical
leadership activity.

The paucity of P~eedlack scores appears to be due to the'nature of the scoring
system. By definition, Feedback was limited to those activities designed to obtain
information about the outcomes of prior Coping Actions and to planned organizafiona!
operations, that is. the r(,sults of identified formal decisions rather than the spontaneous
actions of individuals. Inspection of the probe manuscripts revealed that individual
officers sometimes inquired about the outcomes of Coping Actions or took some
spontaneous actions to evaluate outcomes. However, since designation of an activity as
"Feedback" required definite linkage of it to a formal organizational decision to obtain
information concerning outcomes, spontaneous individual actions were scored as "Active
Sensitig." It therefore appears that actions to evaluate outcomes did sometimes occur but
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were not scored as "Feedback." Since few formi~i organizational decisions to obtain
feedback occurrcd, the result %%as a minimum of Feedback scores for the various groups.

The second noteworthy aspect of the data summafized in Table 8 is the 'lifference
bew~een fri quencies for the various processes. Sensing was more than twice as freq'ient as
Decision Making, which illustrates the fact that a single decision often stems from
multiple sensing events. Communicatina information occurred less oi~teo than Si nSing,
reflecting the selectivity that often occurs in the transmission of infOrmation fromy those
who have sensed it to those who must make decisions.

Communicating Implementation occurred more often than Decizsion Making. Till-
diffeience bet%%een these two processes is somewhat misleading as an indicator of the
n~umber of linking communications required for implementat ion of decisions. By defi-
nition. Communicatin~g Implementation was coded only wvh n a linking, or relaying,
communication was intertnosed between decision-mnaker an(! action-ta-ker. A frequent
example occurrud when a battalion commander iiiade a decision (Decision Making) and
the impleirn,-iting verbal order was relayea by an S3 (Communicating Implementation) to
a compan, commander who executed the activity (Coping Action). Where a decision was
made during the course of communication with the ultimate action-taker, or wvhere thle
action-taker and decision-maker were the same, Communicating Implementation was not,
coded. Lie fact that, ev,'n under these conditions, more C')m-municating Implementation
than Decision Making ccc urred suggests thal. many single decisions required numerous
linking communications in order for them to be implemented.

Finally, the fact that Coping Actions occurred less often than Decision Making
suggests the possibility of aborted or unimiplemented decisions. This Lveniuality will be
examined in a later section.

FREQUENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS

At tne beginning of the study. it was conjectured that one possible determinant of
o,.aniioa .,ecees nigt be frequency of process performance. Accordingly, a

Pea~rson lprod~ict-flmin',eft correlation between frequency of occurrence of all processes
and Simulate Effectivenes.s scores was comp:uted. The result =~s a currelation coefficient
of .33. which is not sigznificantly different from zero correlation (N = 10). Accordingly, it
appears that Effectiv.-nivs: is -,lot related to the total number of processes which were
performed. If Competent-v is related to Effectiveness. the source must lie elsewhere thaai
inl thle irequency u ith which the organization performs its critical proces~es.

COMPETENCE AND EFFECTIVENESS

Intercorrelations betu~een the scores of major variables Plid sub variablcs areshw
in Tlable 9). Of partik ular interest are the relationships of Competence and its cem'lponlents
to Effectiveness.

For this ,tudv. the most important finding is the relationship between Competcnc,2
and ffeiveessfor the 10 groups studied. The correlation coefficient of .93 is highly

significant (p)- .01 1 and indicated a strong relatonship between thle :wvo 'arlables. Under
the cendit-ons of this study', Competence accounts for 86% of the va~riance in Effective-
ncss. Therefore, it isconcluded that Competence is a principal delvrmaiant of Organi-
ziatiouuý. Effectiveness.

Competence is thc quality of process performiance. The fi -r; f a v'ery high
relationship betwee-n Comipetence and Effectiveness, together " i:. zhe previously
dis-ijsscd finding of little relation between frequenLN Of prrov.-is perfornianrc and
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Effectiveness, permits thie conclusion that the principal contributor to Effectiveness Is
how well organizational processes are performed and not how often they occur.

The finding that Competence is a major determinant of Organizational Effectiveness
confirms the principal hypothesis and accomplishes the fundamental objective of the
research.

Table 9

Intercorrelations: Major Variables and Sub-Variables'

Variable 7 _ 2_ 3 5

I Effectiveness .93" .96" .79o, .11
2 Competence .94-" .92- .33

3 Reality Testing .. 73' .10
4 Adaptability .43

5 Integraticn

a .p< .01; 'p< .05. Correlations are based upon eight degrees of freedom.

COMPONENTS OF COMPETENCE

The three components of Competence are Reality Testing, Adaptability, and Inte-
gration. Each component enrompasses one or more organizational processes and each is
conceived to be a critical aspect of an organization's ability to master its environment.
Reality Testing is the capa-ity of the organization to search out, accurately perceive, and
correctly interpret the properties and characteristics of its environments-in short, the
information acquisition and information processing functions of the organization. This
component includes three processes-Sensing, Communicating Information, and Feedback.
Adaptability is the capacity of an organization to solve problems arising from changing
environmental demands and to act effectively and flexibly in response to these changing
demands. Adaptability includes three processes--Decision Making, Communicating Imple-
mentation, and Coping Actions. Integration is the maintenance of structure and the
stabilization of function under stress and includes one process-Stabilizing.

Table 9 shows correlations with Effectiveness of .96 for Reality Testing, .79 for
Adaptability, and .11 for Integration. Thus, both Reality Testing and Adaptability were
significantly related to Effectiveness. On the other hand, correlation of Integration with
all variables was not significant and, in fact, the relationships were quite small. This lack
of relationship is explained, at least in part, hy the relatively few occurrences of
Stabilizing and the fact that this process was not performed at all by four group)s. The
result was a highly restrictive variance for Stabilizing, and thus for Integration, which, in
turn, led to low correlations with other variables.

The high relationship between Reality Testing and Adaptability (r = .73) is to be
expected. As described in the conceptual framework, the processes that comprise the
Adaptive Coping Cycle are not independent. Rather, a chain exists in which the quality
of each process depends, in part, upon the quality of preceding processes. For example,
the quality of a decision will partly depend upon the quality of prior Sensing actions
and, where communication occurs, will depend also upon the quality of Communicating
Information. Thus, significant relationships would be expected between the various
processes.
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In the same way, the quality of Adaptability depends upon Reality Testing. To
effectively adapt its operations to changing environmental conditions, an organization
must firmt acquire the appropriate information, then Interpret it correctly, and, finally,
accurately communicate it to the proper decision-maker. If the processes of Reality
Testing are performed well, the probability of effective performance of the Adaptability
functions is enhanced; if Reality Testing is poor, effective performance of Adaptability
will IN, less probable. Therefore, it was expected that a relationship would be found
betwee'n Reality Testing and Adaptability.

A multiple correlation was computed between the Competence components and
Effi'tdtveness. For this correlation, R = .97. Beta weights for the components were .79
for Reality Testing, .25 for Adaptability, and -.08 for Integration. Because multiple
correlation coefficients art, unstable with small N's, the resulting coefficient of .97 is
probably inflated. Therefore, a correction for bias was computed and a corrected
coefficient of .94 was obtained. It should be noted that this corrected multiple cor-
relation coefficient is quite close to the zero-order correlation between Competence and
Effectiveness (r = .93).

Of special interest are the relative contributions of the various Competence com-
ponents to Effectiveness; Reality Testing contributed about 76%, and Adaptability 20%.
The contribution of Integration was negligible (-.008%). Other factors may have con-
tributed, but it is apparent that both Reality Testing and Adaptability are critical
determinants of military effectiveness. It is also apparent that, in the present study,
Reality Testing contributed more than Adaptability, which demonstrates the importance
of information acquisition and processing to the effectiveness of military organizations.

ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES

ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS

Organizational Processes are the fundamental elements of Competence. The processes
are seven conceptually different, but not independent, functions that are performed by
all organizations. Performance on each process contributed to the ultimate Competence
score of each simulated battalion. Accordingly, knowledge of the relationships of each
process to Effectiveness, Competence, and other processes has significant importance for
understanding the dynamics or organizational performance.

Intercorrelations between Effectiveness, Competence, and the various Organizational
Processes are shown in Table 10. For all processes except Stabilizing and Feedback,
correlations with Effectiveness were significant beyond the .05 level of confidence. As
discussed earlier in connection with Components of Competence. th,, fact that these two
processes were not performed by some groups and occurred infrequently in the remaining
ones resulted in highly restricted variances which, in turn, produced low correlations with
Effectiveness. Obviously. in thi, FORGE simulation, Stabilizing and Feedback wvre not
related to Effectiveness. IHowever, because the lack of demonstrated relationship may
have resulted from ail anomaly in the simulated situation, it cannot be finally concluded
that Stabilizing and Feedback do not possess validity as processes that are important to
Effectiveness in the real world. T'lhe validity of these processes in relation to Effectiveness
remains to •e fully tested.

Sensing produced the highest correlation with Eff'etivene.ss (.92), Communicating
Information was second highest (.83). with Decision Making, Communicating Implemen-
tation, and Coping Actions somewhat lower and approximately equal (.70, .71. and .72).
Thus, thos. processes concerni-d with information acquisition and information processing
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"Table 10

Intercorrelations: Effectiveness, Competence, and Processesa

Vartiaoe 7 2a . 6

1 Effectiveness .93" .92" .83"" .ý0 .11 .71- .72* .03
2 Competence 95-" .72 .86" .33 .77° .77- .18
3 Sensing - .72° .79" .32 58 .65' .06
4 Communicating

Information .30 -. 33 .58 .47 -. 08
U Decision Making .63 .59 .67° .37

6 Stabilizing -- .14 .17 .49
7 Communicating 6 2

Implementation- .68 .29
8 Coping Actions .18

9 Feedback

a .p< .01. 'p<.05 Correlations arn based on eight deýrees of freedorn.

showed the highest relationship to Effectiveness; those concerned with Adaptability were
still strongly related, but in a somewhat lower degree.

The high intercorrelations between many of the processes illustrate the causal chain
discussed earlier in connection with Components of Competence. The data in Table 10
again verify the interdependence of the processes that comprise the Adaptive Coping
Cycle. in many instances, effectiveness on one procese depends uporn the quality of
procpsses that precede it in the cycle. This demonstrates the necessity for good per-

formance on all processes if full Competence and, hence, Effectiveness is to be achieved.
An interesting exception is the relation of all subsequent processes to Communi-

cating Information. This process is i hly correlated with Sensing (r = .72), as would be
expected since communication should be dependent upon the quality of the information

that is acquired. However. 't is noteworthy that processes that follow Communicating
Information in the cycle are not significantly correlated with it, even though some
relationships are indicated. On the other hand, Communicating Information is highly
correlated with Effectiveness ,r = .83). It appears that this process may have contributed
something unique to the variance in Effectiveness, something that was not related to any

C processes other than Sensing.
To e.4plore these relationships further, a multiple correlation was computed, with

4the seven pirccesses as independent variables and Effectiveness as the criterion. Neither
the obtained R (.97) nor the corrected R (.8G) was signiticant for the limited degrees of

tý freedom (2) that were peL,nissible. However, of more interest for the present discussion
-are the obtained Beta weights for the various processes, and the percentage that each

process contributed to Effectiveuiess. Table 11 summarizes the results.
It is apparent that each of the five processes that produced significant zero-order

correlations contributed to Effectiveness te an important degree. Once again the importance
of Reality Testing (Sensing, Communicating, and Feedback) was confirmed. However, the
most striking point for this discussion is that Communicating Information contributed
43.9'; to Effectiveness, more than twice the contribution of the next highest process.
This finding suggests the probability that Communicating Information made a unique
contributioi, to Effectiveness. whereas the other four significant processe; each
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contributed a much smaller amount of unique variance, but also contained a common

factor that influenced Effectiveness.

Table 11

01 Summary of Multiple Correlation Between
Processes and Effectivenessa

S ' j I Percent

S• ig Process Beta Cntrbution

S•Sensing .213 19.3

Communicating Information .532 43.9

Decision Making .195 14.0

Stabilizina .114 1.2
Communicating Imple-

j mentation .074 5.0

Coping Actions .156 11.5
Feedback -. 115 -. 4

I

aThe computed multiple correlation (R) is .97; the R

E •corrected for shrinkage is .86. None of the relationships was

i i significant.

LINKAGE AMONG PROCESSES

-i_ i• Further urnderstanding of relationships among the processes is provided by Figures
3, 4, 5, and 6. For each of the five processes that correlated significantly with
"Effectiveness, group mean values for each probe were computed by summing all
pertinent values within the probe and dividing by the number of occurrences. Thus,
foi every probe. there were available mean values representing performance on each of
the five processes by each group.

All mean process values were then classified as "low" or "high." Values within
the range of 10-25 were classified as "low" and those within the raage of 26-40 were

classed as "high." Probe Effectiveness scores were categorized in a similar manner.
Classification of scores in this fashion made it possible to evaluate the effects of
various high-low combinations of processes upon the performance of other processes
and upon Effectiveness.

Figure 3 illustrates the effects of different combinations of Sensing and Com-
municating Information upon the quality of decisions. For example, for probes on
which both Sensing and Communicating Information were high, decisions received high
evaluations 60% of the time. In contrast, when both Sensing and Communicating
Information were low, high-quality decisions occurred only 21% of the time. An even
more dramatic result can be ern when Sensing was low and no communication

k occurred. HIigh-quality decisions were maie on only 9% of these probes,
Figure 3 also shows that hign Sensing may be somewhat more important for good

decisions than high Communicating Information. This is suggested by the finding that
40% of decisions were high when Sensing was high but GCmmuaicating Information
was low. However, when communication was high but Sensing was low, 31% of the
decisions were high.
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Effects of Sensing and Communicating Information Upon Quality of Decisions
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Effects of Decision Making and Communicating Implementation
Upon Quality of Coping Actions
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The dependence of decision making upon good information and communication is
clearly demonstrated in Figure 3. However, these results do not suggest that decision
making is solely a matter of good information being available to deciding individuals.
The fact that high decisions occurred on only 60% of the probes w,,here Sensing and
Communicating Information were good indicates that sometning more is required-for
example, good jodgment or decision-making skills. The present data saggest, however,
that high-quality Sensing and Communicating Information make effective decisions
possiblo and that, without them, good decisions are impossible.

Figure 4 contrasts the relationships to Effectiveness of high- and low-quality deci-
sions in combination with various conditions of Sensing and Communicating Information.
For example, the figure shows that probes on which high Sensing, high Communicating
Information, and high Decision Making occurred also receivpd a high Effectiveness score
70% of the time. However, if Sensing and Communicating Information were high but the
mean Decision Making score was low, Effectiveness was high only 48% of the time. When
either Sensing or Communicating Information was low, a reduced number of probes
received high Effectiveness scores, even wvhen Decision Making was highn. Furthermore,
when all three processes were low, only a few probes were high in Effectiveness.

It may be conjectured that good decisions should have an equal probability of
resulting in high Effectiveness regardless of the quality of processes that prcccded them.
However, decisions were evaluated "in view of the circumstances and available infor-
mation." Accordingly, it was pos,-ible foi a decision to be judged as good evmn though
the information that was available to the decision-maker was poor. Figure 4 illustrates
that a decision made with poor information will probably not be effactive, despite the
fact that it was "good" in view of the circumstancef. Effectiveness requires equally good
perforimance of three separate processes--Sensing, Communicating Information, and
Decision Making.

Figure 5 shows the effects of Decision Making and Communicating Implementation
upon the quality of Cot ing Actions. When both Decision Making and Communicating
Implementation were high, ,he quality of Coping Actions was also high on 84% of the
probes. On the other hand, when both Decision Making and Communicating Implemen-
tation were poor, only 15% of Coping Actions were high. The marked reduction in good
Coping Actions when decisions -,ere poor testifies to the critical importance of Decision

t Making to actions. Although poor Communicating Implementation resulted in some
negative effects upon Coping Actions, it aplxars that Decision Making was the principal
determinant of '.he quality of Coping Actions.

Figure 6 contrasts the influence upon Effectiveness of high and low Coping Actions
with various combinations of Decision Making and Communicating Implementation.
Again, when all three processes were high, 75% of the probes received high Effectiveness
Scores. When the three processes were tf poor quality, only 26% of the probes were
highly effective.

The data presented in this section clearly show the relationship of proces per-
formance to organizational effectiveness. Furthermore, the data show the cyclical nature
of the processes. The quality of each later process in the Adaptive Coping Cycle is, in
part, dependent upon the quality of thosc processes that precede it. Therefore, it is
apparent that the competence of an organization to cope writh its environments depends
upon effective performance of each process both separately and in combination.
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EFFECTS OF PRESSURE

PRESSURE AND COMPETENCE

The research was designed to evaluate the effects of environmental pressure upon
Competence. DivLsion of the simulation scenario into phases and computation of Com-
petence scores by phase peimitted comparisons of each simulated organization's
Competence under three different conditions of pressure (Low, Moderate, and High). It
was hypothesized that, under pressure, the moie cumpetent organizations would be more
effective and that organizations whose Competence deteriorated under pressure would be
less effective, whereas those that maintained Competence under pressure would remain
effective.

The number of probes introduced during the various phases differed (see Table 1).
Since a Phase Competence Score is a summation of Probe Competence Scores arid,
accordingly, rcflects the numoer of probes i:. the phase, comparisons between the phases
in terms of Competence Scores are not meaningful. To equate phases for differences in

(Phase Competence Score)fo
numbers of probes, a mean Probe Competence Score (hs Comen Score for

Z N Probes in Phase
each phase was derived for each of the 10 groups. Comparisons between the phases were
made on the basis of these mean Probe Competence Scores.

F Competence Scores and Mean Probe Competence for the three conditions of pies-
sure are summarized in Table 12. Mean Probe Competence is the "equated" score that
permits comparison between pressure conditions. Table 12 shows that Competence was
highest under the Low-Pressure condition. Under Moderate Pressure, Competence deterio-
rated an average of 16.7 points per probe. On the other hand, under High Pressure,
Competence performance was 8.0 points better than under Moderate conditions but still
8.7 points less than for Low Pressure.

Table 12

Organizational Competence as Influenced by
Environmental Pressure

I Competence Score Mean Probe Competence

Probes Mea Mean
"Pressure Condition fNt (N=-It SD o (N-0 So

Low (Phase II) 51 7,209.7 788.2 141.4 15.5
Moderate (Phase III) 31 3.864.4 584.7 124.7 18.9
High (Phase IV) 46 6,105.6 713.1 132.7 15.5

Total Simulate 128 17.179.8 1,570.9 134.2 12.3

It appears that, when all groups are considered together. Competence degraded
dramatically during Phase III (Moderate Pressure) but recovered somewhat during Phase
IV (High Pressure). However, under High Pressure, the organizations were never able to
regain the ievel of competence displayed under the more relaxed Low-Pressuru oinlition.

The degradation in Competence that occurred in Phase IllI illustrates a phlunomenon
that is common in complex organizations. It will be recalled that the beginning of l'tPha-

F4 Ill was marked by a radical change in mission and, hence, in operations. During Plham- I!.



the simulated battalion had been engaged in routine patrolling operations. However, at
the beginning of Phase III, the battalion received a Fragmentary Order directing prepara-
tion and air assault into a new area of operations, wheru the unit was to establish
blocking positions to deter a Viet Cong unit that was being driven by another task force.
This assignment was a radical change from the routine activities to which TF 1-66 had
become accustomed during the initial operational phase. This change, coupled wi'- the
increased pressure in Phase III, resulted in a deterioration in orga:izationai processes.

The increase in Competence from Phase III to Phase IV suggests some recovery from
the change discussed above. However, due to the strong pressure characteristiz of Phase
IV, recovery was not complete and Competence remained less than the base line
estab-ished iv.' the Low-Pressure condition.

The data in Table 12 show that Organizational Competcnce is affected both by
chanigeý in environmental conditions and by pr~essure from the environment. Thus, it is

apparent that Competence is an important aspect of an organization's ability to flexibly
and rapidly adapt to changes in its environments.

DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS

E To determine whether pressure affected Competence of some groups differently than
R otheis and whether such differential effects influenced Effectiveness, Competence scores

of the five most effective groups and the five least effective groups were compared. The
five battalions that achieved the highest scores in Effectiveness for the total simulate were
identified and placed in a "'High Effectiveness" group. The five battalions that received
the lowest Effectiveness scores were placed in a "Low Effectiveness' group. Mean Probe
Competence Score. of the two classifications were then compared for each phase.

Competence

Table 13 sho%%s Competence performance by phases, and Table 14 summarizes a
groups-by-phases Aralysis of Variance. Fig'ure 7 illustrates graphically the differential
effects of pressure upon the two classes of groups.

Competence of the 1-igh Effectiveness groups was significantly better than for
groups with Low Effectiveness under all pressure conditions. Significant differences
occurred between phases for both classes.

Tabk 13

Competence Performance of High Effectiveness and
Low Effectiveness Groups Under Differing Degrees of

Environmental Pressurea

2z;h
Effectveness Groups Effertiveness Groups

Mean Mean
Pressure Conditron I(N 5) SM (N•51 SD

Low (Phase II) 146.5 15.0 136.2 12.3
Moderate (Phase III) 135.2 12.8 114.1 16.0
High (Phase IV) 143.4 12.5 122.0 6.7

aScufes arc renan Prowe Comcetence Scores for cach phase
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Interaction between groups and phases was not significant. indicating no difference
in the direction of the effects of pressure upon the two types of groups. For both
High and Low Effectiveness groups, Competence in Phase III deteriorated from that in
Phase 11 and, for both groups, some recovery occurred in Phase IV. These similarities
in the direction of pressure effects account for the finding of no interaction betv.een
groups and phases.

Table 14

Analysis of Variance for Phase Competence of

High and Low Effectiveness Groups

S~Betw een Groups
A (High and Low Groups) 1 2,312.35 8.23 <.05

ti Groups within classes 8 261.94

Within Groups 20
B(Phases) 2 697.04 3.85 <.05

SAB 2 101.13 <1 NSa
B x groups within classes 16 181.26

a NS = Not Significant

However, of special significance for understanding the relationships between
pressure, Competence, and Effectiveness are (a) differences in the gradients of Com-

UF petence uegradation between Phases II and III, and (b) differences in the amount of
recovery in Phase IV. These differences are clearly shown in Figure 7. Competence
deteriorated for both groups during Phase III. However, for the High Effectiveness
groups, the degradation in Competence amour.ted to an average of 11.3 points per
probe, whereas scores for Low Efectiveness groups decreased by 22.1 points.

Ki Obviously, the change in mission aid operations and the increase in pressure that
occurred in Phase HI affected the Competence of the Low groups much more than
that of the High groups.

Y High Effectiveness groups recovered Competence in Phase IV to within about
three points of their original Phase II level, despite the extremely intensive High-
Pressure condition. On the other hand, Low Effectiveness groups never made much of
a recovery. A modest increase ;,'i t'e Competence of these groups can be seen for
Phase IV; however, it is not -ufficient to be construed as a recovery. Under high
pressure, these groups continued to function at a greatly reduced level of Competence
and never approached their original performance.

Three aspects appear to account for the poorer military performance of the Low
Effectiveness groups. First, they performed at a level of Competence that was
consistently lower throughout all phases than that of the High groups. Second, when
faced with a change in mission and operations, Competence deteriorated much more
for the Low groups. Finally, after deterioration in Competence occurred, Low groups
could not recover under increased pressure and, therefore, continued to function at a
greatly reduced level.

These findings provide an understanding of the influence of Competence upon
Effectiveness and the maintenance of Effectivtness under environmental ch~mge and
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H
pressure. When an organization maa.itains Competence at a sufficiently high level under
pressure or when changes occur within its environments, it is likely to continue to
perform effectively. If Competence deteriorates under pressure or in the face of change,
Effectiveness will also be reduced.

The capacity of an organization to adapt to rapid and drastic changes or increased
pressure in its environments depends, in large part, upon its ability to adequately perform
the organizational processes that comprise Competence. The quality of process per-
formance is a major determinant of the adaptability of organizations.

Competence Components

In Table 15, mean Probe Competence Component Scores are summarized by phase
for High Effectiveness and Low Effectiveness groups. Figure 8 illustrates graphically the
differential effects of pressure for Reality Testing and ACaptability. A- discussed pre-
viously, Integration was performed so infrequently as to r.sult in a meaningless score, so
Integration is not included in Figure 8.

SPressure affected Reality Testing and Adaptability differently. While Reality Testing
deteriorated in Phase Ill for both High and Low Effectiveness groups, marked recovery in
Phase 1V is also apparent for both types of groups. The group patterns are similar, the
only real difference being the consistently better performance by High Effectiveness
groups throughout all phases.

On the other hand, group patterns for Adaptability are quite different. For High
Effectiveness groups, Adaptability remained essentially the same under all conditions,
with only a 4.0 point degradation under high pressure. In constrast, Adaptability for Low
groups deteriorated during Phase III and continued to fall during Phase iV, although with
a somewhat reduced gradient.
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Table 15

Competence Component Performance of High Effe4-tiveness and

Low Effectiveness Groups Under Differing Degrees of
Environmental Pressurea

High G LowSEffectiveness Groups I, Effectiveness Groups

Competence Pressure Mean Ma
Component Condition so (N5! SS

Reality Testing Low 84.3 6.3 76.1 6.6
Moderate 74.2 5.2 63.1 7.5
H igh 86.0 9.3 73.7 4.8

Adaptability Low 61.3 9.1 59.f5 5,9
Moderate 59.8 9.3 50.7 7.8

H igh 57.3 3.5 48.0 3.9

Integration Low 1.0 1.4 .4 .5
Moderate 1.1 1.4 .3 .6

High .1 .2 .4 .5

ascots*, are mean Probe Competence Component Scores for each phase.

Mean Probe Scores for Two Competence Components for
S~High and Low Effectiveness Groups
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These data provide additional understanding of the effects of pressure upon organi-
zational performance. High EffLA,'eness groups were significantly affected in Reality
Testing by the sudden change in mission and operations encountered at the beginning of
Phase 11I. However, despite this change, High Effectiveness groups maintained the level of
their Adaptability functions and, since the) also recovered in Reality Testing during
Phase IV, emerged with reasonably effective result°. In contrast, despite recovery of
Reality Testing, Adaptability functions of Low groups did no' hold up under change or
pressure, and the result was reduced effectiveness. It is c,!ear that Low groups performed
less effectively because of (a) consistently lower performance of Reality Testing and
(b) breakdown in Adaptability functions under increased environmental pressure.

Processes

Table 16 summarizes mean Probe Process Scores by phase for High ;:nd Low
Effectiveness groups and Figure 9 illustrates the differential effects of pressure upon the
five significant organizational processes for the two types, of groups. Both types of groups
manifested thŽ? same trends across phases, fo: Sensing and Communicating Information.
These processes deteriorated as a result of the changes in mioslon and opcrations %%hich
were introduced in Phase III, but recovered under the high pressure of Phase IV. The
principal difference Letween the groups was consistently poorer Ik'rformancc by the Low
EffecLiveness groups throughout all phases. Scores for L-ow Effectieness groups were
lower in 13 of 15 comparisons of scores for the five process.s which co-related

Ssignificantly with Effectiveness. (It should be notcd that the data presented in Table 16
and illustrated in Figure 9 are based upon means (N-5) of mean Probe Process Scores
and, accordingly, the mean total-score differences between phases can be quite large.)

Greatest differentials in performance under lressure octurrcd in Decision Making,
Communicating Information, and Coping Actions. Whereas H1igh groups deteriorated
somewhat in Decision Making during Phase Ill. they recovered in Phase IV. On the other
hand, after reduction in jqlitv (i Decision Making, Low groups inantained this reducedi
*level in Phase IV.

For both High and Low g-uUp),. Communictintg Implementation showed the most
"effects of pressure. In both group-,. performance on this process consistently deteriorated

r; as pressure increased. However, rate of deterioration was greater for Low Effectlvelnss
groups during Phase III, and the downward trend continued in Phase IV

Communicating Implementation is concerned %,nth the rela ing of messages by a
V1hird party between the original decision-maker and the individual who must execute the[ decision. For example. an Operations Officer might relak to a Comnpany Commander an

order reflecting a decision made by a Battalion Commander. Tile data show that, as
pressure increased, tihe quality of these relayed communications deteriorated. Thi., effect
is important because individuals who uxecute organizational actions mutist rtcci\e act Uratt
and complete instructions if they are to effectively iml)lement the de'isions madh by
others. if decisions and their implementing directives become distorted under the strest. of
environmental pressure, individuals responsible for implementation can ueuTr (orrtcttlý
carry out the intent of decision-makers.

It is noteworthy that High Effectiveness axouips improved ( quality of Coping
Actions undcr increased pressure, whereas these actions deteriorated for Low groups. The
improvement occurred despite the previousl,- noted deterioration it Coin mu mcating
Implementation. This apparent paradox is explained by the fact that, uiner increused
pressure, company commanders in the High Effectiveness groups made more decisions
and took more actions on their ,vn initiative without rtferring problems to thle battalion
headquarters, thereby reducing the possibility of distortion and errors in communication.
Apparently, the result was hetttr actions. On the other hand, company commanders in
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Table 16

Process Performance of High and Low Effectiveness Groups
Under Differing Degrees of Environmental Pressurea

High Low

j Effectiveness Groups Ef'ectiveness Groups

C.ganizational Pressurd Mean Me~in
Proctss Condition (N-5) D (N=5- SD

Sensing Low 49.6 4.7 44.5 4.3
Moderate 44.6 4.0 36.2 3.0
H igh 51.8 4.1 43.0 3.0

Communicating Low 34.2 3.6 31.6 2.6
Infc. mat on Moderate 29.5 3.7 26.5 4.9

H igh 34.1 5.4 30.5 2.9

Decision Making Low 25.5 5.9 22.3 2.4
Moderate 23.3 3.1 19.7 2.9
H igh 24.5 1.6 20.0 1.8

Sta')ilizing Low 1.0 1.4 .4 .5
Moderate 1.1 1.4 .3 .6

H igh .1 .2 .4 .5

Communicat.;,g Low 19.8 3.0 20.6 2.4
Implementation Moderate 18.0 3.4 14.3 3.3

High 15.1 1.7 13.0 1.9

Coping Actions Low 16 0 1.2 16.9 2.1
Moderate 18.5 3.7 16.8 4.1
High 17.7 1.1 15.0 1.2

Feedback Low 5 .6 .0 .0

Moderate .2 .4 .4 .5
High .3 .4 .2 .3

SWRaScores are mean Probe Process Scores for e h phase.

Low groups more often continued to refer decisions to higher levels and, ,'ccordngly,
placed a greater load upon both communication channels and higher-level personrel. This

i may have resulted in both delayed and incorrect actions.

Aborted Decisions

In complex organizations, whaere many deci.ions are made at high levels but imple-
nment,-d at lower ones, numerous opportunities exist for breakdowns to occur between

CK •the poirt of decision and the point of intended execution. Whaen a breakdown in
organizational communication processes occurs, a decision may nxeve" !)- implemented as
intended. Such aborted decisions can have serious consequences for effectiven•ss.

In FORGE, "aborted deci..ons" were defined as those completed d-cisions that
were communicated to somaeone for action but upon which no action was taken. The
coding system provided for keying each acticn to :ts originating decision bv recording
i.he unit number of the decision ir, Column Q, "DOC! Follow Up," of thc Score Sheet
This procedure permitted computer identification of all decisions for which actions
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Mean Probe Scores for Five Organizational Procesbas for
High and Low Effectiveness Groups
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occun-d and all decisions for which no actions could be traced. "Aborted decisions"
%ere those for which no implementing actions could be- traced.

Figure 10 shows the effects of pressure upon the abortion of decisions by the five
High Effectiveness and the five Low Effectiveness groups. It is clear that, throughout the
simulate, the Low groups aborted more decisions. However, of special significance is the
large increase in decisions aborted by the less effectivp groups under the high pressure
conditions of Phase IV. Whereas mern aborted decisions in Phase III were 2.8 and 4.2 for
the High and Low Effectiveness goups respectively. Higi, groups had 3.2 incompiete
decisions in Phase IV. an increase of only .4, but, Low group; abortd an average of 11.8
decisions, an increase of 7.6 per group.

M It is apparent that, under the stress of high environmental pressure, processes for
implementing decisions frequently broke down in the Low Effectiveness groups. Imple-
ment. )n processes functioned much more reliably in the High Effectiveness groups.

Aborted Decisions of High Effectiveness and
Low Effectiveness Groups
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The findings indicate a probable major cause of reduced effectiveness in organi-
zations. Even though decisions may be of the best, when an organization cannot maintain
all of its other adapting processes (Communicating Implementation, Coping Actions)
under pressure, problems for which solutions have beeii pres-ented may never be over-
come. In short, at least adequate performance of all processes is necessary in order for
effectiveness to bi achieved.

What extrapolations might follow from the information presented in this section?
The data provide considerable understanding of reasons why the effectiveness of many
organizations is reduced when radical changes occur in their environments and when
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Senvironmental pressurecs increase. For some organizations, a major effect of change a-.-d
pressure is a deterioration in the performance of criticdl organizational processes, which,
in turn, results in reduced effectiveness in mastering operational problems. Although all
processes are affected by change and pressure, those processes concerned with Adapta-

J" bility (Decision Making, Communic-ating Imnplementation, and Coping Actions' seern to
be- more susceptible to deterioration and the effects are more lasting.

Not all organizations are equally susceptible to chan-ge1 and pressure. For some,
process deterioration is- minor and temporary, and recovery is rapid. For others, deterio-
ration continues with pressure -and reduced effectiveness persists.

LOCUS OF PROCESS PERFORMANCE

The point within the organization at which various processes are performed is
important both in organizational analysis and in training. Table 17 summarizes the
frequency with whiich each proCL..S was performed by the different positions within the
simu'ated bat.talions.

Table 17[ Frequency of Process Performance by Positiona

Bn Co 17.6 3.6 26.4 6.8 25.1 4.8 .1 .3 26.2 9.3 2.4 2.1 .0 .0
Bn Exec Officer 3.9 2.4 14.? 7.1 13.3 8.5 1 .3 28.1 13.6 2.9 28 .0 .0
Si 15.9 3.? 20.2 8.6 9 6 3.9 .0 .0 30.3 13-3 7,7 3.2 .0 .0

S2 22.2 3.7 36.5 ;2.9 8 2 3.7 .1 .3 13.0 5.9 3.4 2.5 .0 .0

S3b 46.7 10.2 69.9 11.0 35.6 8.2 .2 .4 56.4 102 15.3 6.1 .2 .6
'34 186 3.7 26.8 90 1-8 8&2 .0 .0 31.9 6.1 14.4 7.0 .0 .0
Co. Hq &CbI

Sup Co r.6.3 13.6 438 3 . 16.3 6.6 8 1 2 19.7 8.3 33.3 8.2 .1 .3
Co. IVI~r Coc 93.2 15, 4/.--! C.7 8 9.1 5 1 2 17 2 6.0 36.3 10.1 .1 .3

N -J 10 except for Commainder Vlanctar company

10 includts Ass stant S3

C'Mean and standard deviation lot cornrande,'. of all mnan-ýuvvr como.ur,.s IN 401

Sensing ivas perforined pi-fedonunanilly b-, co mpany cormnanl.ers. with maneuver
qurer opayad ormaevr opnisi eat h aitdioni c Wmant r ofe head

companies producing by far the greatest number of sensing atvisWt n ed

companies particiipated in an average of 119.1 sentarvg menit.s per l,attailon. This result
clearly dennonstrate.o the heavy responsibii~t\ --)' lower-level battali-on ix'rsonuu-i ffor the,
valid acquisition of essenital Information. Although tompanv conmma tders were thc
lowest level ý. ;,Iqer personnel in the simulationm,. responsibility for sensum! activ~ties, iniI ýreal world" units frvquently falls upon lu~ver-Ievel personnel in platoons. %qu:nds. and
f.-e teams. Theite results indicate thi- critival importanc'o of sp.'t ifivally training personnlel
at, lower levels to effectively perfoitil sen,;ing and s'OMniuniacatinl: func(tions.



WVithin the battalion headquarters, Sens'rcý was performed most often by the Opera-
tions Officer (S3). When considered solely in terms of numbers of Sensing activities, this
result is somewl,,t surprising, because responsibility for obtaining information about the
external environment is c-,-ntered mainly upon the Intelligence Officer (S2). However, a
sw-vey of Sensing occurrences in the probe manuscripts provided an explanation. SensinifH of the immediate tactical environment is performed principally at company levels and,
although thle S2 is, responsible for coordinating these activities and compiling results fMr
interpretation, hie does not, actu..lly perform ttie direct Sensing activities. Sensing for both
the S2 i-nd the S3 consisted of theý acquiiit-ion of information from) brigade levc'~.--a most
important. aspect of a battalions S total' envi~ronn ent. The .S2 received eertait- iinte-iigenee
data from Brigade. However, since more of thle conniunuiications ff'ro n-rigatis dea! wvith

operations (directives, guidance, commander's desires, d~.the Op~erations section per-
formed the predominant Sensing function wihnte 1tlo headquarters.

Communicating Information wvas performied to a much greater extent by thle S3 thean
by any other position in the hattalion. This finding is testimony to the criti~al role played
by the Operations Officer inl coordinating and( dissemiinating~ nomtu.i iOrf~A h
role of the S3 --n discussing -and inti.rpreting the acio mplications of information with
lower-level personnet who have sensed i;i. 'h1 o~rdiMatin and "I: i
further illustrated by thle larger number of S3 c mnitigce-!s.in :r~ 0
Sensing. Often, the S3 must disseminate ar item of information to several recipients (e.g..
battalion commander, Brigade, and five different. company commanders) and this results in
multip~le communications concerning a single itemi.

On the other hand, company commanders rcommunicated much less than they sen-sed.
This finding has tracial importance. because it suggests, that company comnmanders did not
pass on to higher levels much of the information that they recceivt-df voncei-ning zii ~taa"
environment. Wh'iether to inform higher :evels concerninfg itiforniat on. often frip-menziry.
about a local situation is always a difficult decisioa. and fr 1 0 nth r'jure asut
judgment. H owever. when it is recognized that maneuver company commanders comn-
nmunicated information upward only one-half as oftcn as they received it from lower levels.
it can 1w questioned '% hiether battalion hleaadquarters recei% ed suffi4 ient information to make
timely and accurate decisions concerni~ng op~erationls.

Exanmtattion of phiase data (not shown) indicates that occurrences of S-rising and
C~om-, winica Lng Information were apl~prw imately equal for company commander-; during

Phaes I nd IIbu thi.therat'~of hetwo processes was more than two to ot.e in favo
OfSni . n ae .isoduigheig-itniyc btof Phase IV,
comnpanyv corninandiers were diructin;: thli-.;r unni-ts raflc-r tonn information. This
apl;-ears to hI' chax..cteristic of combhat situations -aiid may he necessary. H-owever, it. again1
points up the 1-ýtentiai for a serious problem in battalion operations. if battalion head-
quiarters are not sufficienitl% informed bhiaL!.c indi-oduals who possess information must, of

LEnecessitv. give prort to the dirc-ction of their un0iaeqa" -'r. . onal decisions inaN
result. T he results also point up the %cry diffitult dual role of 'thle cumpany commander as
ooth opirations director and information process'or.

Data concerning Decision Making, wire as expected, Although somle decisions were
niade by all personnel, they i'ere most heat ily Lenteredl in the battalion commander. S3.
and company commanders. Thle fact that. S3s made more decisions than battalion
commanders and about the same -,s b.un-an\ commanders illustrates the critical role of *the
Otlerations Officer in anl infantry battalion.

As noted earlier. St-abilizi-n-g - ,ras nlot performed very often bv ant' gr:oup. However,
with the limifted data available, aL is initeresting to note that this process was pcrformc~d
much more often by company commanders than by battalion commanders. Fecilbat k
acttions were not performed oftvn e-notigh.t provide: any:c'oil nnt ern for
interpretation.



Staff officers performed Communicating Implementation functions most often.
Performance of this relaying function by staff officers was to be expected. However, the
number of these activities performed by battalion commanders is somewhat more than
anticipated. Examination of probe manuscripts showed that Communicating Imple-
mentation by battalion commanders consisted mainly of passing on brigade guidance
without modification or additional decisions. The large numb'r of relaying communi-

- cations performed by S3s consisted of (a) communicating decisions of battalion
commanders to company commanders and (b) further relaying of brigade guidance.

As predicted by the conceptual framework, Coping Actions were performed pre-
dominantly by company commanders. These individuals operated at the boundaries of
the. simulated organization and executed actions designed to overcome the tactical
environment. Coping Actions that were performed by battalion headquarters personnel
consisted of (a) actions against the internal environment (S1 and S4) and (b) responses to
inputs from Brigade (Battalion Commander, S2, and S3).

Overall. the data in Table 17 indicate a pattern for process performance in military
tactical organizations that confirms the conceptual framework for FORGE. It is con-
cluded that the Adaptive Coping Cycle is a viable concept for analyzing the loci of
process activity, and quality of process performance is a valid indicator of dysfunctional
positions within organizations.
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Competence is the ability of an organization to continually and accurately sense the
properties of both its external and interrial environments, to internally process the
information th,-t is sensed, and to flexibly adapt its operations to cope with its con-
stantly changing environments in accordance with its goals or missions. The capacity of
an organization to identify, solve, and adapt to environmental problems derives in part
from the formal body of policies and procedures intended to guide decisions and actions,
in part from the adequacy of techniques and equipment, and in part from the skills of
individual personnel in performing the necessary activities. However, a remaining critical
element involves the performance of organizational processes that convert policies,
procedures, techniques, and skills into viable organizational responses. The purpose of this
research was to establish the relationship of Competence to Organizational Effectiveness
and to determine the relative contributions to Effectiveness of processes of which
Ccmpetence is comprised.

DISCUSSION

'HE DETERMINANTS OF EFFECTIVENESS

The results of the research are clear. The finding of a strong relationship between
Organizational Competence and Organizational Effectiveness shows that Competence is a
principal determinant of Effectiveness. The Effectiveness scores used in this study were
measures of the extent to which the simulated battalions solved and mastered military
problems presented by a complex combat environment and, thus, the extent to which the
units accomplished their missions. The results show that the Competence displayed by
command and control personnel as a team plays a most potent role in the outcomes of
military operations. All other factors being equal, units with high Organizational
Competence are more likely to be effective in mission accomplishment. If Competence of
a unit is low, it will probably be ineffective or, certainly, much less effective than
organizations with higher Competence.

Variability in other factors-such as training and experience of unit personnel,
quality and quantity of equipment and firepower, and numbers And quality of enemy
forces-can offset, to some degree, the effe,-ts of Organizational Competence. For
example, even if Competence is high, poor quidity of personnel, equipment, and fire.
power or overwhelming numbers of enemy forces may reduce effectiveness. However, it
would appear that high Competence in a unit should minimize the detrimental effects of
intervening negative factors. Also, it seems clear that at least minimal Competence is
necessary for effectiveness, regardless of the high quality of personnel or equipment.
Because of the critical nature of the processes that comprise Competence, it is apparent
that an otherwise outstanding organization would be less than effective if the Compe-
tence performance of its command and control personnel was poor.

Conceptually, the Competence of an organization is displayed in its performance of
seven critical processes, each of which is conceived to be an essential contributor to its
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effectiveness. The results verify the relationship of five of these processes to Effective-
ness. They are Sensing, Communicating Information, Decision Making, Communicating
Implementation, and Coping Actions. Significant relationships were not found for
Stabilizing and Feedback, possibly because these processes were not performed often and
not by all groups. Further study is required to determine whether these processes
influence the accomplishments of other organizations.

The seven organizational processes logically fall into three functional groups or
components. Two components, Reality Testing and Adaptability, contributed strongly to
Effectiveness. The third component, Integration, consists solely of the Stabilizing process
and, for the reasons discussed earlier, its relationship to Effectiveness could not be
reliably tested.

Although both Reality Testing and Adaptability were found to be highly significant
determinants of Effectiveness, an especially noteworthy result is the higher contribution
made by Reality Testing. This component consists of those processes concerned with the
acquisition and processing of information, and is the means whereby an organization
obtains accurate understanding of its environments and the demands they place upon the
organization. The results demonstrate the critical importance of Reality Testing both for
Adaptability and, ultimately, for Effectiveness. They suggest the urgent need for organiza-
tions to emphasize information-acquisition and information-processing activities to the
same extent as they emphasize the Adaptability processes of Decision Making, Communi-
cating Implementation, and Coping Actions.

The importance of information acquisition and information processing is further
confirmed by the results concerned with interrelationships between the processes. These
results show that the various processes are not independent, although each possesses some
aspects that contribute uniquely to Effectiveness. Furthermore, since a sequential rela-
tionship is involved, it is apparent that processes that occur late in the Adaptive Coping
Cycle are dependent upon the quality of those that occur earlier. Thus, the quality of
Decision Making is, in large part, dependent upon the information that is available and
communicated (Sensing and Communicating Information). In the same way, the quality
of actions that are taken to cope with the environment depend upon the decisions from
which they derive and the quality with which instructions to implement them are
communicated. All of these findings demonstrate that both Reality Testing and Adapta-
bility are essential to Effectiveness and must receive equal attention in both training and
execution.

The results concerned with the effects of change and pressure demonstrate the
importance of Organizational Competence to the ability of organizations to adapt to
rapidly changing conditions in their environments and to cope with intensive environ-
mental pressures. The results show that the quality of organizational processes is affected
by both change and pressure. Organizations that maintain the quality of Competence
when faced with change and pressure are more effective, and when Competence deteri-
orates, organizations lose their effectiveness.

Maintenance of Competence in the face of change involves the ability of the
organization to rapidly and correctly identify modified aspects of its environments, attach
the correct meaning to the changes, correctly decide upon necessary modifications in its
operations, and execute them in accordance with the decisions and the available knowl-
edge about the environments. In short, the organization continually evaluates the reality
of its total situation and adapts its activities to the specific demands of that situation.
When the quality of process performance is high, information is current and accurate,
decisions are made promptly and with full consideration of all information, and actions
are executed as intended and in full coordination. Under these conditions, the organiza-
tion is alert for all contingencies and flexible in adapting to them.
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Maintenanc fCmeec ne rsue involves theaiiyo llognztste ability of an organization to 5

continue adequate performance of its critical processes under the stress imposed by?
increased frequency, variety, and complexity of environmental demands. The results show
that some organizations are better able to maintain Competence under pressure than

S~others and, hence, are more effective. At present, the reasons why organizations differ in

ability can be affected by certain social-psychological characteristics of the command and
• control team. This question is being examined in FORGE II.

Data concerned with ;the organizational loci of process performance show that the
Stypes of processes that are performed may differ according to level end position. In

general, Sensing and Coping Actions occur most frequently at points that are most in
• • contact wvith the environments. If these are external environments, the points are aiways
,•-• •at the boundaries of the organization, but the location of the points may differ according
• • to the type of organization. For example, in military tactical units, sensing of much of

•- the external environment and most actions intended to cope with it are perforrned by
S~individuals at low organizational levels, since they are most directly in contact with the
•) tactical environment. On the other hand, in a nontactical unit, low-level personnel may
•o not sense or execute ac-tions at all because the principal external environment of that unit
•_ may be other ,organizations whose representatives must, of necessity, be contacted only
S~by higher-level person.nel.

•- With regard to internal enviro'nmcnts. sensing and actions may be performed by
occ-utants of any position. but, even here, the most accurate sensing and the most critical
actions wji occur at those points that are in contact with most of the organization's

Smcrnbers-for example, at first-line leadership or supervisory positions.
,•. Decision Making may occur at any level in an organization and usually does.

• • towever, because of the natume of their particular responsibilities, occup~ants of some
Se: positions may make more decisions than others. Line or command positions, for example,
•: • ma' make more decisions than staff positions. Furthermore, the numbers of decisions

-• • that are required may be greater at lower levels than at higher ones, ,as demonstrated in
.• • the present study, where comp~any commanders made many more decisions than per-

sonnel in battalion headquarters. On the other h~and, decisions that a~e made at higher
-'• levels are usually more complex and more widely applicable than those made at
•: lower levels.

S~Finally, ('ommunicating Information is performed most often lby individuals who
•¢ have sensed change:s in the environments-usually these are p~ersonnel at the boundaries of
Sthe organization. On the other hand. while Communicating Implementation may occurS• anywhere, it is performed most often by individuals intermediate between decision.

- makers and implementers ano, therefore, occurs most frequently within internal organi-
c: zationai channels.

i• - THE NATURE OF COMPETENCE

S~The resul:s confirm the validity of the conceptual framewvork as a viahle approach
Sfor analyzing and un~derstanding the performance of complex organizations. The approach

coceives, an organization to be a network of relationships between members. an openi
• ~system that, ,s in constaunt interaction with a variety of environments, some of which may
Sbe more dom~nant thai- others u~tit wvhose relative dominance may shift over time or with
S~type of organization. In this conce!.tualization, Effectivenesvs is the extent to which an
Sorganization z.ccomplishes its goals or missions. Op~erationally. Effectiveness is the
:• adequacy with whi,.h an organization copes with problems presented by its enivironmeni•.
•- ~to include jgoa! or missions assigned by higher leve'.s-a most significant aspect of the
S~envii-o.mment.
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This emphasis upon organizational responses to problem situations points up the role
of the organization as a problem-solving, decision-making, action-taking system in which
the basic purpose is to take direct, unified action in an environment that presents a
continuous flow of uncertainty bituations. In such a system, the means whereby informa-
tion, decisions, and actions are brought into conjunction involve a complex interplay
between positions and between levels. This constant interplay is the source of Organiza-

tional Competence and, accordingly, is a principal determinant of Effectiveness.
The processes that comprise Competence subsume most of the activities performed

by "command and control" personnel in any organization. Stated in general terms, the
processes are:

(1) Sensing-the acquiring of information concerning the environments, both
external and internal, which are significant for the effective accomplish-
ment of objectives. The specific nature of Sensing activities that are
required may differ according to the type and mission of the organization
and the character of the environments that are significant to it. Whatever
their specific nature, all Sensing activities involve seeking, acquiring, and
interpreting information. The results of this study show that high-quality
Sensing is essential for adequate performance of the remaining processes.

(2) Communicating Information-those activities whereby information con-
cerning an organization's environments is made available to those indi-
viduals who should act upon it. This process involves the initial transmittal
of information by those who have sensed it and the dissemination of the
information throughout the organization. Most important, the process also
includes "discussion and interpretation," those communicative acts through
which clarification is attempted or implications of the information are
discussed. The results indicate that this process makes a unique and sig-
nificant contribution to organizational effectiveness.

(3) Decision-Making-those activities leading to the conclusion that some action
should be taken by the organization. This process is limited to the delibera-
tive acts of one or more persons and is usually evidenced by the initial
communication of the decision by the decision-maker. Decisions may be
made that lead to Coping Actions, Stabilizing, formal Sensing Actions, and
Feedback.

(4) Stabilizing-those actions taken to adjust internal operations or to maintain
stability and functional integration within an organization, in order to
adapt to changes in the external environment. The results concerning this
process were inconclusive in the present study, so further test of its
contribution to the conceptual framework is needed.

(5) Communicating Implementation-those activities whereby decisions and
resulting requirements are communicated to those individuals who must
implement them. In addition to the straightforward transmission of orders
or instructions, this process also includes "discussion and interpretation"-
those communicative acts through which clarification is achieved and impli-
cations for action are discussed. Of particular importance in this process are
those activities of individuals who relay instructions between the original
decision-maker and the individual who ultimately implements the decision.

(6) Coping Actions-those activities involving direct ation against external and
internal environments. This process is concern,, with the actual execution
of actions at points of contact with the target environments. Accordingly,
it is the ultimate determinant of irffectiveness. Whereas all other processes
influence the performance of Coping Actions, they, in turn, determine the
effect of the organization upon thv target environment.
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(7) Feedback-those activities that both assist the organization to evaluate the
effectiveness of its actions upon its environments and furnish information
upon which adjustments and future actions can be based. In the present
study, results concerning this process were inconclusive; because of its
heuristic value the process has been retained in the conceptual framework
until further information concerning its validity is obtained.

Competence is concerned with the quality of performance within an organization.
Although each process must be performed at least to a minimal degree, the essence of
Competence is quality-how well the processes are performed. The following criteria,
which were used for scoring process performance in this study, illustrate the qualitative
requirements of each process:

(1) Sensing
(a) Accurate detection of all available information.
(b) Correct interpretation of all detected information.
(c) Accurate discrimination between relevant and irrelevani information.
(d) Relevance to mission, task, or problem of all attempts to obtain

information about the environment.
(2) Communicating Information

(a) Accurate transmission of relevant information.
(b) Sufficient completeness in transmission to achieve full and adequate

understanding by recipient.
(c) Timely transmission of information.
(d) Transmission to appropriate recipients.
(e) Correct determination of whether information should be transmitted.

(3) Decision Making
(a) Correctness of decision in view of circumstances and available

information.
(b) Timeliness of decision in view of available information.
(c) Consideration in the decision process of all contingencies, alternatives,

and possibilities.
(4) Communicating Implementation

(a) Accurate transmission of instructions.
(b) Sufficient completeness to transmit adequate and full understanding of

the actions required.
(c) Timely transmission in view of both available information and the

action requiremen~ts of recipient.
(d) Transmission to appropriate recipients.

(5) Actions: Stabilizing, Coping, and Feedback
(a) Correctness of action in view of both the operational circumstances

and the decision or order from which the action derives.
(b) Timeliness of the action in view of both the operational circumstwoices

and the decision or order from which the action derives.
(c) Correctness of choice of target for the action.
(d) Adequacy of execution of the action.

Thus, Competence is the adequacy with which an organization performs its critical
processes. When the processes are performed adequately, they assist an organization to be
effective. When handled poorly, they may negate many positive effects contributed by
efficiency in other areas.

It is apparent that Competence is mainly dependent upon the performance of
people. Some technological assists, such as data-processing equipment and highly sophis.
ticated communications equipment, may be provided, hut the payoff in Competence
ultimately reduces to the judgment and actions of key personnel, both individually and
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collectively. Competence depends upon skills in acquiring and interpreting information;
choices concerning to whom acquired information is to be communicated, as well as the
accuracy and completenoss of the communications; decisions concerning ways to cope
with unusual or unanticyated situations; and the execution of actions resulting from such
decisions-all performed aL a high level of sensitivity and coordination. These are uniquely
human activities which can only be assisted, and not supplanted, by technology.

IMPLICATIONS

The processes that have been subsumed under the rubric "Organizational Compe-
tence" are not new inventions. They have always existed, and people who work in
organizations have usually been aware of them Lr somie degree. Certain of them, mainly
Decision Making and Communicating Implementation, hive re..eived some attention in
training courses for leaders and managers. However, for the most part, these functions do
not receive much direct emphasis in organizations, certainly not as the integrated system
of processes they ap-pear to be.

Reasons for this lack of emphasis are difficult to determine. A possible reason is the
ubiquity of the processes. They are always present in organizations and their obviousness
may lead to neglect. A more probable cause is the fact that organizational processes are
the products of human behavior and, accordingly, are less tangible, more ambiguous, and
less susceptible of control than more concrete aspects such as procedures or equipment.
For whatever reason, the fact remains that organizational processes have not received
adequate attention in attempts to improve the performance of organizations.

The principal contribution of the present study is a concrete demonstration of the

importance of Organizational Competence as a determinant of effectiveness, of the
relative contributions of the various processes, and of the systematic relationships that
exist among the processes, as well as the ways in which change and pressure affect their
performance. It is now apparent that Competence plays a major role in the performance
of organizations and, accordingly, warrants major attention in efforts to improve
effectiveness.

RELEVANCE FOR MILITARY TACTICAL UNITS

Military tactical units are examples par excellence of organizations that must adapt
readily to fast-changing environmental conditions. This requirement applies in all combat
contexts, but is especially relevant for internal defense operations, where there is a
premium upon quick reaction in uncertainty situations. The command and control system
serves as the brain of a tactical unit, collating all information and sending appropriate
instructions to personnel who are in contact with the enemy. The extent to which this
system functions flexibly, efficiently, and effectively determines the abilit; of the unit to
overcome its tactical environments. Competence is the quality of performance of the
command and control system. Therefore. the importance of Competence for tactical units
seems self-evident.

The development of Competence within a tactical unit can be expected to result in
(a) a more smoothly functioning command and control team, (b) adjustment to changes
in the tactical environment with a minimum of wasted effort, lost motion. .r reduced
effectiveness, and (c) maintenance of higher levels of effectiveness upder the pressures of
combat.
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RELEVANCE FOR OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Aside from the stresses and dangers of combat, the greatest difference between
tactical units and other organizations, both military and civilian, is the time frame within
which problems occur and must be solved. In contrast to tactical units, the time span for
operations and problems in other types of organizations may extend over weeks, months,
or even years, and problems may overlap so that it is not always possible to know where
one begins and another ends. In combat, the operations of tactical units are usually more
clearly demarcated and shorter in ^.uration.

The above differences make processes in nontactical organiz.ations somewhat more
ambiguous, often complex, and sometimes difficult to trace. Nevertheless, attention to
Competence appears to be equally, if not more, important for these oiganizations than
for tactical ones. The increasing rapidity with which change is occurring in modem
society has led several noted authorities, especially Bennis (6, L4, L5), to emphasize the
urgent necessity for organizations to learn to adapt flexibly to continuously fluid
conaitions.

(Current notable examples are requirements fo" the military establishment to adapt
to changed sources of its personnel and new values in society and for aerospace firms to
remain viable despite reduced demands for their traditional products and services. Almost
every industrial firm is faced with the necessity for accommodating to rapidly shifting
markets, changing technology, and heightened public concern about nollution, ecology,
and damage to the environment. Governments must stay abreast of their citizens' needs
and desires that change almost daily, and even educational institutions must continually

L- modify goals and operations to meet the demands of constantly shifting constituencies.
Under such conditions, organizational survival requires fine sensitivity to the often subtle
cues provided by environments, the ability to read such cues l)romptly and accurately,
and the capacity for rapid but efficient modifications of internal functions so that new

t developments can be met and mastered as they arisc.
The results of this study do not suggest that Competence is a panacea for all the

problems that may beset an organization. However, it appears that the quality of process
performance is a critical factor in all types of organizations and attention to Competence
development should result in improved effectiveness,

THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENCE

U In many organizations, Competence is less than adequate because little systematic
attention is given to the quahty of process execution. Instead, attempts to improve
effectiveness take the form of increased emphasis upon regulated and formal responses
that control variability and, thus, insure reliability in performance. There is a preference
for the certainty of standardized procedures with their clearly demarcated and logically
related stages. Accordingly, organizational processes, which are less tangible and more
ambiguous, may not receive the attention their importance warrants.

Formal procedures are imperative for the effective functioning of any organization,
and the results of this study do not argue for neglecting them. However, over-reliance
upon standirdized responses leads to organizational rigidity. Effectiveness in the fast-
changing environments of today requires high levels of flexibility, a quality that is
essent-al in uncertainty situations and that has its source in what has been called in this
study Organizational Competence.

Much of the reason for inattention to organizational processes can be traced to the
scarcity of research concerned with them. Although theorists have long contended that
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processes may be the key to understanding organizations, process-oriented studies have
been rare. Accordingly. genuine knowledge about organizational processes and their
relationsnips to effectiveness is in short supply.

The conceptual framework presented here under Organizational Competence and theresults of this study appear to offer one means for overcoming this problem. The
Competence components and their processes, together with the methodology for their

analysis, provide concrete ways for assessing the internal functioning of organizations and
for relating such functioning to both antecedent causal factors and ultimate achievement.

Organizational Analysis

The concepts subsumed under Organizational Competence offer potential for the
diagnosis of organizational functioning and f( r the correction of dysfunctional aspects.
Thus, it is possible to specify which individuals, positions, or organizational units should
perform each process. Such specification would enable the development of techniques
and training uniquely designed to enhance the process performance of each individual or
unit.

It is also possible to evaluate positions individuals, and units in terms of how well
the processes are performed, thus permitting identification of points within the
organization that are f- nctional or dysfunctional according to the q-.Iality of their process
performance. Identification of dysfunctional points could lead to corrective action,
"retraining, or abolition of positions.

Finally, the concepts provide a workable framework for periodic self-evaluation by
an organization. In military tactical units, training exei-cises followed by process-centered
critique and self-evaluation by command and control personnel should greatly enhance

;F Organization-I Comp,,tence of the unit. For other types of organizations, periodic
examination and critique of process performance will furnish -i sound basis for develop-
mental efforts.

Organizational Design

The way in which an organization is designed can have far-reaching implications for
process performance. Organizational structure-lines of authority, responsibility, and
comirnineation--can either enhance or impede process performance. For example, every
link in the chain of command contais potential for both delay and distortion of
communication. Thheiefore, a structure that consists of numerous hierarchical levels
possesses a built-in mechanism for degrading the quality of Communicating Information
and Commun;cating Implementation, unless specific roles or techniques for facilitating
communication are designed into the organization.

In a similar vein, an organiz-:lion that makes sense according to the "log;cs of
organization" may never functioi, effectively because the process requirements of its
particular mission were never taken into account. Structures that will be most conducive
to process performance will vary according to the missions, objectives, and required
activities of the organizations. Ideally. process requirements would be determined prior to
design of an organization and process considerations would be taken into account equally
%with the more usual functional aspects.

Consideration of process requirements in the design of organizations may lead to the
establishment of special unit, or departments that are specifically charged with responsi-
bility for performance of certain processes. An already existing sample of such special

- units in military organizations is reconnaissance platoons that are specifically designed to
perform what are, in effect, sensing activities. In business finns, market research depart-
ments serve a part of the sensing function.
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Traiing

Although problems and goals differ according to types, purposes, and missions of
organizations, the processes that com-rise Competence are universal. Accordingsy, the
question is not whether the processes occur; they must he performed to some extent in
any organization that is at all functional. Rather, the question is how well the processes
are executed and how they are coordinated to result in total organizational performance.
Since they must occur, an equally important issue is whether the processes will be
allowedI to operate unmonitored and uncontrolled, or whether personnel will be specifi.
cally trained, both individually and collectively, to perform and control them properly.

Improvement in Competence can best be achieved through programs that are
specifically oriented toward process training and process development. That is, the
development of Competenct requires training programs with the specific objectives of
developing skills in process performance and with content and methods designed to
accomplish these objectives. Competence improvement cannot he accomplisbed well when
it is a subsidiary activity in programs or blocks -)f instruction devoted to other purposes.

The effective performance of dynamic organizational processes requires that indi-
vidials and groups see and feel their actions in realistic situations and have the oppor-
tunity to obtain feedback concerning results of the actions so that further modifications
may be accomplished. Accordingly, experiential training is the technique of choice for
Competence deve;opment. Methods such as role playing and role simulation, administered
in realistic organiza'tional sttings, supplement conceptual analyses of Competence and its
components, and provide opportunities for students to vividly experience the results of
their actions and relate their behavior to that of other organizational members in a
meaitingful way. Knowledge of the requirements for effective process performance, when
coupled with controlled experiences in execution, can be expected to result in decided
improvement in the leadership and managerial performance of individuoJs.

Organizational Development

Despite the obvious value to be derived by individuals from Competence training.
the greatest benefit for an organization is to be obtained from efforts tr, develop all of its
e'ements in concert. Competence represents ci:pability of the organization and is different
from the sum of individual capabilities. Process performance involves organizational
responses and the quality of any single response event is determined by the entire
network of antecedent relationships and responses. This suggests that Organizational
Competence can best be improved by efforts that focus upon developing the organization
to function as a system.

In recent years. Organizational Development (OD) hes achieved increasing prumi-
nence a-; an educational strateg'y (16, 17). 01) is based upon the premise that the only
viable way to change an organization is to change the actu.al system within which
members work and live-that is, to modify the actual organization and its processes.
mainly through effort, of members thn,selves, although the impetus may come front
external trainers o•r v.,n.ultants.

Organization.. 0evelopment take:, a variety of forms and focuses upon many
different aspects of ,)ianizations, but central to all approaches i' n strategy based upon
developmental '~fI'4Ls carried out withi:i an existing organizaLion and during the course of
ongoing activities. Through guided and controlled analyses, members examine their own
act-vities and m-xdify them in directions intended to improve the functioning of the
ov.rall organizational system.

Improvement in Organizational Competence appears to he best necomplirfiel
tlrough a form of Organizational Dewvlopment that would include (aW individuial training
in pro.oces performance; - 1) tearn ttaining in a simulata-d organizational setting: and
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(c) internal development efforts based upon analysis of te Competence of the specific
organization, continuing assessment of Competence performance, and periodic Compe-
tence training conducted in conjunction with other unit training programs.

The study reported here has demonstrated that Organizational Competence is a
!easible mneans for opern-g the "black box" of an organization and for examining its
internal functioning. Accordingly, Competence has important relevance for both research
and application. With respect to research, the concepts of Competence, its components,
and its processes offer a practical framework for understanding the dynamics of organiza-
tions. With respect to application, Competence provides a systematic and concrete
framework upon which realistic training and organiational development can be based.
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Appendix A

SUMMARY OF SIMULATE SCENARIO

1. Phase I (Orientation)

A. Objective. To describe the pre-simulation (previous 24 hours) history of TF 1-66
in sufficient detail to enable player personnel to participate knowledgeably as
battalion command and control personnel.

B. Method. The orientation phase is conducted in two parts:
1. Part I-Players receive a two-hour orientation briefing on the afternoon

prior to the simulation. Players are furnished the general and special
situations, brigade operations order, brigade administrative order, battalion
operations order, analysis of the area of operations, and an operations map
designating boundaries for subordinate elements of TF 1-66. Colored slides
showing typical terrain are shown. Staff journals covering important events
in the past 24 hours are also provided. Subordinate unit commanders are
provided information specific to their respective situations.

2. Part Il-Players assemble in the battalion command post at 0830 on the
day of simulation. New Battalion Commander receives an operations brief-
ing by his staff and company commanders. Simulate date - 19 March.

C. Summary (previous 24 hours). TF 1-66 conducted a successful air assault into
AO LEMON on 18 March. Company-size patrol bases were established. During
the day, subordinate units performed patrolling operations near their bases.
At night, two ambushes were established by each company. The intelligence
picture is hazy. Staff journals reflect important events that occurred.

D. Outline of Events (previous 24 hours)
1. Landing zones secured.
2. Patrol bases secured.
3. Patrol operations initiated.
4. Personnel strength roport submitted to Brigade.
5. Battalion logistics report submitted to Brigade.
6. Routine S1 and S4 activities.
7. Night ambushes established.
8. Civic action requests are minor and routine.
9. Battalion Commander violently ill. Evacuated by air to An Ky.

Diagnosis: Hepatitis.
10. No direct contact with enemy units during period.
11. Brigade SITREP indicates no significant enemy activity in AO HAZE

(Brigade area of operations).
12. All units conducted stand-to at 0505 hours.
13. New Battalion Commander arrives at 0800 19 March.
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II. Phase II (Low Pressure)

A. Objective. To generate data representative of an Infantry battalion performing
routinieoperations in a low-pressure internal defense environment,

B. Method. Present a series of probes that will elicit serious player involvement
and cause TF 1-66 to respond in a realistic manner to events in its external
and internal environments.

C. Summary Simulate time: 0930-1145 hours. The primary activity in AO LEMON
during Phase II is combat patrolling. B Company patrols toward HILL 870
(4547) with platoon-size units. All other units dispatch platoon-size patrols.
Intelligence indicates enemy activity along the major ridge on B Company's
western boundary. C Company becomes involved in a fire fight. All com-
panies apprehend returnees and doubtful cases. Civic action play for all units.
Warning order received by TF 1-66 at 1135 hours to be prepared to support
TF 1-68 into AO LINEN. Phase II ends with FRAGMENTARY ORDER to
conduct air assault into AO LINEN.

D. Outline of Events
1. Two probes per hour from each Brigade staff section.
2. Each platoon reports important incidents as they occur; otherwise,

reports are submitted hourly.
3. One platoon of Company C engaged in fire fight; 2 KIA, 5 WIA.
4. One platoon of each company apprehends or captures PWs, returnees,

or doubtful cases.
5. One platoon of Company A makes contact with a patrol from TF 1-67

near eastern boundary.
6. All platoons receive intelligence indicating VC are operating in area.

Sources are district or province officials, villagers, recently used trails,
small caches of supplies, and abandoned squad or platoon base camps.

7. Company B elements receive mortar and sniper fire as they patrol
toward HILL 870.

8. The water pump for the battalion water point becomes disabled.
9. Brigade CO lands his C&C aircraft to determine progress of A Company.

In discussion with a platoon leader, he stresses the importance of either
destroying or evacuating all caches of supplies that are discovered and
says that all VC fortifications are to be rendered unserviceable if possible.

10. Upon discovering a deserted 50-man underground hospital, a different
platoon of Company A requests assistance in destroying it.

11. Support Platoon leader recommends that a road block at 0 KA (5755)
on Hwy. 517 be repaired.

12. Challenge and password compromised. Brigade furnishes new one for
19 March.

13. Battalion Reconnaissance Platoon leader requests use of Scout Dog Team
to aid in search of suspected VC training area.

14. Battery Commander reports that 420 HE and 72 illuminating rounds
have been fired during period 182400 • 190600 March,

15. Heavy mortar platoon leader asks permission to move his platoon from
the base camp to Pheiw Cha (5148).

16. Warning order to move TF 1-66 to AO LINEN is sent by radio to battalion.
17. FRAG order to conduct air assault into AO LINEN and aerial photographs

of landing zones are dispatched to battalion by messenger.
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Ill. Phase Ill (Moderate Pressure)

A. Objective. To generate data representative of an Infantry battalion performing
combat operations in a moderate-pressure internal defense environment.

B. Method. Present a series of probes that will elicit organizational processes
associated with changes in mission and environment under moderate-pressure
conditions.

C. Summary. Simulate time: 1146-1400 hours. In Phase III, TF 1-66 prepares and
conducts an air assault into a new area of operations to secure and hold block-
ing positions as part of a brigade encirclement operation. The principal player
activity consists of preparing and issuing the air assault order to subordinate
units and reacting to ongoing activities. All patrol plans are canceled upon
receipt of the warning order. Units assemble at nearby pickup zones for air
assault into AO LINEN. Mission-oriented probes continue to be inserted by
both brigade and company controllers. Phase Ill begins with receipt of the
brigade FRAG ORDER and ends when subordinate units have landed in their
new AO.

D. Outline of Events
1. Brigade FRAG ORDER and aerial photographs of landing zones in AO

LINEN received by TF 1-66.
2. Battalion Commander and staff prepare the operations order for the air

assault into AO LINEN.
3. Brigade notifies TF 1-66 that aircraft to support the operation can be

expected NLT 1340.
4. Battalion issues the air assault order to company commanders.
5. Company commanders issue the air assault order to platoon leaders.
6. Platoun leaders report their movements and arrival times at company

marshaling area.
7. Brigade furnishes additional intelligence and operations information to

battalion staff.
8. Company Executive Officers report to Company Commanders that all

elements of each company are airborne.
9. TF 1-66 is airborne.

10. Gunships delivering preparatory fires on and around LZ RED report
strong ground fire from area. Recommend divert to LZ RED-A.

11. All other gunships report other LZs free of enemy activity.
12. TF 1-66 lands successfully in LZ RED-A, WHITE, BLUE, YELLOW,

and GREEN.

IV. Phase IV (High Pressure)

A. Objective. To generate data representative of an Infantry battalion conducting
combat operations in a rapidly changing, high-pressure internal defense environ-
ment that threatens the survival of the unit.

B. Method. Present a series of probes that will approach task overload and cause
Tr 1-66 to respond in a realistic manner to events that threaten the survival
of the command.
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C. Summary. Simulate time: 1401 . 1615 hours. TF 1-66 is required to establish
company- and platoon-size blocking positions to prevent the escape of a
battalion-size enemy force that is being pursued by two other battalions of
1st Infantry Brigade. Unknowingly, CO 1st Brigade has ordered TF 146 into
blocking positions just across a river from an enemy regimental-size base camp,
to which the pursued battalion is withdrawing. After touchdown, TF 1.66 is
subjected to a series of strong attacks by both the withdrawing enemy battalion
and units from the base camp. The purpose of the attacks is to destroy TF 1-66,
in order to permit the escape of the withdrawing unit and to enable all enemy
elements to break contact and move, in darkness, to a new sanctuary. The bri-
gade commander, realizing the gravity of the situation, commits TF 1-67 to
relieve enemy pressure from TF 1-66. Phase IV begins with the injection of
information concerning movement of elements into planned blocking positions
and ends with the arrival of TF 1-69 into AO LINEN.

D. Outline of Events
1. Leaders of each leading platoon of each company report no enemy contact

after departure from their respective LZs toward nearby blocking positions.
2. Brigade CO informs CO, TF 1-66 that both TF 1-68 and TF 1-69 have

contact with what is believed to be a full enemy battalion that is with-
drawing along one route in a southwesterly direction toward blocking
positions occupied by TF 1-66.

3. All elements report arrival at blocking positions.
4. A/1-46 Arty reports they are ready to accept fire missions.
5. One rifle company receives mortar and machinegun fire from a direction

opposite to that occupied by the pursued enemy battalion.
6. Another rifle company's outpost is driven in by the enemy battalion.
7. A third rifle company reports contact with an enemy patrol in a direction

opposite to the primary threat.
8. FAC reports enemy movement in a sector opposite to the pursued enemy

battalion.
9. PW states that his battalion's base camp is to the southwest of TF 1-66

blocking positions.
10. Elements of the withdrawing enemy battalion make contact with the rifle

company reporting the patrol action (Item 7, above).
11. TF 1-66 is under heavy ground attack. All units are engaged.
12. Brigade reports that a district official states that the area to the southwest

of TF 1.66 is an enemy regimental-size base camp. ,.
13. All company commanders receive calls from their various platoons con-

cerning defensive fires, casualties, penetrations, requests for ammunition,
and close air support.

14. Controllers for two companies report thpt at least one platoon each has
lost contact with the company CP.

15. The survival of TF 1-66 is threatened.
16. TF 1-67 is committed to relieve the pressure on TF 1.66.
17. Phase IV terminates.
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Appendix B

'I PROBE ELEMENTS

IV Probe Manual

,n7, lc1 °'" Inputnub Nu*- Controller Injection Method of Follow Up Code Name
1 ~argel nip~ Responsibility Time jnection jR(Iulired-I.. .. . . . . - 1 • ,I •

S63 1 PF'39" i 0 I BS
BnS3 Bde S3 1429 Padjo ;es BLUE HUEY-- i. j I I

Situation: A gunship, after overflying the village of BONG-ME (45648). climbs sharply toward the top
nf hill held oy the unit landing on LZ BLUE. The hio is hit by ground fire and crashes into

the jungle canopy vicinity 441647. This position is near the point occupied by the listenng
post (LP) established by the right 'lank platoon of BLUE Company.

Message: I just got a call from DRAGONFLY that a gunship has been shot down at 441647. The ship
was hit by ground fire coming from the side of mountain just below _ -Company's

position. Aircraft are overhead to provide what fires thiy can. We need a ground unit to

link up with the ship as quickly as possible.

ExetdRecipientAcinSbunCotolrRsniiiy

1. Notify Unit CO. 1. This information was also injected by a

12. Attempt to rescue crew of the downed company controller ,n the area where

I-aircraftd the incident occurred.

SInIput codý I o.toer h-,•,cton IMethod of Follow Lip !Code Name
Number Target Rcp Resnibiit Time Inection Ricd

69 P PE.39- 9 0 Unit 'omdr LZ CLUE 1 1430 Radio Yes IBLUE HUEY

Situation: A gunship, after overflying the village of BONG-ME 1435648) (d:llage is unnamed on map),

climbs sharply toward the top of the hill held by the unit .anaing on LZ BLUE. The ship is

hit by ground fire and crashes into the jungle canriuy vicinity 441645 This position is near

Sthe point occupied by the lister o post (LP) established by the runt flank platoon of BLUE

C(omoany The platoon leader (or actong platoon leader), rt.qht flank -!atoon reports

M4essage: O0c of the gunshins lust went in I think ,t was ht by machinegun fire. It crashed just belovw

my po-o i', going to rescue the c'ew.

S E xm•cit Pv•-•'-" i Actie- . . .. .. Subseflu•"t C n:" ice' Re',tponsayl-iv

2, .llempt to r,•srue shqhp c Yoz p-oc

I i;rcraft J possible.
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IV Probe Manual (Continued)

I11 Input
A_ InputCode Controller injection Method of Follow Up CoeNmINN Cod Name _ I _Nj umber Number Responsibility Time Injection Required[___ ___ Target Recipient _ _ _ _ _ _

74 JO39 Unit Comdr LZ BLUE 11432 9ad.o Yes BLUE HUEY

Situation: BLUE smoke is coming up throuigh the canopy to marl. 'the position of the crashed aircraft.
The platoon leader reports.

Message: see BLUE smoke coming through the canopy whcre the chopper went in. No change in
coordinates.

Expected Recipient Action Subsequent Controller Responsibility

1. Reports information to E~n.

I ~ __ inputj
Input~ Code Contciot ~ er Injection Method of Follow Up iC ode Nm

77 fPE39- 0 Unit Cod Z BLUE 145 Rai Yes BLEH Y

V_ _ _II1- _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Situation. The guns~iop crashed int.) the thick jungle canopy and fell to the jungle floor. The two pilots
and crew chief are alive but injured. One erew memnber was killed hy the grcund fire.
Membe zrs & the right flank platoon reach the position before the VCZ.

Message. 'he have arrived a, hebi-opter It came tisougi: the canopy in better shape than I would have

T4 'Xplcled. One crew mernber is KIA. There are three others badly wounded. We are trying
to get them out of the pli~ne. I have posted local secur ty. The outfit that shot the HUEY
dlown is probably moving ,'his way. B1 UE smoke is all over the place. They muist have

thrown a case of the stuff. What shall I do with the olane?
-x.-xc ed ReL r Acticn Subsequent Controller Responsibiiity

1. Notify Bi, f the situation ~ 1. C.arry out CO's orde, regarding the aircraft.
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IV Probe Manual (Continuea)

Innput
Input Code 'Cor troller Moo'olooi etho, of Follow Up

Number Nrip Reý.)ormbity Tire I je.t,.. Required

82 PE-*39- I Unit Comdr LZ BLUE 1 1438 Radio Yes BU HUJEY

Situation: The VC attempting to reach the downed a-rcraft have been hampered in their t'phifl climb to
reach the crash site. In their haste, and believing that they were first on the scene, the Viet
Cong are surprised by the U.S security force. One VC is killed and another wounded
through the right shoulder and arm. The latter individual is captured. The platoon leader
reports.

Message: I have made contact with an unknown VC force, Killed one and captured one. Can't get
one of the pilots out of the BLUE HUEY. He is unconscious--maybe dead. I plan to
evacuate WlAs and PW. then pull in my security group and fight a rear guard action back to
tmy positcon.

Expected Recipient Action Subsenuent Controller Responsibility

E- 1. Unit Communder should lay on DUSTOFF
to evacuate aircraft, crew membprs,
and PW.

I-I___________

inut CdeopLIT Controller irlconMet id of Followv Up
Number Number Respa-onsiblcty 'tTime !I-icto l Required

1 PE-3 I Unit Comdr LZ BLUE 1442 Radio Yes BLUE HUEY
___ ___ _ _ _ _ _

Situation. Aircraft crew personnel have been removed ffori t!, BLUE HUEY rhe carrying party has
started the uphill climb to the platoon oosition. Firing continues around the scene of the
crash

Message: I have secured all crew memhers. They are being carried back to position. There are more
VICTOR CHARLIES here then I thought. Fire is picking up. They have one inachinequn
tiring into the BLUE HUEY i'm pulhng back. I was not able to destroy radios, weapons.
or ammunition. Tell DRAGONFLY to work the plac., over

- E xpee-rd Recipient Action Suibsequent Con:',O '•.t-- Req l-tv

i Request DRAGONF LY support.
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Appendix C

SCHEMATIC OF SIMULATED RADIO NETS
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Appendix E
I

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS USED TO
ELICIT PLAYER EVALUATION OF THE SIMULATION'

1. How interesting did you find this exercise, compared to other CPXs in which you
have participated?

| 2 3 4 5 6 7

A Lot Losz Less Slightly About the Slightly More A Lot
Interesting Interesting Less Same More Interesting More

Interesting Interesting Interesting

2. How realistic or unrealistic were the problems with which you had to deal in
this exercise?

14 7 1

Extremely Very Quite Slightly Quite Very Extremely
Realistic Realistic Realistic Realistic Unrealistic Unrealistic Umealist

3. How likely is it that battaliosts that are effective in this exercise will also be effective
in a real situation?

I 2 3 4 6 8

Extremely Very Qnite Unlike"y Likely Quite V-ry Extremely
Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely Likely Likel4 Likely

4. In our battalion, the degree of player involvement in our task was:
6 5 4 2

Very High Slightly Slightly LoAw Very
High hligh Low Low

5 How much pressure (d1 you feel in this exercse from its beginning up to the receipt
of FRAG ORD 30-1?

Extreme Very Con Moderate Little Very None
Much siderable Little At All

Numbers in the response spcar ,r the various alternatives are the values assigned to the alternatives

and did not appear in the actual qu. i•t;nnaire
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6. How much pressure did you feel in this exercise from the receipt of FRAG ORD 30.1
up to the time you moved to blocking positions in your new AO?

7 6 5 .32

Extreme Very Con- Mioderate Little Very None
Mueh siderable Little At Ali

7. How much pressure did you feel in this exercise from the time you moved to blocking
positions in your new AO to the end of the problem?

7 5 4 3 2 I

Extreme Very Con- Moderate Little Very None 4
Much siderable Little At All

4

ii
IN
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Appendix F

PROBE MANUSCRIPT

Group No. 5 Proh!e No. 75 Probe Name BLUE HIUEY

Contact No. 390 CHARLIE 6 this is CHARLIE 3 Over.,CHARLIE 6. Over./This is
Time: 1415 CHARLIE 3, 1415. I have located a trail that does not exist on my

map. It leads down from the rear of my position toward the river.
It doesn't look as though it has been used too often. l:ve put a two-
man outpost on it so I will not be surprised from my rear. I've also

& designated one of my machinegun teams to prepare an alternate
position there. The trail leads to the unnamed village on the river,
about 700 meters from here. it enters my position at 442648. Say
"skipper-one of my men says that you've captured a CHARLIE
Officer. What did you find out from him? Over.jWe got some informa-
tion that there is a company coming down this way that could he
hitting us in about 15 minutes. Stand by and I'll get back to you.
I've got to get up to higher right now. Out.J

Contact No. 399 CHARLIE 6 this is CHARLIE 3 1430 Over./This is CHARLIE 6
Tie 40 Over.fThis is CHARLIE 3 Uh-one of the gunships just went in. ISt Time: 1430

Sthink it was hit by machinegun fire. It crashed just below my position.
I'm going to rescue the crew. Over.iThis is CHARLIE 6. say again

t just exactly where it went in. Over./This is CHARLIE 3, 1 estimate
that it went in at 441645./CHARLIE 6, OK, gain contact with your
moving element out there and have them go over and check that area
out. I don't want you to send any men out there now. Over./This

Sis CHARLIE 3, Roger, I'll divert them from thezr mission of contact
patrol to go down and get that helicopter. Over.0Thi, is CHARLIE 6.
Roger, how far is it from their location, approximately, do you
figure?/This is CHARLIE 3. 1 estimate about 250 meters. Over./This
is CHARLIE 6, OK. good enough. have them go down there and see
what the stcry is and ther. give me a call hack. Over.,'lThis is CHARLIE
3 WILCO. Out.J

Contact No. 402 CHARLIE 6 this is CHARLIE 3 1432 Ov-r 'This is CH'ARLIE 6
Time: 1432 Over.lThis is CHARLIE 3, 1 see blue smoke con,,i.g through the

canopy where the chopper went in No change in location. Over.'This
is CHARLIE 6. Roger. Out.!

Contact No. 6.19 DRUMFIRE 3 this is DANGER 3 1,133. Over./This is DRUMFIRE 3.
Time: 1433 Roger. In addition to my request my 31 has given you for air, Alpha

Co. is now in contact with at least two squads, ma t)e more. This goes
along with your intelligence there that they are trying to break through
that position. I want to iequest gunships. The comm'.nder thinks they

F will work better through the canopy in that area. What's the chances
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of getting thenr ASAP. Over./This is DANGER 3, WILCO. Mallard is
laid on. We've •nt three Foxtrot 100s coming in from that Alpha element
now. Do you want that strike reported" Ov'er./Negative. That should have

MRbeen laid on -or Delta Company. Over,/This is 3, firm. That unit is en
route to your Delta Co. position. It should be coming up on their
frequencies now. Also. I received a request from your 31 for an air
strike on to Alpha area along a trad that they suspect VC are opera;ting
along. Over./Roger. That suspicion is now confirmed with gunfire, but
the priority of air still goes to Delta. If you have more than one Mallard,
it can conduct multiple strikes and I'll take air in both locat.ions./This
is 3. Affirmative on that. The Mallard is coming in now at both locations.
The ETA now ir. the Alpha area should be about 05 min./Roger. Forget

Sthe gunships; I'd rather have the air. I didn't know that you had m ultiple
Mallards. Priority to Delta and the rest of it to Alpha. Just keep it coining
and we'll turn it off when we're done with it. Over./This is 3. Roger, I
have further traffic for you. I just got a call from Dragonfly that one of
their gunships has gone down at coords, I read, 441647. The ship was

Z hiz by ground fire coming from the s-de of the mountain just below your
CHARLIE Co. Aircraft are overhead to provide such fire as they can.
We need a ground unit to link up with the ship as quickly as possible.
Over.!Roger, wait on, let me plot that out and see where it fits. Out.

Contact No. 959 CHARLIE 6. This is DRUNIFIRE 3. Over.,,This is CHARLIE 6. Over./Be
advised 'hat a gunship just shot down in your vicinity coordinates

T 1.i41647. which is on your i -ute to your blocking position. 6. would like

ý_ you to go to that area and en route tc your mission-in other words.
V along with your regular mission of taking the blocking position, also

check out that area as soon as you cani. There are gunships above to give
you more support, so they "I be coming up on your push very shortly.

li Over./This is CIIAR LIE 6. Roger. I've already gotten a report on the
gunship. uh, I've got my three element over to check out the situation.
I still have two KIA and the RED LEG element is out of commission.
So far all I've had is sporadic gunfire around here since puttiing that fire
in the air. Over.!Roger that You are in contact with Mallard now. Is
that correct ? Cver./This is CHIARLIE 6. That's affirm. O.(-;.. Roger.
Continue to fight the war and let us knuw what you need. Over./CHARLIE
6. Roger. Out.i

Contact No. 403 CHARLIE 6. this is CHARLIE 3 at 1436. Over.iCIIARLIE 6, this is
Time 143CHARLiE 3 at 1.136. Over.'6. over.,This ,i CHAR!AE 3 at 1436. We
Time: 1436 arnived at uh-my squad has arrived at the helicopter. They came

F through the canopy in pretty good shape. One crew nmmber is KIA.
There are three others badly wounded. We are trying to get them out
of the plane. I have posted local security around it. The outfit that
shot the Huey down is probably moving this way. BLUE smoke is all
over the place. They must have thrown a case of the stuff. What shall
I do with the plane? Over.'This is CHARLIE 6, 0K, you said that the
plane is still in fairly good condition?I'This is CHARLIE 3. uh-negative.
it is pretty badly beat up. but it is a little better than I figured it
would be. Over./This is CHARLIE 6. OK, get hold uf the wounded.
Bring them toward this location. Have you got anyth.ng like an incen-
diary cr anything, uh. toss it out in the downed choppor. You are
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CHARLIE 3. Is that correct?/1 his is CI ARLIE 3. That's affirmative.
111I have the helicopter destroyed and evacuate the wounded. Over./This
is CHARLIE 6, i~oger. Let me know when you get back to this location.
I got a DUSTOFF coming in now. Over .!Roger. Out.!

Contact No. 405 CHARILIE 6. this is CHARLiE 3 1438. Over./This is CHARLIE 8. Over.!
This is 3. My squad has made contact. with an unknowr~ VICTOR

Time:1438CIARLIE force. Killed one and 2aptured one. Can't get one of the
pl*ots out of the BLUE HUEY. Hie -Is unconscious-maybe dead. I plan
toevacuate the wounded and the PW, then pull in my security group

and fight a rear guard action back to my position~. Over.fThis is CHARLIE
6. Go ahead and carry on.! 3 WILCO. Out.!

Contact No. 409? ChA.RLIE 6. thisis CHARIE 31442. Over.!Thisis CHiARLIE

Time:1442Over./This is 3. My squad secured all crew members. They, are being
carried back to position. There are more VICTOR CHAR LIES down
there than we thought. Fire is picking up. They have one machinegun
firing into the BLUE HUEY. I'm pulling bat-. was not able to destroy
radios, weapons, or ammunition. Tell DRAGONFLY to work the place
ovrsnete -r vrhead already. Over./This is 6, Roger that. W1Wt's

the coordinates, approximately, for that? Over./This is CHARLIE 3, uh,II gave you coordinates of the downedt chopper as 441645. There is blue

smoke all over the place down there. Over.! CHARLIE 6. Out.
Contact No. 971 DRUMNFIRE 3. this is CHA.:RLIE 6. Over./This is DRUMFIRE 31

Time:1446Gu.: his is CHARLIE 6. On tlae downed chopper, we've got the
peopie out of it; however, there are quite a few VICTOR CHARLIFlS
down there. Thee.-ire gunships right overhead. They can p-robably see
the area. It's covered with BLUE smoke. I'd like to get someone down
there and put sorte fire there Over./This is DRUMFIRE 31 ;f the
gunships are over your area raise tnem onl your f.-eq. and call, them in.
Over./Roger that. I don't, thinzk t~hey're onl this push; I think they're onl
yours. Over.This is DR t-\1FIR E 31. Affirmative onl that. I'll try to use
the freq. Over. This is 6, Roger Out.,

Contact Nb. 656 DANGER 3. this is DR UMFIR.*X 31. O'e-r.his is DANGER 3 14.16.
Ove.!Thi i DRUMFIRE 31. Hlave our gunships up in the air comne onl

Time:1446 CHARLIE's push? There are a few circling in that sector; heavy VC
contact going on near that downed helicopter. Over.iThis is 3. WiLCO
on that. l'I1have DRAGONFLY come in on CIIARLIE'- pushi. Over.!1
Roger. Out.!

Contact No.R I1 CIjLE, ths is DUSTOFF. OverJrrhis is CHA.RLIE 6. Over. iCFARLIE,
lime:1447 this is DusTrOFF. 11h. I'm on your push. Where do youiwant meto blow
Time:1447it? Over./This is Cli ARl~iE, 6. Is this the same DI'STOFF that I was

talking to before? Over.: Correction, OTIARLIE. This is DRAGONFLY.
I am, uh, I have armed. nshlzps: where do you v.~a't me to shoot?
Over.!This is CHARLIE 6. OK. look down around grid coordinates
-1-116415. You should see a lot of blue smoke rising around that area.
There iq a downed chopper down there. Uh. the radios have not been
destroyved and there is a lot of good equipment. CH-AR LIE is closing
in onl it. I wvould like yot' to spray that area real good. Over.'Thi, ir



DRAGONFLY. Roger. That was one of my people that went in there,
I'll shoot up the area real good. Over./This is CHARLIE 6. Thank you.
Out./

Contact No. 413 CHARLIE 6, this is CHARLIE 3 at 1448. Over./This is CHARLIE 6.
lime: 1448 Over./This is CHARLIE 3. I'm back on the trail. Correction. My squadis back on the trail. Their position is 441647. CHARLIE is staying

right with them. I'm convinced there must be a company of VC down
there. They are probably stripping the BLUE HUEY with part of their
force and bugging my squad with the other part. DRAGONFLY is throw-
ing rockets into the area with driving attacks. Over./This is CHARLIE 6.
Roger. You will get back to our position with no problem. Is that
correct? Over./This is 3. 1 hope they can make it to my platoon with no
sweat. Over./This is CHARLIE 6. Are they in contact now? Over./This
is 3. That's affirmative. Uh, CHARLIE is pushing them and they are
fighting a delaying action back to my position. I think they can make
it OK. Over./This CHARLIE 6, OK. Roger. Out./

Contact No. 416 CHARLIE 6, this is CHARLIE 3 at 1453. Over./CHARLIE 6, this is

Time: 1453 CHARLIE 3 at 1453. Over./This is CHARLIE 6. Over./ 6, this is 3,
uh, the canopy is too thick for DRAGONFLY to be of-uh, effective.
But I know how we can knock CHARLIE out and destroy the HUEY
at the same time. The artillery can place direct fire on the BLUE HUEY
and then along a line from there to my position. With enough rounds
they can cut through the canopy and cut CHARLIE off. Have them
mix DELAY with SUPER-QUICK. If they do a good job, I can go back
in there and clean up. I'm nearly on my position now. Over./ This is
CHARLIE 6. Roger. Now you bring your people back in. We'll try to get
some artillery out there. First thing, I want a tight perimeter. You're
not going to go back out there and try to police up anything. Bring your
people back in and get in a tight perimeter. Over./This is 3. Roger. I just
see my lead elements coming into the perimet.r. Recommend that you
shoot that direct fire artillery as soon as possible. Over./This is CHARLIE
6. Roger. Out./

Contact No. 417 1454/CHARLIE 5, this is CHARLIE 6. Over./CHARLIE 5. Over./
This is CHARILIE 6. How are you coming on the LIMA ZULU? Over./This is CHARLIE 5. We are working fast but-uh, I'm about ready to

release this squad back to 4. He's shouting for them to move his mortars
into the perimeter. Over./This is 6. Roger that. Go ahead and do that.
What I want you to do is move over to 3's area and police up a radio. Get on
REDLEG's push. You will call the fire on the area where the VC are all
around the chopper down there. I want you to put some fire on that
area. They'll know what to shoot. Do you Roger? Over./This is 5. 1 don't
know their frequency-uh, how about having BLUELEG handle that?
Over./This is 6. Negative. BLUELEG is over on the left flank. I want
him to stay there. You move over there to 3's location and start calling
in some fire. Over./This is 5. Roger. Out./Break-BLUELEG this is 5.
Over./This is BLUELEG. Over./This is 5-uh, what's the frequency of your
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BLUFLEG. Roge-. I monitored last. I don't know artillery frequency but

my fire direction net is 53.1 Over./This is 6. Roger. Cant I get artillery
through that? /This is BJAJELEG. Roger. You can get artillery

through them. Out./

IK
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Appendix 0

EXCERPTS FROM CODER'S HANDBOOK

Section I

OVERVIEW OF THE SCORING SYS3EBi

The purpose of this section is to provide a general understa'" dingo tf tne purpose,
concept, and operations underlying the system for analyzing daw generated by a simu-
lated organization.

A. Purpose of the Sccring System

The purpose of this scoring system is to classify data generated by a simulated
organization so that the activities of the organization can be systematically studied and
evdluated. In this system, the material to be analyzed consists of all of the communications
that occur within the organization during the time the simulate is in operation.

B. Concept

The overall concept involves experimenter control of inputs into the simulated
organization and the analysis of all communications that occur within the organization in
response to, or because of, the inputs. The analysis is accomplished by classifying all items
of communication according to a system which related each item to its appropriate
input i,.nd also indicated the function served by the communication in the activities of
toe organization.

C. Major Definitions

1. Probe. A Probe is a set of one or more input messages dealing with various
aspects of a single topic or problem and sent from controllers to players in an organiza-
tior.al simulation. Each of the individual messages making up a Probe may be sent to a
different organizational position (player) or all may be sent to one position, depending

z upon the experimental plan. Probes are developed as part of the scenario of the simulation
and are programmed so as to fit realistically into the scenario. Each Probe will be given
a code name which will be related to its main topic.

Prior to scoring the communication activities of an organization, scorers
will be provided a list of the protes used in th, simulate. This list of "'probe contents"
will be used in relatirng communications to the Probes to which they refer.

2. Probe Element. A Probe Element is a single input which is part of a Probe.
Thus, a Probe consists, of one or more Probe Elements. Probe Elements ar• numbered con-
secutively witnii, each Probe and are signified ',y a Roman ,mineral.

R:. Transcrip. The te-m Transcript refers to the typed verbatim record of the
Scommuniations of one group of players. i.e., one run of the simulate, which Lave been

transcribed from the tape recordings, written messages, and journals generated during the
run of the simulate. The Transcripts wili be compiled separi, i, for each of the various



modes of cemmunication-Telephone and Radio Conversations. Face-to-Face Conversations.
Conferences, Written Messages, and Journal Entries; however, Transcripts for the various
modes covering one run of the simulate will be kept together to provide a complete record
of the activities of that group. Thus, a complete transcript will contain many conversations
and messages which occurred in several different modes of communication.

4. Contact. A Contact is dehined as the material contained between two
points in a Transcript where a sing!e communication event begins (is initiated) and ends
(is terminated). Typically, the shortest contacts will occur via the following modes of
communication . Journal Entry, Wria•cn Message, Telephone or Radio. (Note: Although
not strwctlv a communication between individuals, Journal Entries ar? includ.'d because
they may provide add.Luonal insights into Contacts appearing els,ýwhpre in the Transcript.)
A Contact is indicated on the Transcript by horizontal pepicil line., acfors the page, setting
off one Contact from another. Contacts are signified by Arabic numerals.

5. Unit. A Unit is the material contained within one Contact where a single
ts Probe is the contin.'-ous topic. A Unit begins where the Probe Content is first mentioned

and ends when a new topic or Probe Content is introduced. Units may be shorter than
"3t Contatts and several Units may be included within one Contact. Of coursc, there will be

many in,•wnves when a Contact will involve only one Probe Content. in which case the
bounds of the Comact and the Unit will be identical. Units are indicated by red diagonal
"slash" marks placed at the beginning and termination Gf each unit. The term "unitizing"
describes the procedure whereby contacts and units are 1e)-. ated and extracted from the

_• TransvrioL Units -are signified by Arabic numerals within eac'h Prohe Manuscript.

6. Probe Manuscript. A Probe Manuscript is a compilation of all units dealing~wath one Pfobe. roe Manuscripts are obtained by extracting all Units which refer to a

single Proe Content =nd compiling thenm together into one manuscript. Thus, a Probe• ~Manuscript contains in one docunment all of the material about a particuhla" Probe.

7. Scoring. The term Scoring refers to the act of classifying each Unit according

to a set o? identification, content, and process categories and of recording these classifica-
tions on a Score Sl1wk't (sce Annex B1.

S~COOING KEY

t Cod Ing
Category Codii'te Designation Number

Identification
& Categories: Mode of Communwz,'"on (1-6)

Telephone 1
Radio 2

:•Conference 4

tWritten message 5
SJournal 6

2_,•Particpants ( Player) (1-99)
"=- ~Bn S' IDRUý FIRE 1})
•- ~Bn S2 (DHIUMF11RE 2V" •'

• ~Bn i3 (DRIUMFIRE 31"
•: Bn S-i (DRUNIFIRE .t ir ,
SBn XO (DRUMFIRE 5r' 5
:-Bn CO (DRUMFIRE 6)* 6

SBn Asst S3 IDRUMIFIRE 31)* 7
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CODING KEY (Continued)

Coding

Category Coding Designation Number

Identification
Categories: Company A (ALFA):

ALFA Controller 10

1st Platoon (ALFA 2) 11

2nd Platoon (ALFA 2) 12

S3rd Platoon (ALFA 3) 13

4th Platoon (Wpns) (ALFA 4) 14

XO (ALFA 5) 15

CO (ALFA C)* 16
Artillery Forward Observer

(ALFA REDLEG) 17

4.2 Mortar Forward Observer
(ALFA BLUELEG) 18

Aviatzon Company Commander
(DRAGONFI. Y ALFA Leader) 19

Company B (BRAVO):
BRAVO Controller 20

1st Platoon (BRAVO 1) 21

2nd Platoon (BRAVO 2) 22

3rd Platoon (BRAVO 3) 23

4th Platoon (BRAVO 4)
(Weapons) 24

XO (BRAVO 5) 25

SCO (BRAVO 6)* 26

Artillery Forward Obserer
(BR AVO REDLEG) 27

4.2 Mortar Forward Observer

(BRAVO BLUELEG) 28

Aviation Company Commander
(DRAGONFLY BRAVO Leader) 29

Company C (CHARLIE):
CHARLIE Controller 30

1st Platoon (CHARLIE 1) 31

2nd Platoon (CHARLIE 21 32

3rd Platoon (CHARLIE 3) 33

4th Platoon (CHARLIE 4)
Sv(Weapons) 34

"XO (CI4, "7LiE 5) 35

CO tcHA•.%LIE 6)* 36

Artillery Forward Observer
(CHARLIE REDLEG) 37

4.2 Mortar Forward Observer
(CHARLIE BLUELEG) 38

Aviation Company Commander
(DRAGONFLY CHARLIF
Leader) 39
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CODING KEY (Continued) Codingy

Category Coding Designation Number

Identification
Categories: Company D (DELT'Ay:

DELTA Controller -o
1st Platoon (DELTA 1) 41
2nd Platoon (DELTA 2) .12
3rd Platoon (DELTA 3) 43
-1th Platoon fDELTA 4)

(Weapons) 4-1
XO (DELTA 5) 45
CO (DELTA 6)? ,6
Forward Artillery Observer
(DELTA REDLEG) 47

4.2 Mortar Forward Observer
(DELTA BLUELEG) 48

Aviation Compriny Commander
(DRAGONFLY I)ELTA
Leader) 49

Headquarters Combat Supportr Support Co. (HOTEl,):
HOTEL Controller 50
Antitank Platoon Leader

(HOTEL il)
I leavy Mortar Platoon Leader

(HOTEL 12) 52
Recon Platoon Leader
(HOTEL 13)

Maintenance P~latoon Leader
(HOTEL 44)

"E Air Control Team
(HOTEL 55) 55

Engineer Platoon Leader
(HOTEL 31) 56

Surgeon (WOTEL 21) 61
Chaplain (HOTEl. 22) 62
Artillery Liaison Officer

(HOTEL 331 6:3
Supply & Transportation

Platoon Leader (001'TEl -10) 6 1
XO, IIQ & Combat Support

Company (HOTEL 5) 65
CO, HQ & ('ombat Support

Company (HOTEI 6() 66
Communications Officer

(HOTEL 101 67



CODING KEY (Continued)

Coding
Category Coding Designation Number

Identification
Categories: Headquarters Combat

Support Co. (HOTEL)
(Con tinued)

Ground Surveillance Section

(HOTEL 35) 68
Aviation Company Commander

(DRAGONFLY HOTEL
Leader) 69

1st Brigade:
S1 (DANGER 1) 71
S2 (DANGER 2) 72

S3 (DANGER 3) 73
S4 (DANGER 4) 74
XO (DANGER 5) 75
CO (DANGER 6) 76
S5 (DANGER 7) 77

"14bLi5 Aviation Bn
Operations Center

00(DRAGONFLY Control) 7

Radiotelephone Operator
(RTO) LZ WHITE 81

Radiotelephone Operator

(RTO) LZ RED 82
USAF Forward Air Controller

(Mallard) 83
C Co. 1V69 (Dugout CHARLIE) 8-1
D Co. 1/69 (I)ugout DELTA) 85

I Bn Conference Call (Incomplete)
(List recipients contactud) 98

Bn Conference (Complete) 99

Content
Categories: Topic of Unit (1-999)

Because of the possible intro-
duction of unanticipated
mraterial by participants. it
is nect-ssary that the sCefies of
numbers for this category lie
'open-ended.'

'Time of Unit (1-3)
Past 1
[Present 3
Future 3



CnetCODING KEY (Continued)

- •c•Coding
SCategory Coding Designation Number

i ! Content

Categories: Location of Unit (1-2)
External Environment1

9 internal Environment 2

Process
Categories: Sensing

Passive Sensing 11
Active Sensing 12
Sensing Action 13
Sensing of Brigade Decision 14
Sensing of Recommendation 17

Communicating Information
Communicating About

Information Sensed
Discussion ,nd/or

Interpretation 22
Communicating

'Recommendation 23

Decisions, Commands,
Orders, and Instructions D, C, 0, and I leading to

Active Sensing 31
D. C, 0. and I leading to

Sensing Action 32
D. C, 0. and I leading to

Stabilizing Action 33
ID. C. 0, and I leading to
Coping Action 34

D, C. 0. and I leading to

Feedback Action 35
Decision to Rescind Decision :36

Stabilizing Action 41

Communicating
Implementatl vi Communicati -g About

D. C. 0. and 1 51
Discussion an--/or

Interpretation 52

Coping Action 61

Feedback Action 71
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CRITERIA FOR SCORING PROCESS CATEGORIES

MR ~ SL"-,ing
Numnber., lrocess, Criteria

Rw SENSING (Players receive or attempt
to obtain information,,:

11 Passive Sensing (External 11) Player /Controller interaction only.
Environ ment) (2) Player receives information from

controller without asking for it.
(3) Score of I in Columin 0.

I Active Sensing (Enternal (1) Player/Controller interactiion.oiv
.0Environment) 42) Player atemptvs tnoobtion inrorm'-

tofrmcontroller (a wsul sig o t.

(3) Score of 2 in Co'umn0.

12 Active Sensing (Internal (1) Player/Controller interaction ol.
Environment) (2) Player at tempts, to obtain infornmi-

tion from controller (miay result
from decision by higher level).

(3) Score of 2 in Column 0.

13 ctv Sensini cng (Internal (1) Plaver'Controllf-r interaction only.
Environment) (2) Player attempts to obtain iiiformia-

tion from controller.ta rsi

frm ecision by orghnzerileel)
(0) Score of 32 in Column PJ.it

13 Sensing Action (Internal (1) Plaver"Con troller intera.-ion onily
Environment); (2) Player atteipts, to obtain iniformna-

tion. from controller.
(3) 1Formall action derivin- from

deci~sionm by organization.
f-1) Score of 32 in Column P with

score of 2 in Column J for at least
one prior unt1:1.

(5) Score of I in Columnn 0.

14 Sensing Atofnrgd tcii (Ineal1) IPlayer rideContro llr ner it, eract onl

tonly. cnroir

(5) Limcodrecp of 2iCoumniael 0 iec

tives Ir--n Brigade.



CRITERIA FOR SCORING PROCESS CATEGORIES (Continued)

Scoring
Numbers Process Criteria

17 Sensing of Recommendation (1) Player/Company Controller
interaction only.

(2) Limited to passive insing of
recommendations from units sub-
o,rdi;nate to Company Commander.

COMMUNICATING INFORMATION
(Transmission and discussion of
information by players after it has
been sensed and before a decision
has been made about it.):

21 Communicating Information (1) Usually Plaver/Player interaction.
About Information Sensed (2) Limited to communication of
(External Environment) sensed information.

(3) Presence of an "informing" quality.
EXCEPTION - Where Bn informs (4) Occurs prior to a decision.
Bde or where Co. Comdr informs (5) Score of 1 in Column 0.
Co. Controller about information
sensed. Would have Player/
Controller interaction.

21 Communicating Informatlion Sense4 (1) Usually Player/Player interaction.
(Internal Environment) (2) Limited to communication of

sensed information.
EXCEPTION - Where l'n informs 13) Presence of an "informing" quality.
IBde or wl., re Co. Comor informs (4) Occurs prior to a decision.
Co. Controller about information (5) Score of 2 in Column 0.
sensed. Would have Player/
Controller Interaction.

22 Communicating Information- (1) Player/Player interaction only.
Discussion and Interpretation (2) Communication other than sensed
(External Environment) information.

(3) Occurs prior to a decision.
(4) Score of 1 in Column 0.

22 Conmmuni-ating Inforiviation- (1) Player/Player interaction only.
Discussion and Interpretation (2) C-ni"m-;ication other than sensed
(Internal Environment) information.

(3) Occurs prior to a decision.
(4) Score of 2 in Column 0.

23 Communicating Recommethdation (1) Player/Player interaction only.
(2) Li:n;ted to relaying of recommenda-

tions made initially by units sub-
ordinate to company commanders.
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ON
CRITERIA FOR SCORING PROCESS CATEGOR IES (Contiuei.~d)

Scoring
Numbers Process Criteria

DECISIONS, t.OMM ANDS, ORDERS. Z
OR INSTRUI.WTIONS
(Material refliecting the intention to

AN-1 take some kind of actionj:
31 Decisions (etc.) Leading to (1) Intenued to I.au to individual action

Active Sensing to obtain information about tile
(External Environment) external environment.

(2, Usually Lakes form of inst ructions
fon) higher levels for lower levels

to ototain information.
(3) Usually Player/Player interaction.
(4) Firs, time decision appears in

manuscript.
- 5) Score of 1 in Column 0.

1131 Decisions (etc.) Leading to (1 ) Intended to lead to individual a-tion
Activ:e Sensing to obtain information about thle
(Internal Environment) internal environment.

(2) tUhuallv takes foirn of 'Instructions
from higher levels for lower ievels
to obtain information.

(3) Uvuialh- Plaver'Plaver inter-ction.
1I) First time decision appears in

manuscript.

(5) Score of 2 in Column 0

32 Decisions (etc )Leading to (11) Usualivly PrTler e inePcton
Sensing Action (2) Usually takes form of instruct ions
(External Environment) from hicher level to lower leveis.

(3) Intended 'o lead to formal or.-:mi-za-
lional action to obtaiin informat ion

about the external environmeii.
(4) First time decision appe-ars InI

manuscript.
(M Score of I ini Column 0.

32 Decisions (etc.) Leading 'o wi Usualyv Player'Player Interaction.
Sens~ng Action (2) Usually takes form of instructions
(Internal Environment) from higher level to lower !evels.

(3 ;nten'ded to lead to formal organiza-
tional action to obtain information
about the internal environment .

(4) First time decision appears in
nianusc-ript.

(5) Score of 2 in Column 0.



CRITERIA FOR SCORING PROCESS "ATEGORIES (Continued)

Scoring
Numbers Process Criteria

33 D~ecisions (etc.) Leadin~g to (1) Must be preceded by Coping
Stabilizing Action Action or Decision (etc.) Leading

to Coping Action to which it can
be related as potential counter-
actor of negative effects.

(2) Refers to internal environment only.
(3) First time decision appears in

manuscript.
(4) Score of 2 in Column 0.

3,4 Decisions (etc.) Leading to (1) Intended to effect a change in the
Coping Actions external environment - to "do
(External Environmentj something."

(2) First time decision appears in
manuscript.

(3) Score of 1 in Column 0.

3-1 Decisions (etc.) Leading to (1) Intended to effect a ,-hange in the
Coping Actions internal environment - to "do
(Internal Environment) something,"

(2) First time decision appears in
manuscript.

35 Decisions (etc.) Leading to (1) Intended to lead to formal action
Feedback Actions to obtain information ahL)ul the
'External Environn.ert) outcome of a Coping Action.

(2) Usually Player/Player interaction.
(3) First time decision appears in

mantiscri!)t.
(4) Score of 1 in Column 0.

'35 Decisions (etc.) Leading to (1) Intended to lead to formal action
Feedback Actions to obtain information about the
(Internal Environmentl outcome of Coping Acti-)ns and

Stabilizing Actions.
(2) Usually Player;Player interaction.
,3) First time the decision appears in

manuscript.
(4) Score of 2 in Column 0.

:36 Decision to Rescind Decision 0i) Limited to formal dec is-on to
rescind a prior dtecision.

( 2) Niti-t be preceded by at lea-,z oneo
Sl~orior decision of record to which

S•it c-an be legitimately keyed.



CRITERIA FOR SCORING PROCESS CATEGORIES (Continued)

Scoring
Numbers Process Criteria

41 STABILIZING ACTIONS
(Actions intended to prevent potential (1) Intended to prevent negative effects
negative effects to the organization of Coping Action.
which might occur because of Coping (2) Must be preceded by or concurrent
Action) with a score of 33 in Column P.

(3) Must be preceded by or ccncurrent
with a score of either 34 or 61 in
Column P for at least one unit
to which it can be related.

(4) Score of 2 in Column 0.

COMMUNICATING IMPLEMENTATION
(Transmittal and discussion of information
instructions by players after decision has
been made and before action is taken.)

51 Communicating Implementation (1) Traceable to a specific decision.
about Decisions (etc.) (2) Limited to communication imple-
(External Environment) menting a specific decision.
EXCEPTION - Where Bn informs (3) Presence of a "relaying" quality.
"�Bde of a decision or action or (4) Occurs after decision and before
where Co. Comdr informs Co. action.
Controller of some decision or (5) Usually Player/Player interaction.
action taken elsewhere. Would (6) Score of 1 in Column 0.

have Player/Controller interaction.

51 Communicating Implementation (1) Traceable to a specific decision.
About Decisions (etc.) (2) Limited to communication imple-
(Internal Environment) menting a specific decision.
EXCEPTION - Where Bn informs (3) Presence of a "relaying" quality.
Bde of a decision or action or (4) Occurs after decision and before
where Co. Comdr informs Co. action.
Controller of some decision or (5) Usually Player/Player interaction
action taken elsewhere. Would only.
have Player/Controller interaction. (6) Score of 2 in Column 0.

52 Communicating Implementation. (1) Communication other than relaying
Discussion or Interpretation a specific decision.
(E-xternal Environment) (2) Occurs after decision and before

action.
(3) Player/Player interaction only.
(4) Sc-ore of I in Column 0.

52 Communicating Implementation. (1) Communication other than relaying
Discussion or Interpretation a specific dicision.
(Internal Environment) (2) Occurs after decision and before

action.
(3) Player/Player interaction only.

0(4) Score of 2 in Column 0.
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CRrrERIA FOR SCORING PROCESS CATEGORIES (Continued)

Scoring __

Numbers Process Criteria

COPING ACTIONS (Direct actions in
response to, or to cope with, changes
in the organization's environments.)

61 Coping Actions (External I1) Player/Controiler interaction only.
Environment) (2) Actions to "do something to" the

external environment.
(3) Does not include actions to

obtain inforrmation.
(4) Score of 34 in Column P concurrent

with or preceding current unit.
(5) Score of 1 in Column 0.

61 Coping Actions (Internal (1) Usually Player/Contro!lerI Environment) interaction.
(2) Actions to "do somethiug to" the

internal environment.I I(3) Does not include actions to
obtain information.

(4) Score of 34 in Column P concurrent
with or preceding current unit.

(5) Score of 2 in Column 1.

R FEEDBACK ACTIONS (Formal
actions taken to obtain information
a•bout the resits of Coping Actions
or Stabilizing Actions.)

71 Feedback Actions (External (1) Action to obtain information about
nvironment) results of Coping Action only.

(2) Player/Controller in ter;action only.
(3) Score of 35 in Column I' concurrent

with or preceding current unit.
(4) Score of 61 in Column P for at

least one prior unit.
(5) Score of 1 in Column 0.

71 Feedback Actions (Internal (1) Action to obtain informalion about
Environment) results of Coping Actions or

Stabilizing Actions.
(2) Player/Controller interaction only.
(3) Score of 34 in Column P concurrent

with or preceding current unit.
(4) Score of .11 or 61 in Column P far

at least one prior unit.
(5) Score of 2 in Column 0.
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